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Preface

The text investigates the interactions among innovation, entrepreneurship, and 
ecosystems.

Chapter 1 investigates family firm entrepreneurial strategies’ impact on innovation 
ability during new venture step and reveals how family firms take an initial step for 
the outcome. Basically, family firms are often assumed to be conservative in their 
innovation strategy. However, the truth is that many family-owned businesses are 
amongst the most innovative in their industries. Moreover, many of them can thrive 
across generations, which indicates that the spirit of innovation is at the very heart 
of their company culture. In addition, to adjust according to market demand and 
uncertainty, top management or founder must modify the in-hand resources according 
to the market demand. Nevertheless, due to the current era of digital globalization due 
to Covid 19, family-owned small and medium-sized enterprises face many challenges 
to sustain for the long term in the uncertain market. Therefore, strategic policymakers 
are needed to replace or modify the current business model by adopting digital 
technologies. Because without adoption of digital entrepreneurial activities cannot 
sustain for the long term. Therefore, the current study gives several suggestions to 
the policymakers and governmental institutions to replace and modify the existing 
resources and capabilities through digital technologies.

Chapter 2 investigates the relationship between formality and SME innovation. 
Specifically, the analysis considers the impact of formality on product, process, 
organizational, and commercial innovation. The research methodology is based 
on the analysis of the IRDC data set from Cameroon and Senegal. The authors 
use a logit model. The results show that formality significantly determines the 
capacity of firm innovation. Besides, the role of formality varies depending on the 
type of innovation, the sector of activity, and the country. It is therefore essential 
to intensify initiatives aimed at the formalization of businesses to improve SME 
innovation in French-speaking Africa and move from simple copying of innovations 
and their adaptation to real innovations that can impact growth. On this issue, 
Cameroonian public authorities are even more concerned because not only does 
the rate of informality remain very high in Cameroon, but the impact of formality 
remains insignificant, especially when considering the frequency of innovation.

Chapter 3 will explore the impact of a foreign investor on the development of Bank 
Pekao S.A. A literature review will be applied for this aim. It covers a detailed analysis 
of transaction documentation and post-audit statements of both the Supreme Audit 
Office as well as delegations of the Ministry of State Treasury. Thanks to research it 
can be assessed how UniCredito Italiano has positively influenced the operation of 
Pekao S.A. after the acquisition of shares. Thereby, the results of this study contest 
popular opinion about the exploitation of domestic employees by foreign companies. 



IV

From the methodological point of view, there are many definitions of foreign direct 
investment. The subject of this article leads to a special emphasis on definitions which 
refer to the creation of a long-term relationship between an investor and the company 
in which the shares are acquired.

In line with the special attention paid to ecosystem conditions that encourage 
innovation and entrepreneurship, Chapter 4 provides a critical review and expands 
the understanding of the concepts of the innovation ecosystem and entrepreneurial 
ecosystem. The entrepreneurial ecosystem represents a collection of actors that 
interact within a geographically bound entrepreneurial environment and factors, 
which contribute to the development of productive entrepreneurship. Innovation 
ecosystems represent communities of interacting actors that support innovation 
processes and create technologies and innovations. The focus of the innovation 
ecosystem is on value creation through the creation of innovations, while the focus 
of the entrepreneurship ecosystem is on the development of entrepreneurship. There 
are differences between the two concepts, but also the relationships and interactions, 
which are revealed in the chapter. Also, there are highlighted the framework, 
components and features of both entrepreneurial and innovation ecosystems.

Chapter 5 discusses the important role of capital evaluation. In particular, the capital 
return rate is the relative time change rate of value. Correspondingly, the current 
value can be produced in terms of value change rate divided by capital return rate. 
There is a variety of ways to approximate the expected capital return rate. These are 
briefly discussed. The approximation of the value change rate is still more variant, 
depending on the type of businesses discussed. A variety of businesses may appear 
within a firm, in which case the value change rates must be integrated. An example 
is provided of a real estate firm benefiting from the growth of multiannual plants 
of varying ages. It is found that the application of a duration-dependent reference 
capital return rate increases the value increment rate of juvenile stands and decreases 
that of mature stands, however increasing the valuation result of both.

Chapter 6 considers a centralized one-echelon supply chain with two retailers selling 
products and facing stochastic demand. Given the large distance between the supplier 
and retailers, and the corresponding large fixed transportation cost (by order) long 
replenishment cycles are typically used. In such situations, transporting stocks 
between retailers is much easier and less costly, and may be done on a more frequent 
basis. In this work, the authors explore the cost benefits of allowing multiple shipments 
between retailers during a supplier replenishment cycle. Items’ transshipment between 
retailers still involves of course certain costs, for handling and moving the items. 
Since multiple items can often be shipped on a single pallet, part of those costs will 
be independent of the number of items shipped. Instead of only including a variable 
transport cost per item, the authors also include a fixed transport cost per shipment.

Finally, Chapter 7 attempts to understand New Product Development Approaches 
and Strategies adopted by key global and domestic brands operating in the Indian 
Textile market and derive lessons for the development of future models of New 
Product Development in the Indian Textile and Apparel Industry. The brands have 
been selected on the basis of their popularity and position in the Indian Textile 
markets. Indian players: The Raymond Group and Siyaram’s particularly cater to 

XII
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the men’s clothing range only. With the advent of the multinational brands like Allen 
Solly into the Indian markets, women’s formal as well as comfortable casual clothing 
range has been given due attention over the period of time. It may also seem that 
women’s apparel garments only came into being after the substantial rise in their 
numbers in the workplace otherwise there might be a connotation in the minds of the 
companies that formal wear is only about men’s clothing and perhaps the monopoly of 
it. Secondly, Casual/Comfort wear clothing is the largest category in terms of market 
size and a lot of small and large players have come up which though not mentioned 
in the current paper but constitute a substantial market size in the Indian Readymade 
Garments Industry. Thus there is a lot of scope for New Product Development in 
this category of clothing segment which so far has not been done by the Indian 
brands which have largely followed the trends and patterns of international brands. 
Thirdly, the discussions in this chapter have confirmed the hypothesis that the most 
sought-after strategies of New Product Development have been launching of the New 
Product Lines followed by the Additions to the Product Lines/Product Improvement. 
New-to-the-World Products have been particularly pursued by multinational brands 
like Van Heusen. Apart from this, it is also to be realised by the apparel brands that 
apart from the elite section, India has a large middle-income segment that can be 
cashed on to the fullest potential. But so far the brands only have capitalised on the 
premium and elite class. Thus, there is a need for the Indian brands to catch up with 
the multinational brands so as to become more competitive in the domestic and 
overseas markets which would only be possible by developing an extensive innovation 
culture and capabilities of the small innovative firms on the part of the policy-making 
institutions in India.

Luigi Aldieri
Department of Economic and Statistical Sciences,

University of Salerno,
Fisciano, Italy
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Chapter 1

The Innovative Business Model for 
Family-Owned Firms in the Era of 
Digital Entrepreneurship: Evidence 
from Emerging Economy
Rizwan Ullah Khan, Munir A. Abbasi, Azlan Amran  
and Arshad Fawad

Abstract

The current Covid-19 pandemic has been changed the businesses plans. High 
uncertainty can compel the organization to change the business plan according to 
the market demand. In the current era of digitalization, organizations are needed to 
modify the existing business plan and innovate it through technologies. Modifying 
existing resources according to the market demand is challenging for the organization; 
employers face many challenges and obstacles. Businesses plan to develop a long-term 
business model to validate the attractiveness, reduce the avoidable investment of scarce 
resources, and structure the business process. In the current era of digitalization, busi-
nesses, specifically, SMEs cannot compete with the competitors who can adopt digitali-
zation systems. Therefore, the current chapter is trying to find out the challenges faced 
by SMEs in developing economies during the adoption of the digital business model. In 
the current chapter, researchers focus on three different kinds of digital technologies 
that must be part of the business model during the era of digitalization, such as adopt-
ing digital technologies (artificial intelligence, Internet of Thing, and virtual reality 
and to create a new business model following the current era issue, these are the main 
block to resist of these market uncertainties in a new venture of family firms.

Keywords: digitalization, entrepreneurship, business model innovation,  
artificial intelligence (AI), internet of things (IoT), virtual reality (VR), Pakistan

1. Introduction

This chapter investigates family firm entrepreneurial strategies’ impact on innovation 
ability during new venture step and reveals how family firms take an initial step for the 
outcome. Basically, family firms are often assumed to be conservative in their innovation 
strategy. However, the truth is that many family-owned businesses are among the most 
innovative in their industries. Moreover, many of them can thrive across generations, 
which indicates that the spirit of innovation is at the very heart of their company culture. 
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In addition, to adjust according to market demand and uncertainty, top management or 
founder must modify the in-hand resources according to the market demand.

Nowadays, the era of digital entrepreneurship, such as new technology, machine 
learning, and artificial intelligence (AI) due to the COVID-19 pandemic, has changed 
how companies of all sectors and regions do business [1]. Due to digital entrepre-
neurship has transformed 50% of daily business activities from physical to virtual 
form [2], as a result, many firms have banked corruption, which negatively impacts 
unemployment and economic growth. In addition, Nicola et al. [3] suggested that 
more than 30% of small firms have been stopped their activities in developed, while 
60% in developing economies [4]. Therefore, to stay competitive advantage during 
this pandemic, this business and economic development must adopt new strategies 
and practices [5]. Therefore, the firm’s policymakers started to modify the current 
business model as per the digital entrepreneurial era; the firm’s business model can be 
understood as a core of a firm to create and deliver values for its customers and to cap-
ture value for itself [6]. A business model is a holistic perception and planning of the 
firm on the overall tenure and process. There are two models, the cost model and the 
revenue model. Consequently, COVID-19 pandemic shifts the whole business activi-
ties through online sources, because entrepreneurial digitalization has negatively 
affected small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) [7], because small ventures or 
founder stage SMEs deploy lack of resources and capabilities [8, 9].

Additionally, small- and medium-sized enterprises are an essential factor for 
economic growth and the primary source of employment creation. In the globe, more 
than 80% are SMEs, contributing to 55% in developed economies and 35% in devel-
oping economies, with a 65 to 80% employment ratio [10]. In small enterprises, 95% 
of enterprises are owned and controlled by family members [11]. As stated, family 
firms are the most dominant form of business organization globally, and the impact 
of these firms on economies worldwide is notable [12]. For example, in Germany, 
more than 90% of all companies are family-controlled, and nearly 90% are family-
managed. The latter generate 48% of overall turnover and employ nearly 60% of all 
insurance-liable employees, a number that continued to grow as the number of jobs 
expanded by more than 11% from 2006 to 2012 [13].

Therefore, this chapter tries to shed light on the family firm’s ability to modify 
the previous business model according to digital entrepreneurship. This chapter 
specifically highlighted the family firms because family firms have idiosyncrasies and 
non-economic characteristics [14], differentiating them from non-family firms. In the 
founder stage, family firms are more risk-averse and concentrate on sustaining long-
term ownership [15]. Therefore, family firms face a considerable challenge during the 
digital globalization era to adopt a business model and answer customer demands.

1.1 Definition of family firms

Defining family firms have become a considerable contradiction among the research-
ers because defining family firms vary from industry to industry and country to country. 
There is no specific definition to explain the features and characteristics of family firms.

Nowadays, academicians and practitioners focus entirely on family firms because 
family firms have different strategic decisions and features compared to non-family 
firms. In addition, the family firm’s final objective is different from the non-family firms 
(e.g., risk-aversion, non-financial, lack of confidence, etc.). Furthermore, family firms 
offer idiosyncratic characteristics (e.g., family ownership, family member involvement in 
decision-making) and motivation (a transgenerational success that substantially affects 
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the firm’s strategic behaviors) [16]. In addition, to define family firms, this question does 
not necessarily have an immediate and defensive answer. Instead, there are many ways to 
define family firms; the main differentiated factor of family firms from non-family firms 
can divide through three methodologies: 1) firm ownership, 2) firm governance, and 
3) a combination of firm ownership and governance. Nevertheless, the most common 
approach of defining family firms is the largest ownership share and governance.

As abovementioned, family firms can be differentiated based on two main idiosyn-
cratic characteristics (e.g., ownership and family members in top management) from 
non-family firms, these two characteristics can vary on from each sector to sector and 
country to country, see to Table 1, and each country has been defining family firms 
based on their proportion between ownership and family members in top management. 
Furthermore, Stanley et al. [23] suggested that in developed economies, the involve-
ment of family members in top management is preferred as compared to ownership, 
because Clinton et al.’s [24] finding reveals that family firms can sustain their genera-
tional transformation up to fourth and fifth generation very smoothly; in addition, they 
have a very strong family business background and risk-averse as compared to emerging 
economies [25].

Accordingly, this chapter will be following the combination of a family member’s 
share in ownership and involvement in top management as to the previous studies, 
because it will be conducted in Pakistan. In the Pakistani context, family firms will be 
defined as those SMEs that have less than 250 employees [26–28] and also have more 
than 50% family-owned and controlled by family members (at least in the second 
generation) and in which the business family is involved in top management [29, 30].

Country Criteria Definition Author(s)

Portugal Ownership, family 
involvement, 
succession

In Portugal a firm is called family-owned 
when the family members are involved in the 
ownership and take part in the decision making.

[17]

United 
States

Ownership, family 
involvement, 
management

Family firms are those where at least two family 
members employed in the firms

[18]

United 
Kingdom

Culture The family firm is defined in the UK, which 
are following the culture transcends and is 
completed, and it is the combination of family-
owned attributes and firms itself.

[19]

China Family involvement, 
management

At least one family member on the management 
team.

National Bureau of 
Statistics of China 
(2009) (http://www.
stats.gov.cn/english/)

Italy Family involvement, 
management

where a family owns at least 50% of the shares 
and at least one family member is involved in 
management.

[20]

Malaysia Ownership and 
management

51% or more of the firm’s owners had to be in the 
hands of a family member and family members

[21]

India Controlling system 
and management

“any form of business association where the 
voting control is in the hands of a given family”

[22]

Source: Author self-created.

Table 1. 
Definition of family-owned SMEs in different context.
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2. Digital technologies supporting business models

Digital technologies such as AI, VR, and IoT are affecting people living style and 
working environment, and generating new thoughts for solving of the problem or 
surviving their lives, and increase the fascination of individuals, the public, and 
societies [31]. In the era of digitalization, digital technologies are very supportive in 
case of reducing cost iteration and experimentation of new ideas creates the possibili-
ties of adopting new ideas and concepts [32].

2.1 Artificial intelligence

Artificial intelligence is one more fascinating technology in the era of digitaliza-
tion. For a definition, we support Copeland [33], to define artificial intelligence as 
“the ability of the digital computer to perform task commonly associated intelligent 
beings.” Moreover, Copeland expands the approach of artificial intelligence by the 
components that make up intelligence, such as problem solving, language, percep-
tion, learning, and reasoning. Additionally, AI helps the businesses to adopt such 
new technologies because it supports in case of understanding customer demands. 
Therefore, in the current era, the adoption of AI is very important and the modifica-
tion of existing business plans with new long-term objectives.

2.2 Virtual reality

Construct such as virtual reality (VR) and artificial intelligence mostly similar and 
interchangeable, which makes a barrier between mangers, and entrepreneurs to explore 
their potential and effectiveness. VR represents the digitalization of the actual things 
in the digital contents and information, VR is basically the replacement of the actual 
things to the virtual. The best example of the VR is three-dimensional (3D) digital envi-
ronment created by computers. Hence, in the era of digitalization, the organization can 
modify their business plan toward digital entrepreneurship that innovates something 
digitally which is different from the competitor [34].

2.3 Internet of things

Internet of things is the best source of opportunity recognition, due to digitaliza-
tion, and organizations is needed to innovate new things to fulfill the customer’s 
needs. In that era, if an organization adopted the IoT, it can easily innovate the new 
products and services through low cost and less time wasting [35]. Hence, it is the best 
technology, if any organization has the ability to adapt in an uncertain situation, can 
easily compete in the market.

3. Initiative steps of family-owned entrepreneurs toward digitalization

As abovementioned that family firms are the dominant platform of a business 
in the globe, additionally, Randolph et al. [36] suggested that family firms are the 
main contributor to economic growth and employment creation. Furthermore, 
Stanley et al. [23] scrutinized that family firms are more initiative and accept the 
new challenge as compared to non-family firms. Instead of the significant contri-
bution of family firms toward economic growth and employment creation, in the 
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current era of digitalization due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the family firms are 
facing a lot of challenges and barriers to sustaining their position in the market. The 
reasons behind the high failure rate of family firms are family firms having family 
members in their top management and in strategic decision making, those having 
a lack of resources and capabilities to defend the external market fluctuation [8]. 
Consequently, the family members are needed to adopt the digital entrepreneurial 
capabilities and for replace and be aided by technology-driven innovation, such 
as artificial intelligence (AI), internet of things (IoT), and virtual reality (VR). 
Digitalization refers to the digital conversation of information and knowledge, and it 
also concerned with a comprehensive implication of such processes and their effect 
on the socioeconomic system [37].

Additionally, top management of family firms is needed to adopt or replace the 
existing resources and capabilities according to the external market of digitaliza-
tion, because resources and capabilities will support the mechanisms through which 
family firm’s top management influences digital entrepreneurship or (business model 
innovation) [38], and the previous studies postulate that to sustain family firms in 
the era of digitalization might require an adapted set of resources and capabilities 
[39, 40], existing resources such as sales, marketing, human resources, operation, 
finance, research and development, and customer need to transform into digital 
environment [41]. Moreover, the external market fluctuation can compel the top 
management to modify the existing business model and adopt new digital technolo-
gies according to the market demand. First and almost, the firm needed to modify 
the ongoing strategies according to the era, because management transformation is 
the first step to create an innovative idea and design thinking [42].

Furthermore, family business strategic thinking is different from the non-family 
firms, because family firms during the founder stage are planning to sustain the 
firm survival and family ownership for long term [43]. Hence, the policymakers 
are needed to modify the in-hand resources according to the current era of digital 
entrepreneurship. In addition, digital transformation motivates the top management 
regarding innovation and creative design planning [44]. Therefore, this chapter 
trying to discriminate the initiative steps of family firms toward the digital entrepre-
neurship. Henceforward, we have created a Mosley’s hierarchy model of business for 
family firms in the era of digital entrepreneurial (see Figure 1). The figure represents 
that first and almost, top management is needed to think about that how to modify 
the existing resources and capabilities. Next, to modify or replace the existing 
resources and capabilities can encourage toward new ideas through innovative way 
and following the current demand of the market. Third, combining the creative ideas 
and core resources and capabilities is trying to construct or operate the product/
services. Last step, top management can utilize the digital resources and capabilities 
according to the new initiative way. So, these four steps are repeated for developing 
the new product that is called business model innovation (BMI) according to the era of 
digitalization (see Figure 2 for more details).

4. Family firm cycle of digital business model innovation

The current era of digitalization has affected of all kinds of firms and indus-
tries [46, 47], it is defined as that techniques, process, tools, and methods depend 
on a series of binary digits [48] such as cloud computing and data analysis [49]. 
Moreover, previous studies postulate that the adoption of digital technologies is the 
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main contributor for a long-term survival of a firm [50, 51] and also plays a pivotal 
role to sustain the competitive advantage [52, 53]. Additionally, top management 
of family firms is needed to enhance the entrepreneurial ability of digital technolo-
gies and commercialize them, and to do that, the firm requires a proper business 
model [54].

More precisely, to survive with the external market fluctuation tempted by 
digital technologies, firms are needed to follow the digital business innovation 
[40, 55], which is in accordance with Fichman et al. [56], explaining that for a 
significant and creative way of capturing business values that is embodied in or 
enabling digital technologies the main contributor of the generated business value.

Figure 2. 
Feninger et al.’s [45] family firms’ innovation as a circular process.

Figure 1. 
Business model in case of Mosley Hierarchy.
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Additionally, family firms are planning different business models as compared 
to non-family firms (see to Table 2 for more details), during the start-up have 
different final objectives, and during the founder stage, family firms are mostly 
focused on the family members’ control and survival for long term. Furthermore, 
the family firm’s top management is very high risk averse as compared to the 
second and third generations because in the start-up founder invest their saving 
and all bank balance to start a business. Consequently, during the founder stage, 
top management cannot bold decision for any investment [57]. Besides all these 
idiosyncrasies characteristics could be replace or modify due to external market 
uncertainty.

As abovementioned, the family firm’s top management can gain confidence from 
generation to generation, as we discussed before family firms is taking more confi-
dential decisions as compared to the founder stage [58].

5. Conclusion

This chapter tried to explore the digital technologies (internet of things, artificial 
intelligence, and virtual reality), impact of family-owned firms, business model inno-
vation in the era of digitalization. Hence, due to the current COVID-19 pandemic, 
each organization is shifting from reality toward the virtual. Therefore, the top man-
agement realizes adopting a digital business model to fulfill the customer requirement 
and sustain competitive advantage. The researcher focuses on the three leading digital 
technologies and chooses these technologies based on interviews. Before starting the 
study, the researcher interviewed the top management of the manufacturing firms 
of Pakistan. In an interview, the researcher asked the top management regarding the 
main issue or challenges about technologies, so more than 80 percent of employers 
tick these technologies and show remarks that in the era of digitalization; these three 
technologies are the core solution fulfilling the customer’s: needs.

Hence, this study’s finding reveals that employers and entrepreneurs are suggested 
to focus on these digital technologies and modify the existing business plan according 
to the market demands. So, these technologies can help the business innovate new 
things at low cost, get information, and design different products through virtual 
reality technology; these are the best source of competitive advantage in the era of 

Table 2. 
Family firms are planning different business model.
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digitalization. Additionally, government agencies and institutions are needed to 
support the business in adopting new technologies that create such an environment 
facility through information and awareness.

Family firms are chosen because they are the more dominant form of business 
globally [59]; family firms are the main contributor toward economic growth and 
employment creation. There are more than 90% of firms are owned and controlled by 
family members. Despite their significant contribution to the economy and employ-
ment, family firms are very risk-averse compared to non-family firms, and their 
existence is fundamental.

Nevertheless, due to the current era of digital globalization due to COVID-19, 
family-owned small- and medium-sized enterprises face many challenges to sustain 
for the long term in the uncertain market. Therefore, strategic policymakers are 
needed to replace or modify the current business model through adopting digital 
technologies. Because without adoption of digital entrepreneurial activities cannot 
sustain for long term. Therefore, this study gives several suggestions to the policy-
makers and governmental institutions to replace and modify the existing resources 
and capabilities through digital technologies.

© 2022 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided 
the original work is properly cited. 
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Chapter 2

Formality and Innovation in
French-Speaking Sub-Saharan
African SME: Cases of Cameroon
and Senegal
Martin Ndzana and Gregory Mvogo

Abstract

Despite the importance of public policies in favor of the formalization of enterprises
in French-speaking Sub-Saharan Africa, the productive fabric remains marked by a
strong predominance of informal enterprises whose weight tends to limit the
propensity of enterprises to innovate. In this context, becoming formal for an
enterprise can improve the innovation capacity of enterprises. This article aims to
analyze the role of formality on product, process, organizational and commercial inno-
vations in Cameroon and Senegal. The results obtained using a sample of 1369 firms
from data collected by the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) and
logistic regression show that formal firms have a better innovation capacity. But the
role of formality on innovation tends to be less important for Cameroonian firms. These
results show that the Cameroonian authorities must intensify measures in favor of the
formalization of enterprises to boost the potential for innovation within enterprises.

Keywords: Informality, Innovation, R&D, SMEs, Francophone Sub-Saharan Africa

1. Introduction

For several years, innovation, which has become a full-fledged field of research in
economics and management, has been the subject of abundant literature. Indeed,
innovation enables Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME) to cope, by improving
their competitiveness and preserving comparative advantage [1–3] to the uncertainty
of the environment caused by the globalization of economies and the constant evolu-
tion of the market for their products due to the rapid dissemination of information
[4]. Thus, an innovation is defined as the introduction on the market of a new or
significantly modified product or the introduction of production processes, of
methods concerning the provision of services or the delivery of products, of support
activity new or significantly modified or the introduction of new or significantly
improved solutions concerning the organization or marketing [5] impact the perfor-
mance of SME [6–8]. However, this impact depends on the level of development of
the economies.
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In low-income countries in general and in Francophone Sub-Saharan Africa (FSA) in
particular, the productive fabric is dominated by SME, the majority of which are infor-
mal. Although there are several obstacles to the expansion of these enterprises in these
economies, including the weak incentive of government policies, access to finance [9]
which tend to keep them informal, they are an important source of productivity [10].
The contribution of the informal sector is predominant in the national production of
these economies. For example, in Cameroon, the informal sector represents 57.6% of
national production and employs nearly 90% of workers [11]. Similarly in Senegal, the
informal sector contributes 51.5% to national production and employs 48.8% of the
active population. A major determinant of this economic dynamic is the innovation
capacity of these firms because innovation allows each of them to achieve a positive
performance [7, 12]. However, if formality plays an essential role in the performance of
SME [13]; it can also strongly determine their capacity to innovate. Establishing the
relationship between formality and innovation is relevant.

In the literature, innovation is the subject of several studies [14–17]. That the
majority of this work is concentrated in developed economies [18–21], we note an
increase in developing economies [22, 23]. These essentially attest that innovation
determines the performance of SME. Furthermore, that this work has addressed the
issue of innovation by highlighting the comparison by activity sector and by the size of
the firms, neglecting the importance of the nature of the company. Innovation having
made the postulate that firm are homogeneous. However, in these economies, there
are concurrently formal firms and informal, each with innovation capabilities specific
to their nature [24]. Only a few studies have attempted to fill this gap. So we offer
many extensions on the existing literature.

First, considering the study of [25] of firms in Kenya, the authors analyze the fact
for a firm to start its activities by being casual about its capacity for innovation.
However, while they attest that a firm’s informal past harms its propensity to innovate,
their study does not address the firm’s ability to develop several innovations
simultaneously. Concerning their study, we analyze not the fact of starting informal,
but the fact for the SME to carry out its activities in being formal or informal on
innovation. We are therefore following the work of [26] carried out in Ghana without
however analyzing the consequences on performance. Our analysis, therefore, aims to
be integrative by understanding the effect of innovation on industrial firms as well as
on service and trade companies, since the latter is predominant in ASF. Second, not
only that we explore the formality-innovation link in SME, but we also take into
account that SME are not a homogenous firm size category because of different
resources, capabilities and obstacles they encounter [27]. Thus, we separately analyze
not only SME companies, but also large firms for the comparative purposes. Third, we
propose a comparative analysis between two countries (Cameroon and Senegal) using
direct measures of innovation. Although these two countries are French-speaking, they
nevertheless belong to different economic zones1, making the comparison relevant.
Therefore, given the low level of integration within EMCCA, we can expect that the
challenges of innovation within Cameroonian SME will be lower than in Senegal.
Finally, considering that companies develop several forms of innovation

1 Cameroon is a member country of the Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa (EMCCA).

It comprises six countries, namely Cameroon, Congo, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Central African Republic

and Chad. As for Senegal, it is a member of the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS)

which includes eight countries, namely Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire, Mali and Senegal.
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simultaneously, we propose to analyze the relationship between formality and fre-
quency of innovation. So this paper aims to provide answers to the following research
questions:

RQ1. How formality affect product, process, organizational or commercial SME
innovation?
RQ2. What effect formality has on SME frequency innovation?

To answer these questions, the objective of this paper is therefore to examine the
relationship between formality and innovation of SME in Cameroon and Senegal.

The data used come from IRDC as part of the project on the determinants of
business performance in ASF. We use binomial logit model to evaluate the role of
formality to the capacity of SME to develop product, process, commercial or organi-
zational innovation and other hand multinomial regression to study the effect of
formality to the capacity of SME to develop simultaneous different types of innova-
tion. The results show that formality significantly determines the capacity of SME
innovation. Besides, the role of formality varies depending on the type of innovation,
the sector of activity, and the country.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a review of the
literature. Section 3 is devoted to the data and methodology of the study. Section 4
presents the results and interpretations. Section 5 concludes.

2. Literature review

A very recent empirical literature analyzes the impact of the coexistence of the
formal sector and the informal sector on the capacity to innovate companies in devel-
oping countries. The results of this literature present two main strands.

The first shows intuitively that the coexistence in the same economy of the infor-
mal and formal sectors is harmful to business innovation [28]. Indeed, according to
Mendi and Mudida [25], informal status negatively affects the innovation-decision of
firms. Thus the marginal impact of informality on the innovation of formal enter-
prises decreases with the intensity of competitive pressure from informal enterprises.
In this sense [29] highlight an inverted U-shaped relationship between the propensity
to innovate and the competitive pressure of companies in the informal sector. For Ref.
[30], this informal competition harms the innovation of formal companies. For Ref.
[28] this negative impact is more noticeable at the level of product innovation and the
most affected firms are those that lack a collaborative strategy with informal compa-
nies. According to Ref. [13], the start of the innovation-decision derives from the fact
that informal enterprises provide low-quality products compared to those offered by
formal enterprises since they share the same market. In this context, the low-income
levels of consumers lead them to prefer low-quality products making it unprofitable
for formal firms that offer superior quality products. For Ref. [31] it is the
limitation on access to factors of production, especially human capital that is
called into question. Indeed, the predominance of the informal sector in the
economy distorts the accumulation of human capital, because the immediate avail-
ability of jobs requiring low qualifications in the informal sector, can discourage the
accumulation of human capital, which makes this rarer factor. Advocates of this
thesis, however, have overlooked the possibilities of interaction between firms in the
two sectors.
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The second cleavage shows with supporting examples that this coexistence of the
two formal and informal sectors is a source of innovation [32]. Indeed, it leads to
collaborations to innovate between firms [33]. For [34] the rapid democratization of
innovation leads both consumers and companies to share information on the
development of new products. This democratization of innovation is made possible by
crowdfunding financing, which thus resolves the thorny problem of access to
corporate finance [35]. Links Mhula et al. [36] show that the interaction between
actors in rural areas in South Africa leads formal companies to develop innovations so
the characteristics are similar to informal innovations. For Wiliams and Kosta [37],
formal firms that do not perceive informal competition as an obstacle significantly
increase their market shares than those which see this competition as an obstacle.
Informal competition thus becomes a factor in boosting the innovation efforts of
formal enterprises to cope with the rise of the informal sector. For Avenyo et al. [28],
it is more intra-industry competition that improves product innovation. However,
these authors show that local competition affects the product innovation strategies of
large firms less than those of medium-sized firms. Based on the above arguments on
the positive impact of formality on firms’ innovation, we formulate the following
hypothesis:

H1. The impact of formality on each type of innovation (product, process,
organizational or commercial) is positive in SME.
H2. Simultaneously investing in different forms of innovation (frequency
innovation) is positive related to formality in the all firm size.

It emerges from this review that although SME are very exposed to competition
from the informal sector, the effect of this sectoral duality in developing economies on
business innovation remains to be determined. As this effect can differentiate the
degree of the economic integration of countries, this study, therefore, aims to con-
tribute by taking the example of two countries belonging to two different economic
unions.

3. Methodology

3.1 Data and variable measures

The empirical analysis of this study uses data collected as part of the Determinants
of FSA Firm Performance Project funded by IDRC. As in Cameroon, data collection in
Senegal was carried out based on the general census of enterprises and surveys
undertaken among the informal sector. Thus, our sample is made up of both informal
and formal enterprises. An informal enterprise is an enterprise that does not keep
accounts according to regulations, does not pay employees’ social contributions, and
does not file statistical tax returns.

After analysis and processing of the data, in particular the missing data, we have a
total sample of 1369, i.e. 642 in Cameroon and 727 in Senegal. Table 1 in the appendix
shows the distribution of firms. It appears that the sample is made up of 59.82% of
very small enterprises (VSE), 14.90% of small enterprises (SE), 10.08% of medium-
sized enterprises (ME), and 15.19% of large enterprises. (LE). Depending on the
formality, 68.22% of Cameroonian businesses are informal and 31.78% formal against
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60.11% informal and 39.89% formal in Senegal. The breakdown by sector of activity
shows that 23.05% of Cameroonian companies are in the industrial sector against
29.99% in Senegal. Unlike Cameroon, where we find 46.11% of companies in the
services, Senegal has 29.16%. In commerce, Senegalese companies are more important
than in Cameroon with 38.65% against 29.60%.

By innovation surveys carried out around the world (CIS survey), firms were
questioned on four main forms of innovation, namely product, process, organizational
and commercial innovations. Thus, we estimate the probability for each company to
develop each of these innovations on the one hand and the probability of
implementing several forms of innovation on the other hand. From Chart 1 in the
appendix, it emerges that it is commercial innovation which is the first form of
innovation (46.11%) developed in Cameroon, while it is the last in Senegal (29.30%).
The analysis according to the formality highlights a better capacity of informal enter-
prises to develop product innovations (30.99% in Cameroon and 19.80% in Senegal)
and commercial (21.96% in Cameroon and 20.49% in Senegal). As for formal Camer-
oonian firms, they are more oriented towards organizational innovations (27.57%) and
commercial (35.78); while formal Senegalese companies innovate the most in the
process (23.19%) and organization (22.55%).

Table 2 in the appendix presents the description of the study variables. The
probability of innovating is explained by two models. In the first model, where we
explain the probability of the company to innovate in a product, process, marketing or
organization each of the variables to be explained is binary. These variables were
constructed based on a set of questions asked to firms. For product innovation,
companies were asked were some of your product innovations introduced
between 2011 and 2013 new to your market, or new to your business. Or
significantly improved? For process innovations, between 2011 and 2013, did your
company introduce any new features or significant improvements concerning your
manufacturing processes? Your logistics methods? Your support or support
activities? For organizational innovations, the question was whether between 2011
and 2013, the firm introduced innovations relating to new operating methods for
the organization of procedures, new methods of work organization, and
decision-making, external relations with other companies or organizations.
Finally, for commercial innovations, it was asked whether between 2011 and 2013, the
firm introduced marketing innovations relating to significant changes in the presen-
tation of a product, the use of new techniques or new media for the promotion of
products, significant new methods of selling or distribution or new pricing strategies
for their products.

As for the probability of implementing several innovations, the distribution of this
variable (frequency of innovation) shows that firms belong to five groups: those not
innovating at all, those who innovate in one form of innovation, those developing two
forms of innovation, those which implement three forms and those which manage to
develop the four forms of innovation.

The explanatory variables group together the characteristics of the firm, in partic-
ular the location, size, number of employees, age, ICT [38, 39]. Besides, we have
associated with the manager’s characteristics, namely: gender, marital status, religious
affiliation, level of education, technical training, and age group [40, 41]. We have
introduced the sectoral indicators which allow us to capture the specificities linked to
each sector of activity of the company Table 3 in the appendix presents the
descriptive statistics of the different variables.
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3.2 Methods

Concerning the nature of the variables to be explained (binary and categorical), we
use two different estimation techniques.

3.2.1 Effect of formality on firm innovation

The objective is to distinguish firms that have innovated from others, the
dependent variable is dichotomous. It takes the value 1 when the company
innovates and the value 0 otherwise. This is why the binomial logit is used to
estimate the probability of innovating. Let π be the firm’s decision to innovate, πi ¼ 1
if there is innovation and πi ¼ 0 if not. The prediction made through this model makes
it possible to quantify the strength of the link between the explanatory variables and
the explained variable representing the propensity to innovate [42]. The technique
thus adopted does not impose restrictions on the conditions of normality of the
explanatory variables, nor does it impose any restrictions on the discrete nature or
not of these variables. We can therefore admit that the diversified nature of the
explanatory variables, the hypothesis of the non-linearity of the relationship
between the decision to innovate and the explanatory variables characterizing
it, as well as the recognized flexibility of the logistics models, justify the
option taken here to study the relationship between formality and the propensity to
innovate.

We assume that a firm’s decision to innovate is a function of the likely use of its
experiences in innovating. Let π ∗ the latent variable representing the firm’s propensity
to innovate vary from�∞ toþ∞. This variable is determined by explanatory variables
describing the specificities of the innovation so that we have the following equation:

π ∗ ¼ αþ Xiβ þ εi (1)

Where iindicate the observation, βis the vector of parameters to be estimated, X
the matrix of independent variables, and the error term, εwhich asymptotically fol-
lows a normal distribution.

By considering that the probable utility of innovating is UA π ∗ð Þ and the probable
utility of not innovating is UN π ∗ð Þ and the latent variable is π ∗ , we have:

πi ¼
1 if π ∗ >0 or UA π ∗ð Þ>UN π ∗ð Þ
0 if π ∗ <0 or UA π ∗ð Þ<UN π ∗ð Þ

�
(2)

In our case, the utility of innovating U π ∗ð Þ is assumed to be related to all of
the specific characteristics of the innovation and of the company as defined in
Eq. (1). These are the characteristics of the company, the characteristics of the
manager to which we associate the sector indicators. Therefore, the
probability that a company innovates, for a given value of x can be expressed as
follows:

Pr π ¼ 1=xð Þ ¼ Pr π ∗ >0=xð Þ (3)

By integrating the structural model obtained in Eq. (1) into Eq. (3) and by
rearranging the terms, the probability of innovating by a company becomes:
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Pr 1=xð Þ ¼ Pr ε> � αþ βxð Þð Þ (4)

Thus, the empirical model used to estimate the probability of innovating takes the
form:

Prob inno ¼ log
Pi

1� Pi

� �
¼ β0 þ β1formality_eni þ

XK

k¼2

βkZi þ ssect_acti þ εi (5)

Where Pi
1�Pi

is the ratio between the probability that a company i innovates and the
probability that it does not innovate. Our variable of interest formality_eni corre-
sponds to whether the firm is formal or not. Zi is the vector of control variables that
groups together the characteristics of the firm and the manager. Also, sectoral indica-
tors are introduced. εi the error term comprising all the variables that can explain the
probability of innovating and which have not been considered here. Finally, it should
be noted that Eq. (5) is estimated for each type of innovation, namely product,
process, organizational, and commercial.

3.2.2 Effect of formality on firm frequency innovation

To analyze the role of formality on the frequency of innovation, we use a multi-
nomial logit model. It is a model that conceptualizes utilities in terms of a firm’s
likelihood of developing some form of innovation. Thus, the choice of a form of
innovation j depends on the gain in terms of utility that the firm achieves compared to
other forms of innovation. Thus, the firm to make a choice ranks the utility functions
of all categories of innovation and chooses the highest one. The utility of modality j
depends on company γi and takes the form:

U j ¼ X jβ þ εi (6)

In other words, modeling a choice j for a company n in mþ 1 modalities takes
form:

prob yn ¼ j
� � ¼ p u j > u0, u j > u1 … u j > uk > um

� �

¼ p Xnjβ þ ε j >Xnkβ þ εk
� �

for k 6¼ j and k ¼ 0, 1, … :

¼ p ε j � εk >Xnkβ � Xnjβ
� �

¼ p ε ∗j >X ∗
j

� �
with, ε ∗j ¼ ε j � εket, X ∗

j ¼ Xk � X j: (7)

Considering Eq. (14), the probability becomes:

prob yn ¼ j
� � ¼

exp Xnjβ j

� �

Pm
k¼0 exp Xnkβ j

� � (8)

Avec, n ¼ 1, 2, 3…N, number of firms and k ¼ 1, 2, 3…m, choices.
By normalizing by β0 ¼ 0, we get:
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prob yn ¼ j
� � ¼

exp Xnjβ j

� �

1þPm
k¼1 exp Xnkβ j

� � (9)

By considering that the parameters of this model are interpreted as a difference of
β0 from the reference modality, we obtain:

prob yn ¼ j
� � ¼

exp Xnjβ jð Þ
exp Xnβ0ð ÞPm

k¼1
exp Xnkβkð Þ
exp Xnβ0ð Þ

(10)

prob yn ¼ j
� � ¼

exp Xn β j � β0

� �� �
Pm

k¼1 Xn βk � β0ð Þð Þ (11)

prob yn ¼ j
� � ¼

exp Xnβ
∗
j

� �
Pm

k¼1 exp Xnβ
∗
k

� � (12)

with and β ∗
j ¼ β j � β0 et β ∗

k ¼ βk � β0
The mþ 1 the probabilities are therefore estimated as a function of m mþ 1ð Þ=2

differences in βk � β j. The ratio of probabilities leads to a simple linear function of
the form:

prob Yn ¼ jð Þ
prob Yn ¼ pð Þ ¼

exp Xnβ jð ÞPm

k¼0
exp Xnβkð Þ

exp Xnβpð ÞPm

k¼0
exp Xnβkð Þ

¼ exp Xn β j � βp

� �� �
(13)

Related to the logarithm, the equation results in a simple linear function:
The categorical variable frequency of innovation (freq_innov) measuring the

ability to implement several forms of innovation being defined according to five
modalities, the empirical equation to be estimated is written:

freq_innov ¼ P j=Xi½ � ¼
exp Xiβ j

� �
P2

h¼0 exp Xiβhð Þ (14)

with,

j ¼

0 non� innovative firms

1 innovative firms in one form of innovation

2 innovative firms in two forms of innovation
3 innovative firms in three forms of innovation

4 innovative firms in four forms of innovation

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

Statistics show that since non-innovative firms are the most numerous in the base,
they are considered as a reference group. Thus, we get:
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P 0=Xi½ � ¼ 1

1þP2
h¼1 exp Xiβhð Þ , for j ¼ 0

P j=Xi½ � ¼ 1

1þP2
h¼0 exp Xiβhð Þ , for j ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4

8>>><
>>>:

(15)

Where Xi is the vector of the explanatory variables. The final model to be
estimated is as follows:

freq_innov ¼ log
P j=Xi½ �
P 0=Xi½ �
� �

¼ Xiβ j ¼ β j0 þ β j1formality_eni þ
XK

k¼2

βjkZi þ ssect_actþ εi

(16)

Where s sec t_act represents the sectoral indicators.
We estimate this equation using a multinomial logit whose structure allows us

to determine the influence of formality on the probability of belonging to each of
the categories of companies mentioned above (j = 0,1,2,3,4) compared to those
having not innovated during the study period (j = 0). Note that the explained
variable being an intensity variable, we also estimated the ordered model as is
often the case. The results being the same, in particular the positive effect of formality
on the frequency of firm innovation, we only present the results of the unordered
model.

4. Results and discussions

This section presents the results obtained from the models previously presented.
First, we discuss the role of formality on the propensity of firms to develop each type
of innovation. Second, we discuss the relationship between formality of firm fre-
quency of innovation. The robustness of the results has been verified using a variance
inflation test (VIF) (Table 4).

4.1 Formal firms have a better propensity to innovate

Tables 5 and 6 in the appendix present the results of the determinants of product
and process innovation as well as organizational and commercial innovations for each
of the countries and the overall sample of companies. Globally, the results show a
positive relationship between formality and the propensity of companies to innovate
in both Cameroon and Senegal. In other words, formal enterprises compared to
informal enterprises have a better capacity for innovation. Thus, the fact that a
company is formal increases its probability of innovating in products by 43.86% and
the process by 51.66% in Senegal against 35.85% in product and 36.16% in process in
Cameroon. In contrast, when considering organizational and commercial innovations,
formality increases the probability of innovating by 51.33 and 57.15% in Cameroon
against 48.70 and 45.07% in Senegal respectively. When the sectors of activity are
taken into account (Tables 7–10), formality remains an important factor in the
capacity for innovation of companies, although its role is different. In the case of
product innovation, we note that formal Senegalese companies have a better propen-
sity to innovate regardless of the sector of activity. In contrast in Cameroon, formality
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does not seem to be a determinant of product innovation. By considering process
innovation, the results attest that the formality contributes to the innovation of Cam-
eroonian firms in the industrial and commercial sectors. In Senegal, it appears that it
improves the propensity to innovate in the three sectors of activity. As for organiza-
tional innovation, formality appears to be decisive in industry and service companies
in Cameroon. On the other hand in Senegal, it determines the innovation capacity of
trade and service companies. Finally, about commercial innovations, the results show
that formality is a determining factor in Cameroon in trade and Senegal in trade and
services.

Beyond formality, our results show that several other factors contribute to the
implementation of innovations within companies. In line with work carried out in
Africa [43], our study shows that the size of the company is an important determinant
of innovation, although its role is not systematic according to the forms of innovation.
Besides, companies located in large urban centers have a better capacity for innova-
tion. They seem to benefit from the exchange of information and collaborations with
other companies in the innovation process. Also, our results show that the age of the
company determines the capacity for innovation, with a more determining effect in
Senegalese companies. However, we note that in the Senegalese industrial sector, its
role is negative in the context of process innovations. This shows that in this sector, it
is young companies that are more oriented towards innovation. We also note the
important role of ICT in the innovation process in both Cameroon and Senegal. Our
results also confirm the important role played by the number of employees in inno-
vation. When taking into account the types of innovation, companies with a large
number of employees exhibit a better capacity for innovation. Taking into account the
sectors of activity, it emerges that the number of employees is decisive in the industry
both in Cameroon and in Senegal regardless of the type of innovation. However, our
results show a negative effect on the number of employees in Senegalese service
companies that develop business innovations. This result thus shows that it is impor-
tant for companies to emphasize the qualifications of employees, a source of innova-
tion, and not only on the workforce, as is very often the case in French-speaking Sub-
Saharan Africa.

Contrary to certain results obtained in developing countries and Africa in particu-
lar, our analysis underlines the determining role of R&D activities in the implemen-
tation of innovations in Cameroon and Senegal. Indeed, it emerges that companies
that have an R&D activity have a better capacity for innovation. However, our
analysis shows that the role of R&D is not systematic when we take into account the
forms of innovation according to the sectors of activity. It appears that R&D seems to
be decisive in the industrial sector as well as in services in Cameroon, while in Senegal
R&D improves the product innovation capacity of service companies. In terms of
process innovations, R&D plays an important role in service companies in Cameroon
and all sectors in Senegal. Finally, by considering organizational and commercial
innovations, we see that R&D is decisive mainly within service companies. Our study
attests to the results obtained by Ref. [44] and shows that R&D activities must be
taken into account when defining innovation policies in Africa [45]. But this must be
done taking into account sector specificities insofar as R&D also plays a decisive role
in service companies.

Finally, our work shows that firms that develop innovations in Africa as in other
environments fundamentally rely on the characteristics of the manager as well as his
qualifications and skills. In this sense, it emerges that the technical training of the
manager increases the propensity of companies to innovate, with a greater effect in
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Senegal. We also note the role of manager education as well as age, the sometimes
negative effect of which shows that companies with young managers have a better
capacity for innovation. Finally, like [46] in Tanzania, our work emphasizes that
gender determines innovation.

4.2 The frequency of innovation is positively linked to the formality of the firms

The results in Table 11 validate the idea that the frequency of innovation increases
with the formality of the business. The graphs in Figure 1 which present for the four
forms of innovation the evolution of the marginal effect as a function of the formality
of the firm attest to the positive relationship between the formality of the firm and the
observed innovation capacity previously. In the case of Cameroon, the fact that a
company is formal increases its frequency of developing innovation by 14.60, 23.11%
for two forms, 15.35% for three forms, and 18.69% for the four forms of innovation.
As for Senegal, formality increases the frequency of innovating by 22.96% for one
form, by 21.38% for two forms, by 13.62% for three forms, and by 19.40% for all four
forms innovation. However, we see that this increase is less significant in Cameroon
when the company develops from three forms of innovation.

The results in Table 11 validate the idea that the frequency of innovation increases
with the formality of the firm. The graphs in Figure 1, which show the evolution of
the marginal effect as a function of firm formality for the four forms of innovation,
attest to the positive relationship between firm formality and innovation capacity
observed earlier. In the case of Cameroon, the fact that a company is formal increases
its frequency of developing an innovation by 14.60, 23.11% for two forms, 15.35% for
three forms and 18.69% for all four forms of innovation. As for Senegal, formality
increases the frequency of innovation by 22.96% for one form, 21.38% for two forms,
13.62% for three forms and 19.40% for all four forms of innovation. However, this
increase is less significant in Cameroon when the company develops from three forms
of innovation.

The results by sector of activity (Tables 12–14) confirm those previously obtained,
in particular, that formality positively affects companies’ propensity to innovate.
However, we note that the relationship between formality and frequency of
innovation is more decisive in the case of Senegalese companies.

In the industrial sector, formality improves the innovation capacity of Cameroo-
nian companies which develop three and four forms of innovation. In Senegal, on the
other hand, formality contributes to the propensity to innovate, both for companies
that implement one or two forms of innovation and for those adopting three and four
forms of innovation. In commercial enterprises, formality remains very decisive in the
capacity for innovation of Senegalese companies. The results show that formality
systematically impacts the frequency of innovation. In Cameroon, on the other hand,
formality is only decisive for companies that adopt two types of innovation. Finally, in
service companies, we see that formality is a factor of innovation. In Cameroon, it
impacts the frequency of innovation of companies that develop two and three forms
of innovation, while in Senegal, its role remains decisive for all forms of innovation.

The analysis of the other characteristics confirms the results obtained in the case of
the different facets of innovation because it appears that the frequency of innovation
depends on several factors. First, we observe that R&D improves the frequency of
innovation only in Senegalese companies that implement at least two forms of inno-
vation. This result suggests that despite resource constraints, companies consider it
important to invest in improving manufacturing processes in support or support
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Figure 1.
Marginal effects of formality on the probability of innovating.
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activities as well as logistics to hope to take advantage of the benefits and spinoffs
related to this form of innovation, the impact of which is generally considerable [47].
Senegalese companies seem to be part of a dynamic contrary to that observed in the
economies of the Maghreb since the work carried out in this context [48] shows that
R&D is not a determining variable in the innovation process. Our analyzes, therefore,
show that it is relevant to take into account forms of innovation rather than consider-
ing an aggregate measure of innovation.

In addition, we note that companies located in large urban centers have a better
frequency of innovation. We also note that size plays a determining role. In the case of
Cameroon, its role is decisive for companies that adopt at least three forms of inno-
vation. In contrast, in Senegal, it improves the frequency of innovation for small
businesses that adopt at most two forms of innovation as well as for medium and large
businesses that develop at least two forms of innovation. The results also show that the
number of employees improves the frequency of innovation, and we observe in the
case of Senegal that its impact is more decisive for young companies that set up a
single form of innovation. In addition, our analyses show that age and ICT improve
the frequency of innovation. Like [49] in Nigeria, our analyses highlight the key role
of manager characteristics in the capacity for innovation. It appears that the manager’s
gender, level of education, age, and religious affiliation determines the frequency of
innovation. Finally, the analysis according to the activity sectors also highlights the
impact of the afore mentioned characteristics on the frequency of innovation with
some important specificities. Particularly concerning the role of R&D.

4.3 Discussion

Our results generally show that there is a positive relationship between formality
and business innovation. Indeed, it has been established that formality increases the
innovation capacity of enterprises on the one hand and that informal enterprises have
a low frequency of innovation on the other. These results thus reinforce the work in
Africa which has shown that the productive fabric in this context is heterogeneous,
marked by a formal and informal divide and therefore a better understanding of this
duality can help boost business productivity and economic growth.

In the specific case of analyzes on innovation factors, our analyses essentially
confirm the results obtained in Kenya by Mendi and Mudida [25] and Fu et al., [26]
in Ghana. Mendi and Mudida [25] find that the fact that a business starts up informal
has a low impact on its capacity for innovation. As for Fu et al. [26] in Ghana, they
attest that formal companies have a better capacity for innovation, particularly
about technological innovations and better productivity. Following on from them,
our analyzes confirm this relationship even in the case of organizational and com-
mercial innovations. We thus show that, if non-technological innovation in a dual
productive fabric dominated by SMEs as is the case in Cameroon and Senegal, is
strongly based on the manager’s qualifications and skills, on the other hand, the
formalization of companies is essential because it gives access to qualified
employees, to information and exchanges with other companies. In addition, our
work attests to considerable sectoral differences since it is demonstrated that for-
mality further increases the capacity for innovation in the industry, then in services,
and slightly in trading companies.

Unlike the analyzes of Agwu et al. [50] whose work on African countries shows
that there are no differences between countries in innovation trends within compa-
nies, we show that even if overall the innovation factors tend to be the same, on the
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other hand, it is important to carry out comparative studies between countries, espe-
cially when the latter belong to different economic zones. Indeed, it has turned out
that R&D is a much more important factor in Senegalese companies, especially in the
industrial and service sectors. In addition, Senegalese companies have a higher fre-
quency of innovation insofar as they develop several innovations. This result shows
that formalization promotes access to information through the collaborations that
companies develop and allows them to favor complementarity in terms of innovations
rather than substitution, which is a much more expensive process for small businesses
firms. From this perspective, R&D seems to be an essential asset.

Finally, we show that the frequency of business innovation increases with formal-
ity. This result which is established in the two countries with a strong significance in
Senegal shows that one way to improve the rate and the scale of the innovation of the
companies being able to make it possible to reach the visions of development fixed by
the two countries is the formalization of companies. Indeed, so far, innovations in
business in Africa appear to be minor and adaptive. And very often the result of
managers. Certainly, in recent years, policies have been adopted to facilitate the
formalization of businesses, but surveys show that informal businesses remain very
predominant in the productive fabric and that the two countries (Cameroon in par-
ticular) have changed very little in the doing business ranking. In Senegal, for exam-
ple, despite the process of formalization and business support initiated by the
International Labor Office and government authorities, we note that 9 out of ten
workers are in informal employment [51].

5. Conclusion and recommendations

Business formalization and innovation remain major concerns in ASF’s economies.
Indeed, the productive fabric in this space remains dominated by informal businesses,
limited access to quality human resources, a low-incentive business climate, and very
limited access to financing their activities. In such a context, understanding the role of
formality in the innovation process appears essential in the face of the challenges of
development and survival of companies but also in the context of the definition of
public innovation policies. Research has shown that formal enterprises are not only
the most likely to adopt and develop innovations, but also have better economic
performance. Thus, the objective of this article was to analyze the relationship
between formality and innovation in companies in Cameroon and Senegal. In partic-
ular, we have studied the role of formality on the capacity for innovation but also the
frequency of innovation. Our results thus aim to provide a better understanding of
this relationship in the context of French-speaking African countries which for the
majority are oriented towards growth strategies (Plan Senegal Emergent, 2035 and
Growth Strategy for Employment, 2035 for Cameroon).

Our results show that in this space, formality improves the innovation capacity of
companies. Much more, it determines the frequency of innovation with greater effect
in Senegal and industrial and service companies. Moreover, we have found that
business characteristics including age, location, size, ICT, number of employees
improve the capacity and frequency of business innovation. In addition, our analyzes
have shown that it is important to continue R&D activities since the industrial and
service companies that carry out their activities have a better frequency of innovation.
Finally, our results confirmed the major role of manager characteristics and skills in
the innovation process.
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It is therefore essential to intensify initiatives aimed at the formalization of busi-
nesses if we want to promote the development of innovations in French-speaking
Africa and move from simple copying of innovations and their adaptation to real
innovations that can impact growth. On this issue, Cameroonian public authorities are
even more concerned because not only does the rate of informality remain very high
in Cameroon, but the impact of formality remains insignificant, especially when
considering the frequency of innovation. It, therefore, seems essential not to be
limited to accompanying measures towards formalization. Indeed, to move towards
the objective of industrialization, Senegal and Cameroon must further promote
incentive frameworks that would allow companies to legalize and formalize their
activities. Certainly, several measures have already been developed and others are
underway, but their impact remains mixed given the weight that the informal sector
still represents. Studies on obstacles to the formalization of companies could lead to
more appropriate policies.

Therefore, if we want to boost the rate of innovation, the process of supporting
businesses towards formalization must emphasize measures aimed at supporting them
financially. Such initiatives would allow companies to reduce the financial constraints
linked to the formalization process. These measures are essential and would benefit
more the small informal enterprises which are experiencing real cash flow problems.
States can also go towards incentives for small businesses that decide to regularize
their activities.

As it is considered difficult to put an end to informal activities, government
authorities must therefore give greater importance to informal enterprises since their
actions force formal enterprises to more innovation. The public authorities could
perhaps imagine a model of collaboration between formal and informal enterprises
which would allow developing more innovation and thus boost performance and
growth and would cause informal enterprises to regularize. Finally, an important
emphasis must be placed on employee training. Indeed, our results have shown that
the number of employees determines the innovation capacity of companies. In this
sense, companies must place significant emphasis on training them to develop their
skills and thus take advantage of the opportunities in their environment to develop
more innovations.
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Firm size VSE 394 200 188 201 222 425 139 137 116 103

SE 67 29 32 33 42 137 44 56 61 42

ME 55 22 25 26 35 83 26 28 34 29

LE 126 52 51 59 61 82 34 45 42 39

firm formality Formal 204 104 118 177 219 437 130 167 164 64

Informal 438 199 178 142 141 290 144 99 89 149

Sector of activity Industry 148 80 90 79 91 218 91 87 68 53

Commerce 198 78 66 77 98 281 85 81 86 77

Service 296 141 136 159 168 212 66 91 92 78

Table 1.
Description of the sample.

Variable Définitions

Dependent variables

in_produ Binary variable equal to 1 if the firm declares to have innovated a product and 0 if not.

in_proce Binary variable equal to 1 if the firm declares to have innovated in process and 0 if not.

in_orga Binary variable equal to 1 if the firm declares to have developed an organizational
innovation and 0 if not.

in_come Binary variable equal to 1 if the firm declares to have developed a business innovation and
0 if not.

freq_innov Categorical variable equal to 0 for non-innovative firms, to 1 for firms that have developed
only one form of innovation, to 2 for two forms, to 1 for three forms and to 4 for all four
forms.

Explanatory variables

Formality_en Binary variable equal to 1 if the firm is formal and 0 if not.

localisation Binary variable equal to 1 if the firm is located in an urban center and 0 if not.

r_dev Binary variable equal to 1 if the firm carries out R&D activities and 0 if not.

Lage Logarithm of the age of the firm

taille_ent Categorical variable equal to 0 for very small enterprises (VSE), 1 for small enterprises
(SE), 2 for medium enterprises (ME) and 3 for large enterprises (LE)

Tic Binary variable equal to 1 if the firm has at least one tick equipment and 0 if not.

Leffec Logarithm of the number of employees
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Variable Définitions

Ltic Logarithm of the number of ict equipment in the firm

tranche_age Manager’s age group

instruc_ma Categorical variable equal to 0 for managers with no formal education, 1 for those with
primary education, 2 for secondary (2) and 3 for higher.

sex_ma Binary variable equal to 1 if the manager is male 0 if not.

fortec_ma Binary variable equal to 1 if the manager has a technical training related to the main
activity of the company and 0 if not.

relig_ma Categorical variable equal to 0 for animist managers, equal to 1 for Muslim managers,
equal to 2 for Catholics, equal to 3 for Protestants and equal to 4 for other Christians.

stat_ma Categorical variable equal to 0 for widowed managers, equal to 1 for single managers,
equal to 2 for divorced managers and equal to 3 for married managers.

Table 2.
Description of variables.

Variables Observations Mean Standard deviation

in_produ 1369 0.3995617 0.0132429

in_proce 1369 0.4105186 0.0133002

in_orga 1369 0.4178232 0.0133346

in_come 1369 0.4185537 0.0133379

freq_innov 1369 1.646457 0.0413806

r_dev 1369 0.0759679 0.0071633

formality_en 1369 0.3608473 0.0129844

localisation 1369 0.8071585 0.0106669

taille_ent 1369 0.806428 0.0304609

leffec 1369 1.778067 0.0444247

tic 1369 0.6639883 0.0127707

lage 1369 2.363425 0.0194964

ltic 1369 1.233775 0.0226089

sex_ma 1369 0.7998539 0.0108177

stat_ma 1369 2.352082 0.0268715

relig_ma 1369 1.517896 0.0249713

instruc_ma 1369 1.719503 0.0297926

fortec_ma 1369 0.5617239 0.0134151

tranche_age 1369 0.8239591 0.03189

Table 3.
Descriptive statistics for variables.
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Cameroun Senegal

Variable VIF 1/VIF Variables VIF 1/VIF

Lage 4.71 0.129740 Lage 4.22 0.236735

tranche_age 4.7 0.140963 tranche_age 3.77 0.265563

formality_en 4.76 0.210199 formality_en 2.46 0.407226

leffec 4.49 0.222811 Leffec 1.75 0.570786

Ltic 1.47 0.679462 instruc_ma 1.73 0.576618

Tic 1.47 0.680618 Ltic 1.58 0.633923

instruc_ma 1.29 0.772606 taille_ent 1.30 0.772003

sex_ma 1.14 0.879130 r_dev 1.28 0.782305

fortec_ma 1.12 0.896573 stat_ma 1.23 0.815709

r_dev 1.1 0.910413 localisation 1.16 0.862589

relig_ma 1.07 0.936015 sex_ma 1.14 0.874633

stat_ma 1.05 0.948345 fortec_ma 1.13 0.886794

localisation 1.05 0.954916 tic_a 1.12 0.893054

taille_ent 1.02 0.979067 relig_ma 1.10 0.905723

Table 4.
Multi-collinearity test of the variables.

Product innovation Process innovation

Variables Cameroon Senegal Full sample Cameroon Senegal Full sample

r_dev 1.159*** 1.165*** 1.216*** 1.937*** 0.964** 1.588***

(0.348) (0.353) (0.240) (0.421) (0.396) (0.282)

formality_en 0.691* 0.870*** 0.170** 0.707* 1.197*** 0.433**

(0.395) (0.256) (0.192) (0.403) (0.254) (0.193)

localisation 1.255*** 0.537*** 0.981*** 0.419***

(0.311) (0.159) (0.309) (0.161)

VSE 0.274** 0.307*

(0.228) (0.170)

ME 0.443* 0.364* 0.588**

(0.290) (0.203) (0.300)

LE 0.383*

(0.218)

Leffec 0.258*** 0.152** 0.0878* 0.377*** 0.335*** 0.206***

(0.0939) (0.0760) (0.0509) (0.0983) (0.0788) (0.0527)

Tic 0.308** 0.0653** 0.363***

(0.134) (0.262) (0.138)

lage 0.287*
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Product innovation Process innovation

Variables Cameroon Senegal Full sample Cameroon Senegal Full sample

(0.166)

Ltic 0.410** 0.250*** 0.157*

(0.176) (0.0834) (0.0857)

sex_ma 0.327*

(0.193)

stat_ma

relig_ma 0.123*

(0.0662)

instruc_ma 0.325*** 0.193* 0.171***

(0.0919) (0.108) (0.0650)

fortec_ma 0.784*** 0.285** 0.503***

(0.183) (0.120) (0.183)

tranche_age �0.248** �0.284** �0.298***

(0.0974) (0.135) (0.0998)

Constant �1.781* �2.372*** �2.035*** �1.714* �2.719*** �2.017***

(0.995) (0.588) (0.407) (1.012) (0.602) (0.417)

Observations 642 727 1369 642 727 1369

Standard errors in parentheses.
*p < 0.1.
**p < 0.05.
***p < 0.01.

Table 5.
Estimation of the probability of product and process innovation.

Organizational innovation Marketing innovation

Variables Cameroon Senegal Full sample Cameroon Senegal Full sample

r_dev 1.369*** 1.289*** 1.362*** 1.196*** 0.684* 1.065***

(0.402) (0.403) (0.280) (0.398) (0.352) (0.257)

formality_en 1.086*** 0.708*** 1.378*** 0.678***

(0.253) (0.195) (0.268) (0.197)

localisation 1.213*** 0.551*** 1.202*** 0.598***

(0.313) (0.164) (0.291) (0.165)

PE 0.643***

(0.226)

ME

GE 0.281** 0.396*

(0.228) (0.221)

leffec 0.338*** 0.190** 0.170*** 0.258*** 0.257*** 0.132**
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Organizational innovation Marketing innovation

Variables Cameroon Senegal Full sample Cameroon Senegal Full sample

(0.102) (0.0783) (0.0534) (0.0996) (0.0825) (0.0535)

tic 0.307** 0.590***

(0.140) (0.140)

lage

ltic 0.130**

(0.180)

sex_ma

stat_ma 0.110* 0.239** 0.195***

(0.0637) (0.119) (0.0635)

relig_ma 0.0414** 0.202***

(0.0825) (0.0682)

instruc_ma 0.211*** 0.243***

(0.0659) (0.0664)

fortec_ma 0.395**

(0.197)

tranche_age �0.198**

(0.101)

Constant �2.071** �2.038*** �1.956*** �0.177*** �1.999*** �1.886***

(1.026) (0.590) (0.424) (1.014) (0.617) (0.426)

Observations 642 727 1369 642 727 1369

Standard errors in parentheses.
*p < 0.1.
**p < 0.05.
***p < 0.01.

Table 6.
Estimation of the probability of organizational and marketing innovation.

Cameroon Senegal

Variables Industry Trade Service Industry Trade Service

r_dev 2.838** 1.776** 0.878* 1.482***

(1.272) (0.868) (0.450) (0.536)

formality_en 1.304** 1.278*** 1.112**

(0.660) (0.444) (0.509)

localisation 1.804*** 1.550** 0.903* 0.312*** 0.331** 0.0301***

(0.612) (0.643) (0.503) (0.561) (0.336) (0.405)
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Cameroon Senegal

Variables Industry Trade Service Industry Trade Service

VSE

ME 1.453*

(0.782)

LE 0.815*** 0.871** 0.500** 0.911*

(0.518) (0.421) (0.657) (0.530)

leffec 0.233*** 0.325** 0.778*** 0.552***

(0.197) (0.134) (0.211) (0.157)

tic 0.365** 0.0377*** 0.293** 0.506* 0.933*

(0.389) (0.334) (0.624) (0.447) (0.532)

lage 0.0425*** 0.262**

(0.534) (0.403)

ltic 0.691* 0.571* 0.280*** 0.214* 0.0954*** 0.172**

(0.410) (0.311) (0.293) (0.289) (0.205) (0.199)

sex_ma 0.603** 0.909*

(0.284) (0.476)

stat_ma 0.251*

(0.151)

relig_ma

instruc_ma 0.0849** 0.0643** 0.412**

(0.273) (0.150) (0.199)

fortec_ma 1.328*** 0.832**

(0.500) (0.389)

tranche_age

Constant �0.327** �4.264** �1.426 �3.594** �2.957*** �2.838**

(2.293) (2.072) (1.447) (1.435) (1.133) (1.165)

Observations 148 190 296 218 281 212

Standard errors in parentheses.
*p < 0.1.
**p < 0.05.
***p < 0.01.

Table 7.
Estimation of the probability of product innovation by industry sector.
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Cameroon Senegal

Variables Industry Commerce Service Industry Commerce Service

r_dev 1.839*** 1.475* 2.605** 1.670**

(0.545) (0.857) (1.126) (0.709)

formality_en 0.129** 0.1638** 1.211** 0.794* 2.616***

(0.868) (0.325) (0.583) (0.422) (0.551)

localisation 1.408** 0.755* 1.004*

(0.579) (0.618) (0.544)

SE 0.208** 0.859**

(0.442) (0.377)

ME 0.401*** 0.143***

(0.621) (0.476)

LE 0.451** �0.845* 0.745** 0.833*

(0.513) (0.450) (0.617) (0.504)

Leffec 0.185*** 0.394*** 0.219** 0.292** 0.0737***

(0.200) (0.145) (0.165) (0.147) (0.148)

tic

lage �0.677*

(0.406)

ltic 0.294* 0.553* 0.279**

(0.416) (0.330) (0.317)

sex_ma 0.314**

(0.486)

stat_ma 0.335**

(0.170)

relig_ma

instruc_ma 0.279* 0.563** 0.0412*

(0.278) (0.240) (0.155)

fortec_ma 0.00840** 0.378 �0.0695 0.0140***

(0.409) (0.361) (0.284) (0.371)

tranche_age

Constant �1.929 �2.395 �1.935 �1.176 �2.498** �2.741**

(2.241) (2.159) (1.552) (1.125) (1.101) (1.181)

r_dev �0.173 1.336 1.839*** 1.475* 2.605** (1.126)

Observations 139 190 296 218 281 212

Standard errors in parentheses.
*p < 0.1.
**p < 0.05.
***p < 0.01.

Table 8.
Estimation of the probability of process innovation by industry sector.
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Cameroon Senegal

Variables Industry Commerce Service Industry Commerce Service

r_dev 2.050***

(0.663)

formalite_ent 0.5590758* 03653788** 1.180*** 1.628***

(0.954) (0.314) (0.428) (0.486)

localisation 3.056*** 0.593**

(0.864) (0.480)

SE 1.205* 0.116*

(0.630) (0.481)

ME

LE 0.757*

(0.424)

leffec 0.835*** 0.323*** 0.405*** 0.669*** 0.0324*

(0.265) (0.263) (0.155) (0.154) (0.139)

tic 0.841* 0.239* 0.393*** 0.228** 0.452* 0.196*

(0.484) (0.378) (0.347) (0.498) (0.425) (0.490)

lage 0.0429** 0.225* 0.509**

(0.373) (0.395) (0.425)

ltic 0.535** 0.0420* 0.0763*** 0.0607** 0.208*** 0.202***

(0.445) (0.304) (0.315) (0.207) (0.197) (0.205)

sex_ma 0.343*** 0.394* 0.455***

(0.516) (0.374) (0.293)

stat_ma 0.0619** 0.308**

(0.153) (0.135)

relig_ma

instruc_ma �0.193*** 0.508** 0.00201*

(0.336) (0.223) (0.162)

fortec_ma 0.832* 1.031*** 0.0189** 0.134**

(0.459) (0.371) (0.332) (0.363)

tranche_age �0.0116**

(0.266)

Constant �2.291 �3.572* �0.732 �3.161*** �2.893** �2.712**

(2.369) (2.056) (1.643) (1.144) (1.134) (1.120)

Observations 148 190 296 218 281 212

Standard errors in parentheses.
*p < 0.1.
**p < 0.05.
***p < 0.01.

Table 9.
Probability of organizational innovation by sector of activity.
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Cameroon Senegal

Variables Industry Commerce Service Industry Commerce Service

r_dev 1.279** 1.876* 1.061*

(0.543) (1.101) (0.544)

formality_ent 1.088* 1.452*** 2.001***

(0.050) (0.134) (0.530)

localisation 0.0331* 1.001* 1.383***

(0.571) (0.540) (0.506)

SE �0.845*

(0.458)

ME 1.121** 0.682*** 0.163* �1.030*

(0.550) (0.550) (0.471) (0.575)

GE 0.442* �0.871** 0.0751

(0.235) (0.415) (0.347)

leffec 0.634* 0.00762** 0.247* 0.323** 0.451*** �0.163**

(0.461) (0.253) (0.143) (0.151) (0.147) (0.148)

tic 0.0922*** 0.187*** 0.177**

(0.479) (0.441) (0.509)

lage 1.021** 0.880***

(0.449) (0.718)

Ltic 0.125*** 0.273* 0.192**

(0.203) (0.192) (0.211)

sex_ma

stat_ma 0.535** 0.100** 0.559**

(0.252) (0.152) (0.224)

relig_ma 0.454**

(0.179)

instruc_ma 0.378* 0.310* 0.305* 0.0735***

(0.211) (0.171) (0.175) (0.175)

fortec_ma 1.345*** 0.373 0.822**

(0.359) (0.321) (0.390)

tranche_age

Constant �0.559 �0.496 0.285 �3.494*** �1.882 �0.513

(0.955) (1.998) (1.613) (1.166) (1.151) (1.135)

Observations 139 190 296 218 281 212

Standard errors in parentheses.
*p < 0.1.
**p < 0.05.
***p < 0.01.

Table 10.
Probability of marketing innovation by industry sector.
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Variables Cameroon Senegal

One
form

Two
forms

Three
forms

Four
forms

One
form

Two
forms

Three
forms

Four
forms

r_dev 2.405** 2.480** 2.987***

(1.080) (1.072) (1.052)

formalite_ent 0.243* 0.268** 0.496* 0.562** 1.688*** 1.438*** 1.610*** 2.076***

(0.692) (0.622) (0.623) (0.601) (0.364) (0.350) (0.422) (0.407)

localisation 0.931** 1.780*** 1.618*** 1.837*** 1.258*** 1.019***

(0.434) (0.474) (0.461) (0.459) (0.318) (0.300)

PE 0.326* 0.391**

(0.341) (0.287)

ME 0.278* 0.501** 0.531***

(0.398) (0.470) (0.442)

GE 1.012*** 0.515* 0.0321*** 0.427*** 0.0725***

(0.372) (0.312) (0.416) (0.485) (0.432)

leffec 0.315* 0.188** 0.547*** 0.608*** �0.215* 0.484*** 0.328***

(0.177) (0.164) (0.157) (0.151) (0.118) (0.123) (0.119)

tic 0.261** 0.224** 0.151***

(0.305) (0.453) (0.404)

lage 1.255* 0.0444** 0.521*

(0.672) (0.657) (0.294)

ltic 0.158 0.0619** 0.269*** 0.434*** 0.0810*** 0.255***

(0.323) (0.250) (0.265) (0.265) (0.179) (0.179)

sex_ma 0.625* 0.163**

(0.345) (0.376)

stat_ma

relig_ma 0.197** 0.346* 0.290**

(0.126) (0.255) (0.283)

instruc_ma 0.154*** 0.248* 0.201*** 0.0757*

(0.173) (0.169) (0.166) (0.155)

fortec_ma 0.0254* 0.0745*** 0.559* 0.951***

(0.273) (0.257) (0.299) (0.298)

tranche_age �0.626***

(0.226)

Constant �1.764 �3.252** �0.576 �2.831* �1.555* �3.766*** �4.284*** �3.253***

(1.686) (1.565) (1.555) (1.525) (0.803) (0.845) (0.987) (0.903)

Observations 642 642 642 642 727 727 727 727

Standard errors in parentheses.
*p < 0.1.
**p < 0.05.
***p < 0.01.

Table 11.
Estimation of the multinomial logit model.
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Variables Cameroon Senegal

One
form

Two
forms

Three
forms

Four
forms

One
form

Two
forms

Three
forms

Four
forms

r_dev �4.334** �1.817*

(1.936) (1.001)

formality_en 1.040*** 1.252*** 1.763** 0.151*** 0.996** 1.718*

(1.379) (1.229) (0.854) (0.820) (0.913) (0.939)

localisation 2.993*** 3.234*** 2.601*** 1.411**

(1.033) (1.150) (0.876) (0.709)

SE

ME 2.823**

(1.296)

GE 0.341***

(0.153)

Leffec 0.696** �0.671* �0.513** 0.900*** 0.737***

(0.327) (0.354) (0.252) (0.283) (0.281)

Tic 0.971** 0.839* 0.861*** 1.151*

(0.673) (0.711) (0.676) (0.642)

Lage 0.263* 0.937** 1.661***

(1.551) (1.883) (1.493)

Ltic 1.111* 2.751***

(0.650) (0.782)

sex_ma 1.809**

(0.811)

stat_ma

relig_ma 0.820**

(0.383)

instruc_ma 0.838* 0.0410** 0.282***

(0.433) (0.277) (0.285)

fortec_ma 1.107* 1.066* 1.937*** 2.538***

(0.649) (0.582) (0.751) (0.798)

tranche_age 1.613** 0.962**

(0.794) (0.698)

Constant 3.475 3.272 �9.387 2.714 �0.907 �4.258** �4.927** �5.673***

(3.640) (4.324) (873.6) (3.598) (1.516) (1.716) (2.026) (2.187)

Observations 148 148 148 148 218 218 218 218

Standard errors in parentheses.
*p < 0.1.
**p < 0.05.
***p < 0.01.

Table 12.
Multinomial logit model estimation of firms in the industrial sector.
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Variables Cameroon Senegal

One
form

Two
forms

Three
forms

Four
forms

One
form

Two
forms

Three
forms

Four
forms

r_dev

formality_ent 0.236*** 1.468** 1.921*** 0.989** 1.512**

(0.151) (0.671) (0.593) (0.769) (0.633)

localisation 1.348 2.206**

(0.939) (0.887)

SE 1.904* 1.558* 2.254* 0.106*** 0.649*

(1.067) (0.903) (1.200) (0.511) (0.623)

ME 0.632** 2.060* 0.375*

(0.931) (1.169) (0.709)

LE �1.389** �1.034* �1.954***

(0.696) (0.568) (0.700)

Leffec 0.763* 0.586** 0.775***

(0.396) (0.262) (0.220)

Tic 0.0402* 0.317* 0.503**

(0.585) (0.845) (0.597)

Lage 2.736**

(1.378)

Ltic 0.852* 0.0447** 0.155***

(0.510) (0.324) (0.301)

sex_ma 0.133** 0.0440*** 0.912**

(0.607) (0.686) (0.762)

stat_ma

relig_ma 0.677** 0.227* 0.765** 0.466*** 0.662*

(0.302) (0.258) (0.344) (0.444) (0.434)

instruc_ma 0.496*** 0.911**

(0.330) (0.382)

fortec_ma 0.0688*

(0.472)

tranche_age �1.234*

(0.681)

Constant �3.850 �8.431** �20.05 �4.519 �1.599 �3.709** �4.832** �2.948*

(3.412) (3.320) (1093) (3.209) (1.618) (1.569) (2.049) (1.753)

Observations 190 190 190 190 281 281 281 281

Standard errors in parentheses.
*p < 0.1.
**p < 0.05.
***p < 0.01.

Table 13.
Estimation of the multinomial logit model for trade firms.
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Variables Cameroon Senegal

One
form

Two
forms

Three
forms

Four
forms

One
form

Two
forms

Three
forms

Four
forms

r_dev 3.069**

(1.253)

formalite_ent 0. 086** 0.705*** 3.495*** 2.804*** 4.933*** 4.346***

(0.621) (0.327) (0.833) (0.777) (1.044) (1.011)

localisation 2.283** 1.189* 1.222* 2.037** 1.845*** 1.667*** 0.635*** 0.511**

(1.103) (0.673) (0.731) (0.849) (0.673) (0.608) (0.654) (0.707)

PE 1.465* 0.196** 1.141* 1.020*

(0.776) (0.798) (0.684) (0.578)

ME 0.979** 0.232** 1.149**

(0.658) (0.784) (0.988)

GE 0.109** 0.445** 0.735***

(0.559) (0.497) (0.964)

Leffec 0.582** 0.593** �0.656*** �0.491*

(0.236) (0.231) (0.227) (0.260)

Tic 0.0504*** 0.116*

(0.496) (0.502)

Lage 0.436* 0.962***

(0.563) (0.593)

Ltic 0.207** 0.568* 0.510* 0.440*** 0.156***

(0.450) (0.291) (0.284) (0.361) (0.368)

sex_ma 0.586** 0.999** 0.650** 0.683* 0.435** 0.159*** 0.510*

(0.481) (0.446) (0.432) (0.421) (0.730) (0.775) (0.929)

stat_ma 0.450** 0.834**

(0.189) (0.363)

relig_ma

instruc_ma 0.151** 0.105*** 0.0387*** 0.154** 0.248**

(0.258) (0.243) (0.236) (0.236) (0.306)

fortec_ma 0.0653** 0.0987*** 1.100** 1.913***

(0.434) (0.413) (0.520) (0.725)

tranche_age �0.791*

(0.444)

Constant �6.267** �3.089 �0.279 �2.953 �2.150 �4.382*** �18.34 �3.790*

(2.988) (2.537) (2.463) (2.485) (1.649) (1.683) (547.7) (1.978)

Observations 296 296 296 296 212 212 212 212

Standard errors in parentheses.
*p < 0.1.
**p < 0.05.
***p < 0.01.

Table 14.
Estimation of the multinomial logit model for service firms.
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Chapter 3

The Influence of Foreign Investors 
on the Development of Polish 
Enterprises: A Case Study of Bank 
Polska Kasa Opieki Spółka Akcyjna
Waldemar Milewicz

Abstract

Pursuant to the definition proposed by Eurostat, foreign direct investment takes 
place when a resident entity in one economy seeks to obtain a lasting interest in an 
enterprise resident in another economy. A lasting interest implies the existence of a 
long-term relationship between the direct investor and the enterprise, and an inves-
tor’s significant influence on the management of the enterprise. Foreign investors 
do not only exert impact on a given company’s board of directors but, importantly, 
provide production capital in privatized companies. Additionally, they equip them 
with both know-how on the performed economic activity and technical know-how. 
They send their specialists, who introduce international standards in daughter 
companies smoothly. In this paper, the author deals with the impact of a foreign inves-
tor on the development of Bank Pekao. A literature review is applied for this aim. It 
covers a detailed analysis of transaction documentation and post-audit statements of 
the Supreme Audit Office and delegations of the Ministry of State Treasury. Thanks 
to research, it can be assessed how UniCredito Italiano has positively influenced the 
operation of Polish bank after the acquisition of shares. Thereby, the results of this 
study contest popular opinion about exploitation of domestic employees by foreign 
companies.

Keywords: foreign direct investment, know-how, performance

1. Introduction

From the methodological point of view, there are many definitions of foreign 
direct investment. The subject of this article leads to a special emphasis on definitions 
which refer to the creation of a long-term relationship between an investor and the 
company in which the shares are acquired [1]. According to the IMF definition, direct 
investment reflects the aim of obtaining a lasting interest by a resident entity of one 
economy (direct investor) in an enterprise that is resident in another economy (the 
direct investment enterprise). The “lasting interest” implies the existence of a long-
term relationship between the direct investor and the direct investment enterprise 
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and a significant degree of influence on the management [2] of the latter. Direct 
investment involves both the initial transaction establishing the relationship between 
the investor and the enterprise and all subsequent capital transactions between them 
and among affiliated enterprises, both incorporated and unincorporated [3]. The 
similar dimension gives the definition proposed by the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD). Due to its interpretation, foreign direct 
investment means investment that aims at causing long-lasting relationships. In turn, 
the latter reflects an interest of an economic entity of one country in an economic 
entity of a country other than the country of permanent residency of the direct 
investor [4].

In Polish conditions, private economic entities did not have sufficient savings to 
acquire shares in state enterprises at appropriate prices. The state does not have the 
possibility to maximize profit with only domestic investors [5]. For this reason, it 
seems advantageous from the financial point of view to expand the investment circle 
to include foreign investors (or privatization with the help of foreign investors only) 
[6]. Moreover, the rapid incorporation of foreign, especially international, enterprises 
into the national economy compensates for the lack of competitiveness of national 
entities [7, 8]. The reason for this is a lack of know-how, outdated technology and 
inadequate product quality. Companies with foreign shareholding usually have a high 
share of equity, use modern technology [9] and pay above-average salaries [10].

On the basis of the investment data of foreign companies, it can be concluded that 
they carry out restructuring faster and more intensively than comparable companies 
with a purely domestic shareholding [11]. This can lead to higher unemployment in 
the short term [12]. In the long term [13], however, the development of the acquired 
company will be more evenly matched by subsequent investments [14]. The role 
of foreign investors in privatized companies refers to providing not only produc-
tion capital but, above all, business know-how and technical know-how. Both types 
of knowledge can be passed on by foreign specialists, who should eliminate the 
previously insufficient level of efficiency [15] and parallelly smoothly introduce 
international standards in new subsidiaries [16]. Due to a specific “dissemination” 
of imported know-how, the effect of improved efficiency also influences domestic 
companies that have not yet been privatized [17].

At this point, it is worth showing how the issue of the impact of foreign investors 
on domestic firms is presented by other scholars (Table 1).

The above-mentioned positive aspects of foreign investors’ activity in Poland were 
accompanied by relevant changes in the law. The Act on Companies with Foreign 
Participation played an important role here. It came into force on June 4, 1991. The 
following legal regulations were enshrined in the law:

• the creation of a general obligation to obtain a permit to set up a company (the 
exceptions were ports, airports, real estate trade, part of the arms industry, 
wholesale trade in imported consumer goods, legal services)

• free transfer of profits and capital

• transfer of the total amount remaining after the sale or liquidation of the company

• liquidation of the minimum amount at foreign initial capital

• liquidation of permission to acquire shares in privatized Polish enterprises
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Author Article Abstract

Abdul Majeed, 
Ping Jiang, 
Mahmood 
Ahmad, 
Muhammad Asif 
Khan, Judit Olah

The Impact of Foreign 
Direct Investment on 
Financial Development: 
New Evidence from 
Panel Cointegration and 
Causality Analysis

The aim of this paper is to analyze the relationship 
between foreign direct investments and financial 
development in Bahrain. The estimation of financial 
development effects was performed for the period 
1978 to 2015, which covers the political conflicts that 
happened in Middle East area (Arab Spring).

Made Gitanadya 
Aryani, Annisa 
Pratamasari

The Relationship between 
Foreign Direct Investment 
Influx, Economic Growth, 
and Financial Institutions 
in ASEAN-6

The object of this research is ASEAN members, 
because Southeast Asia is a dynamically growing 
region in terms of economy; hence, it attracts FDI 
influx. ASEAN is also a challenging object in terms of 
the degree of variability in financial market among its 
members.

Manpreet Kaur, 
Surendra S. Yadav, 
Vinayshil Gautam

Financial System 
Development and Foreign 
Direct Investment: A 
Panel Data Study for BRIC 
Countries

The article analyzes the impact of financial system 
development on FDI with respect to BRIC countries for 
the period 1991 to 2010. Using the panel data analyses, 
fixed and random effect, our results conclude that FDI 
inflows to BRIC countries are influenced by banking 
sector and stock market variables, used as a proxy for 
financial development.

Luca Papi Foreign Direct Investment 
in the Banking Sector: A 
Transitional Economy 
Perspective

In this paper, we use new statistics on Foreign Direct 
Investment (FDI) in Transitional Economies (TEs) to 
analyze the issue of foreign ownership in the banking 
sector, examining the implications for the host banking 
sector. After considering the potential benefits and 
risks associated with foreign investment in the banking 
sector, and on the basis of some empirical results, 
we reach the conclusion that FDI provides valuable 
opportunities for the development of the host banking 
sector.

Hameed Khan, 
Umair Khan

Financial development 
and FDI inflows in China

In this paper, the authors revisit the nexus of financial 
development and FDI inflows, in Chinese perspective, 
incorporating the vital role of institutional quality 
and other important variables in this paradigm. Using 
ARDL bound testing and VECM procedures, they 
establish causality by exploiting variations in financial 
development and FDI.

Ritika Sharma FDI in Indian banking 
sector

The present study aims at providing detailed 
information about FDI inflows in India during the 
subsequent years. The analysis is fully based on 
secondary data collected through different websites and 
journals. The project aims at providing information of 
present FDI policy, year-wise FDI inflows, advantages 
and disadvantages of FDI, RBI policy, foreign portfolio 
investment, impact and importance of FDI in banking 
sector, etc.

Laura Alfaro, 
Jasmina Chauvin

Foreign Direct 
Investment, Finance, and 
Economic Development

Research has sought to understand how foreign direct 
investment affects host economies. This paper reviews 
the empirical literature, specifically addressing the 
question: How does FDI affect economic development 
of host countries, and what is the role of local financial 
markets in mediating the potential benefits?

Source: [18–23].

Table 1. 
The impact of foreign investors on domestic enterprises—A review of exemplary research articles.
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• equal status of foreign companies and parent companies (tax exemptions for 
investments over EUR 2 million, liquidation of the turnover tax)

• taking over the accounting standards applicable in the European Union [24]

This liberalization of the conditions for foreign entities in terms of acquiring Polish 
companies resulted in rapid capital inflow to Poland. In this paper, the author presents 
the positive side of privatization in his home country. He deals with the impact of a 
foreign investor on the development of Bank Pekao S.A. A literature review is applied 
for this aim. It covers detailed analysis of transaction documentation and post-audit 
statements of both the Supreme Audit Office and delegations of the Ministry of State 
Treasury. Thanks to research, it can be assessed how UniCredito Italiano has positively 
influenced the operation of Pekao S.A. after the acquisition of shares. The objective of 
this analysis is to show, on the basis of these documents, what changes have taken place 
in the bank following the entry of a strategic investor. Furthermore, the author shows, 
on the basis of precise figures, what financial support there was from the new share-
holder. It is also important in this context that it is not only about showing the mate-
rial impact but also about presenting the contributed know-how, e.g. in the form of 
trainings. Thereby, the results of this study contest popular opinion about exploitation 
of domestic employees by foreign companies. Furthermore, novelty of my research lies 
in detailed description of ownership changes in banking with regard to its impact on 
certain companies and, thereby, the development of capital market in Poland.

2.  Agreement between the state Treasury of the Republic of Poland and 
UniCredito Italiano S.p.a. and Allianz AG.: Sale of shares of Pekao S.A.

Privatization of Bank Pekao S.A. took place in the form of public offering – State 
Treasury sold 52.1% of shares in Bank Polska Kasa Opieki Spółka Akcyjna. The buyer 
was a consortium of entities: Credit Suisse First Boston, UniCredito Italiano S.p.A. 
and Allianz AG. It prepared an investment plan. It undertook to guarantee a capital 
increase of PLN 1000 million over a two-year period. Investors, in turn, assumed 
that Pekao would invest PLN 2000 million over five years. In the final offer for the 
purchase of shares, the consortium indicated that it fully appreciated the importance 
of Pekao for the Polish economy. For this reason, it intended to develop Pekao into a 
modern financial institution. According to purchase agreement, it was supposed to:

• financially support infrastructure development,

• financially support the development of small and medium enterprises, as well as 
large companies,

• participate in creating the market for Treasury debt securities,

• support Polish exports.

The partners of the consortium considered the privatization of Pekao as a unique 
opportunity to create a leader in Poland. He was to be able to face the challenges of 
Poland’s membership in the European Union. In addition, his task was to create a 
strong base for development in the broader regional context of Central Europe [25].
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3. New distribution network in the bank

In the area of retail banking, the investor’s goal was to transform Pekao into the 
largest provider of financial services for the population in Poland. This was achieved 
by maintaining and further penetrating the existing customer base. Penetration, 
in turn, took place by “bringing” the bank closer to customers and expanding the 
customer base (through selective expansion of the bank’s geographical coverage). 
In accordance with that, Pekao has rapidly developed the branch network in Silesia, 
Poznań, Gdańsk (the bank had a limited presence there) and strengthened its 
presence in Warsaw. This process was accompanied by events that also affected the 
qualitative development of the bank and, thus, the capital market in Poland:

• transfer of employees from the so-called back office (administration) to sales 
and customer contact (so-called front office); this process was supported by IT  
systems and incentive programs;

• increasing the range of branch networks; this was done by carrying out further 
transformation – from large universal branches into small specialized branches;

• development of distribution range and level of services (mobile sales teams 
were introduced and permanent distribution channels were supplemented with 
automated channels, i.e. ATMs, telephone service, etc.);

• improving the coverage of the distribution network (as for individual customers).

In the field of business services, specifically in the field of business financing, Pekao 
had a leading market share at the time. The consortium successfully strengthened this 
position. This was due to the support of Pekao’s financing of infrastructure projects, 
e.g. in the energy sector, telecommunications and construction of toll motorways. The 
consortium, in addition, strengthened the position of Bank Pekao as a market leader by:

• building the so-called network of account managers,

• introducing a customer contact management system,

• making greater use of distribution networks,

• improving the position in handling foreign transactions,

• facilitating access to funds from the European Union.

As a result, the improvement of the distribution network closely linked to the 
regrouping of employees in the company significantly strengthened Pekao’s position 
in the banking market. Thanks to that, Pekao bank developed in terms of quality, 
which in turn contributed to the qualitative development of capital market in Poland.

4. Product support in the bank

In the field of services for small and medium enterprises, their development was 
very important from the point of view of maintaining strong economic growth in 
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Poland. Bearing this in mind, the strategic investor sought to strengthen Pekao’s posi-
tion in the small and medium-sized enterprise market. In this way, it influenced the 
qualitative development of the capital market in Poland. This was done by:

• further improvement of product quality (introduction of products with the 
features of the best products on the market; in addition, systematic combina-
tion of new products with ROR, e.g. mortgage development, credit cards, asset 
management and insurance),

• introduction of standard product packages (especially prepared for this category 
of medium-sized enterprises),

• simplification of credit processes (in order to reduce service time without 
compromising the quality of the loan portfolio).

The qualitative impact on the Polish bank and on the Polish capital market on the 
part of the Uni Credit consortium was also reflected in another fact. According to the 
Italian bank’s declaration, it passed its knowledge about developing and managing 
banking products in the following areas, among others:

• credit cards with revolving credit;

• consumer loans (in the field of valuation methodology and credibility assess-
ment system – so-called scoring system);

• products related to asset management (trust funds, portfolio management and 
financial planning techniques),

• cash flow management (so-called cash management),

• electronic banking products,

• project financing.

Knowledge in the field of credit, asset management, cash management, electronic 
banking and project financing has enriched Bank Pekao with new know-how and, 
thus, has made a significant qualitative contribution to its development and the 
capital market in Poland.

In addition, in terms of asset management and bancassurance, a consortium of 
investors has contributed to the professional implementation of the bancassurance 
concept at Pekao. This created additional revenue for Pekao. The consortium’s activi-
ties in this area strengthened the position of Bank Pekao towards customers. This 
was also done by introducing the offer of a full range of financial services (so-called 
one-stop shopping, financial supermarket approach). The above activities of the 
strategic investor made a significant qualitative contribution to the development of 
Bank Pekao, the banking system in Poland, and thus the Polish capital market.

The consortium’s intentions in the area of   bancassurance were also made more 
concrete in the fact that branches and mobile teams of advisers-sales representa-
tives of Bank Pekao were used to sell insurance products and banking products (e.g. 
mortgage loans, car loans). Bank Pekao has also used Allianz’s operations in Poland. 
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It used the existing products of the German insurer to create its own insurance 
business from scratch. It happened without the need to involve capital and human 
resources. To sum up, the consortium of investors, by developing bancassurance 
activities at Bank Pekao, significantly supported the qualitative development of Bank 
Pekao, the banking market, and thus the capital market in Poland.

In addition, the UniCredit consortium provided Pekao with a range of Polish and 
international investment funds for use in its distribution network. It is worth noting 
that at the level of people’s wealth then in the country, it was not expected that this 
would be a significant strengthening of the bank’s revenues. Despite this, owning such 
products has strengthened Pekao’s image as a universal financial institution. It also 
meant readiness to take advantage of the growing popularity of these products. Thanks 
to the strategic investor’s involvement in investment funds, the bank’s brokerage activi-
ties were further strengthened. Obviously, this translated into the qualitative develop-
ment of Pekao bank, the banking system, and, thus, the capital market in Poland.

The consortium introduced portfolio management techniques at Pekao bank with 
a fixed risk/return relationship. It based its activity on the position of the leader of the 
Central Brokerage House Pekao in brokerage activities. As a result, it increased the 
quality of services offered at Pekao Bank and reduced their cost. An important element 
of the qualitative impact on Bank Pekao was also the fact that the consortium had unique 
qualifications that were needed to implement these activities. It resulted from experience 
in creating and introducing products and sales methods. The above activities of the Uni 
Credit consortium improved the position of Bank Pekao on the banking market and made 
a significant qualitative contribution to the development of the Polish capital market.

The qualitative impact of the UniCredit-Allianz consortium in the field of bancassur-
ance on Bank Pekao was conditioned by the fact that the entities UniCredit and Allianz 
were partners in the field of bancassurance in Italy. UniCredit sold life and property poli-
cies. It did this through a network of over 2000 branches. Unicredit also had an important 
position in asset management (it managed over EUR 60 million). It was one of the leading 
brokerage houses in Italy. In turn, Allianz was the world leader in insurance – it concluded 
a bancassurance agreement with partners in 12 countries. The above facts meant that 
UniCredit brought significant know-how to Bank Pekao, supported its qualitative devel-
opment, and, thus, contributed to the development of the capital market in Poland.

The guarantee of a positive qualitative impact on the part of UniCredit on the 
Polish capital market was additionally the fact that it is one of the leading banks in 
Italy. In fact, it transferred know-how from its home market to the Polish market. As 
a result, Bank Pekao received knowledge from the Italian investor in the field of busi-
ness services. In addition, thanks to Italian financial institution, 500 account manag-
ers started servicing companies. The strategic investor also used modern systems to 
manage contacts with Pekao clients. Not without significance in this context was the 
fact that UniCredit’s credit processes (guarantee methods and so-called early warning 
systems) corresponded to the latest developments in this field on a global scale. They 
were considered exemplary in the Italian banking system. Thanks to this, the impact 
of know-how on the part of UniCredit on Bank Pekao and the Polish banking system 
and, thus, the capital market in terms of quality was significantly positive.

5. New management methods in the bank

UniCredit declared that it could support Pekao in introducing new IT systems. The 
Italian bank had experience in transferring systems to other banks. Evidence of this was, 
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for example, the completion by the subsidiary UniCredit (dealing in IT) of the integra-
tion of Banca CRT, Banca Cariveron and Cassamarca in 2000. It did so by adding 1000 
branches to a common IT platform. Similarly, the implementation of the new IT system – 
one of the most important processes at Bank Pekao – has been successfully completed. 
It happened, thanks to the knowledge and experience of specialists from UniCredito 
Italiano delegated to Polish bank. In addition, UniCredito Italiano has taken actions in 
the area of credit, market and operational risk management at Bank Pekao. They were 
oriented towards improving the degree of integration of Pekao’s policy with the overall 
operations of the UniCredito Italiano group. They were also successful. Therefore, it is 
justified to state that UniCredito Italiano, through its activities in the Pekao bank in the 
area of IT system and risk, has strengthened its qualitative position. In this way, it made a 
qualitative contribution to the development of the capital market in Poland.

UniCredit also provided support for Pekao in other areas:

• creation and management of customer service centers, so-called call center;

• establishment of branches (UniCredit had extensive knowledge in the field of 
branch restructuring and in the introduction of new types of branches);

• marketing using databases (UniCredit was a precursor in supporting sales using 
databases);

• creating and managing sales teams, specializing of sales teams (UniCredit has 
introduced sales methods tailored to specific customer segments);

• sales team management (UniCredit has developed knowledge in improving the 
efficiency of its sales teams; this was done by introducing individual incentive 
systems based on financial goals);

• credit risk management (UniCredit has introduced modern credit procedures, 
credit application assessments and behavioral assessment systems),

• Management Information System, so-called MIS (UniCredit has introduced a 
modern MIS system at the individual customer and group level),

• motivation of the management, investment banking (UniCredit provided its 
knowledge in the field of analysis, reaching certain level of turnover, marketing 
and risk management; this complemented Pekao skills),

• operating activities (Pekao’s systems and its operating environment lagged 
far behind the best international standards; thanks to UniCredit, Bank Pekao 
reached global standards; this means that it skipped the trial-and-error stage that 
Western banks, including UniCredit, had to pass in the eighties).

• introducing organizational changes, so-called change management (merger of 
banks is a huge task; it includes remodeling of responsibilities, retraining and, 
as a last resort, dismissal; UniCredit had vast experience in this field – it was the 
effect of merging seven banks).
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The impact of the above factors on the quality position of Bank Pekao was  
considerable. It remained in connection with the qualitative development of the 
Polish capital market.

6. New programs in the company aimed at development of employees

Regarding the social program, the consortium introduced a number of activi-
ties at Bank Pekao. They were aimed at improving the education and motivation of 
employees. It was about incentive pay, management exchange program and training. 
UniCredit, while caring for the intellectual development of Pekao bank employees, 
also made a significant qualitative contribution to its development. Thus, it contrib-
uted to the qualitative development of a capital market in Poland.

The needs of the Pekao employees on the part of the UniCredit consortium were 
also secured, thanks to:

• pension fund introduced,

• stocks program for management and employees,

• health care,

• scholarships.

The above elements, brought in by a strategic investor, also had a significant 
impact on the qualitative development of Pekao bank, and thus the capital market in 
Poland.

In accordance with the Pekao program for local communities, UniCredit sup-
ported higher education in Poland. This was due to the fact that the strategic investor 
has close links with the Universita Commerciale Luigi Boccioni (the most prestigious 
and recognized economic university in Italy). In addition, UniCredit also supported 
the commercial activities of the Pekao bank (with the use of database constructed on 
the basis of the customer portfolio). The activity of a strategic investor in the educa-
tional and operational field at Bank Pekao has made a qualitative contribution to the 
development of Bank Pekao, and thus – the capital market in Poland.

7. Consortium’s investment obligations

The UniCredit consortium has fulfilled its commitment that Pekao’s capitalization 
should be sufficient to implement its development plans. At the same time, it helped 
maintain the capital adequacy ratio of Pekao at a certain level. It was recognized by 
international financial markets as safe for a bank from the Central Europe region. 
The UniCredit consortium, by helping to implement Pekao’s plans and maintaining 
the required level of solvency ratio, has contributed to the qualitative development of 
Pekao, and thus the capital market in Poland.

The Guaranteed Investment Program should also be mentioned as an important 
element of the qualitative impact on the development of the Polish capital market in 
the aspect of UniCredit offer. Under this program, the UniCredit consortium was to 
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invest at least PLN 1 billion in Pekao over a three-year period. In addition, the con-
sortium prepared an investment plan. It assumed that the bank would invest PLN 2 
billion over a five-year period.

As for the implementation of individual strategic investor’s obligations, it was 
presented in the “Information on the implementation of non-price obligations” [26]. 
It shows that:

• the consortium made a commitment to Pekao; at the General Meeting of 
Shareholders of the bank undertook to vote for the allocation of the bank’s profits 
to share capital, supplementary capital or reserve capitals; in this way, it was to 
contribute to the qualitative development of capital market in Poland; by voting 
for the allocation of profits to share capital, the consortium strengthened the 
bank’s quality position; according to the report of Ernst and Young Audit Sp. z 
o.o. of June 30, 2003, the performance of this obligation was confirmed in 1998, 
1999 and 2000; thus, it was decided that there were no grounds for charging 
contractual penalties; thereby UniCredit made a contribution to the qualitative 
development of the capital market in Poland

• during the guaranteed investment period, UniCredit was to retain 50.09% of the 
share capital of Pekao Bank, and Allianz – 2% plus 25,000 shares; in addition, 
they were not to conclude any agreement obliging to sell Pekao bank shares; 
according to the report of Ernst and Young Audit Sp. z o.o. of June 30, 2003, 
the performance of the undertaking was confirmed; additional statements of the 
Ministry of Treasury were also a document confirming the performance of the 
undertaking (Application); thus, it should be stated that UniCredit has made a 
qualitative contribution to the development of the capital market in Poland; by 
not selling Pekao bank shares, it strengthened the bank’s quality position and 
contributed to its development

• the investor has made a commitment regarding the management of Bank Pekao’s 
assets; according to it, it was not to cause the bank to be liquidated or dissolved 
(until the end of the guaranteed investment period); additional statements of 
the Ministry of Treasury were also a document confirming the performance of 
the commitment (Application); in conclusion, it should be stated that UniCredit 
has made a qualitative contribution to the development of the capital market in 
Poland; without liquidating Pekao, it strengthened the bank’s quality position 
and contributed to its development

• as regards the management of Bank Pekao’s assets, the investor was also not to 
cause the bank to sell all or part of its assets (until the end of the guaranteed 
investment period); additional statements of the Ministry of Treasury were 
also a document confirming the fulfillment of this obligation (Application); 
in conclusion, it should be stated that UniCredit has made a qualitative con-
tribution to the development of the capital market in Poland; by not selling 
Pekao’s assets, it strengthened the bank’s quality position and contributed to 
its development.

The UniCredit investor also undertook that within a period of five years from the 
signing of the contract, it will support the development of Pekao. This process was to 
be in line with the provisions of the Bank’s Development Program and take place by:
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• investing in development programs,

• strengthening the bank’s position on the market,

• improving access to information technology, know-how and organizational 
methods,

• providing licenses and other rights and solutions necessary to implement the 
Bank’s Development Program.

According to the report of Ernst and Young Audit Sp. z o.o. of June 30, 2003, it was 
found that the above obligations were met and there were no grounds for charging 
contractual penalties. The document confirming their implementation was also the 
investor’s annual report for 2000 and additional speeches by the Ministry of Treasury 
(Application); UniCredit made a qualitative contribution to the development of 
the capital market in Poland. By investing in development programs and improving 
access to information technologies, know-how and organizational methods at Pekao 
Bank, it strengthened its quality position and contributed to its development.

The investor also undertook to fully support Pekao’s strategy. It consisted of devel-
oping and consolidating his position. It was to be the leading universal bank in Poland 
and a leading financial institution in Central and Eastern Europe. Other important 
commitments were that UniCredit:

a. undertook to give Pekao the status of UniCredit’s main investment in Central 
Europe;

b. was to give Pekao a right of priority in connection with all purchase transactions 
(they were made by UniCredit in the republics of the former USSR, as well as 
in the Czech Republic and Slovakia, with the exception of investments in Polno 
Banka S.A.);

c. was to support Pekao’s strategic plans for expanding into other countries;

d. was to make joint decisions with Pekao regarding transactions carried out in 
Romania and Bulgaria (in the event that UniCredit indicated a potential invest-
ment, the bank was to have pre-emptive rights over such investment).

All the above liabilities, according to the report of Ernst and Young Audit Sp. z 
o.o. of June 30, 2003, were carried out in a timely manner. In this way, the strategic 
investor strengthened the quality position of Pekao Bank and thus contributed to the 
qualitative development of the capital market in Poland.

At that time, the main goal of the bank and the UniCredito Italiano group was to 
increase the value for the shareholders of Bank Pekao. The strategic investor did this 
by maintaining and strengthening the leading position of Bank Pekao in selected 
areas of activity:

• retail banking with an emphasis on investment funds,

• mortgages,

• credit cards,
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• support for microenterprises.

This goal was achieved, thanks to the implemented improvements from the 
UniCredit group. It introduced in the Pekao bank such elements as product innova-
tion, modern distribution channels and a comprehensive customer service model 
(a combination of VIP customer service and small and medium-sized enterprises). 
UniCredit has dynamically developed more advanced distribution channels, such as 
online banking, telephone banking and direct sales. All the elements listed above, 
implemented in the Pekao bank by a strategic investor, strengthened its quality 
position. In this way, UniCredit has contributed to the qualitative development of the 
capital market in Poland.

In accordance with art. 3 par 12 paragraph 2 sales contracts, the strategic investor 
undertook to provide technical, technological and organizational solutions to Pekao. 
Therefore, UniCredit initiated a comprehensive restructuring process of the Pekao 
bank. It began after the investor purchased the majority stake.

In art. 4 par 2 of the sales contract, the investor assumed that Pekao bank, thanks to 
the support of UniCredit, will make investments in the amount of PLN 1000 million 
(Guaranteed Investments). This was in accordance with Annex 11 of the contract. The 
auditor found that the commitment had been carried out. The UniCredito Italiano 
consortium stated that in the period up to August 2002, its capital expenditure at Pekao 
bank amounted to PLN 1010.8 million. In addition, by the end of 2002, he allocated 
PLN 140 million for investments at Pekao Bank.

Capital expenditures were also subordinated to Pekao’s development strategy. 
They were related to the development of Pekao’s business. This was done through 
its subsidiaries and affiliates. During the Guaranteed Investments period, the bank 
developed its activities as planned (to the extent provided in Annex 9 to the contract). 
Thanks to the aforementioned significant capital and investment outlays, UniCredito 
Italiano has strengthened the quality position of Pekao. Thus, it contributed to the 
qualitative development of the capital market in Poland.

In art. 4 par 2 of sales contracts, the UniCredito consortium undertook to acquire 
shares in Bank Pekao for a total amount of PLN 1 billion. This was specified in 
the contract as a guaranteed capital increase. As a result of the guaranteed capital 
increase, the capital of Bank Pekao increased by PLN 1000.1 million. Thanks to 
the increase in capital by UniCredito Italiano, Bank Pekao strengthened its quality 
position. The increase in the amount of capital gave the bank extensive investment 
opportunities. Thus, UniCredito Italiano has contributed to the qualitative develop-
ment of the capital market in Poland [27].

8. Conclusions

In fact, UniCredit (according to source documents) provided Pekao with consider-
able knowledge and experience at the strategic and operational levels. The innova-
tive activities of the strategic investor were also particularly important here1. This 
manifested itself, for example, in the fact that permanent distribution channels were 
supplemented with automated channels (i.e. ATMs, telephone service). Moreover, the 

1 At this point, it should be mentioned that those who study innovative activities in banking should, in 
future, pay more attention to all digitization processes, which are currently progressing at a dizzying pace 
in the banking sector.
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Italian investor introduced products with the features of the best products on the market 
and combined new products with mortgage development, credit cards, asset manage-
ment and insurance. Similarly, the implementation of the new IT system, which stood 
for innovative support of Pekao’s operational activity, has been successfully completed. 
It happened, thanks to the knowledge and experience of specialists from UniCredito 
Italiano delegated to Polish financial institution. In this way, Italian bank made a sig-
nificant contribution to the qualitative development of Bank Pekao, and thus the Polish 
capital market. Thus, according to Gustav Dieckheuer’s theory (see: Introduction), it 
compensated for the lack of outdated technology and inadequate product quality. By 
sharing knowledge and experience in these areas, the strategic investor strengthened 
the quality position of the bank. Evidence of the possibilities for a positive impact of the 
Italian bank was its growth and profitability. It also had experience in integrating dif-
ferent banks into the group. As a result of the partnership with the Pekao consortium, 
it strengthened its leadership position in Polish banking. Thanks to this, the quality of 
the bank’s products and services has also improved, and its international prestige has 
increased. This was reflected in the qualitative development of the bank and, thus, of 
the capital market in Poland. At the same time, the strategic investor maintained Pekao’s 
identity so outside – through its brand and image – and internally in Poland.

The investor consortium reviewed Pekao’s activities and trends on the Polish 
market. It did so by having a clear and properly implemented Pekao development 
plan. In this way, the consortium of investors assisted Pekao’s management board 
in facing the competition. At the same time, it reversed the erosion of market share 
and strengthened the bank’s operational efficiency. The following areas have been 
strengthened:

• retail banking,

• service for small and medium enterprises,

• asset management,

• bancassurance,

• business services,

• investment banking,

• international activities,

• operational efficiency.

The above actions of the strategic investor have made a significant qualitative con-
tribution to the development of the bank and, thus, to the development of the capital 
market in Poland. By strengthening individual areas at Bank Pekao, the Uni Credit 
consortium has significantly improved the bank’s quality position on the market.
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Chapter 4

Innovation and Entrepreneurial 
Ecosystems
Alina Ianioglo

Abstract

Nowadays special attention is paid to ecosystem conditions that encourage  
innovation and entrepreneurship. This chapter provides a critical review and expands 
the understanding of the concepts of the innovation ecosystem and entrepreneurial 
ecosystem. The entrepreneurial ecosystem represents a collection of actors that inter-
act within a geographically bound entrepreneurial environment and factors, which 
contribute to the development of productive entrepreneurship. Innovation ecosys-
tems represent communities of interacting actors that support innovation processes 
and create technologies and innovations. The focus of the innovation ecosystem is on 
value creation through the creation of innovations, while the focus of the entrepre-
neurship ecosystem is on the development of entrepreneurship. There are differences 
between the two concepts, but also the relationships and interactions, which are 
revealed in the chapter. Also, there are highlighted the framework, components and 
features of both entrepreneurial and innovation ecosystems.

Keywords: system, entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial ecosystem, innovation, 
innovation ecosystem, networks, knowledge

1. Introduction

In current conditions of tough competition, technological advances, digitalization 
and exponential growth of knowledge, special attention is devoted to entrepreneur-
ship and innovation. Entrepreneurship and innovation are considered the drivers of 
competitiveness, social and economic development.

Entrepreneurship is essential in amplifying innovation, creating jobs, satisfying 
customer demands and other economic impacts. It is well known that an important 
trait of entrepreneurs is their ability to innovate. Globally, people are searching inno-
vative ways to capitalise on an idea, start a new venture and develop the business. At 
the same time, innovation is recognised as an important factor in fostering growth. In 
the attempt to improve the efficiency of operation with scarce resources, enterprises 
do not function in isolation but undertake entrepreneurial activity within a commu-
nity of interdependent actors. The process of commercialising an idea encompasses 
numerous parties, and the creation of entrepreneurial and innovation ecosystems has 
been considered to be an effective way to nurture and support this process [1].
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Innovation and entrepreneurial ecosystems are recent phenomenon phenomena 
that have attracted the increasing attention of policymakers, business practitioners 
and academics. Today, the ecosystem conditions that encourage entrepreneurial 
innovations and high-potential entrepreneurship became of great importance [2].

Nevertheless, according to J. Schumpeter, entrepreneurship and innovation have 
been strongly related [3], the innovation ecosystem and entrepreneurial ecosystem 
literature mainly evolve in parallel [4]. Nevertheless, there are a number of studies 
that discuss the main types of ecosystems, the literature suffers from a lack of devel-
opment. There is little research that has considered the interactions between innova-
tion and entrepreneurial ecosystems.

This chapter provides a critical review and expands the understanding of the 
concepts of the innovation ecosystem and entrepreneurial ecosystem, their common-
alities and differences.

2. Introducing the concept of ecosystem

The term ecosystem (ecological system) has been adapted from biology, where it is 
seen as a community of living organisms interacting with various components of their 
environment [5]. Thus, the ‘eco’ is related to the environment and the ‘system’ implies 
a set of interrelated parts that operate as a unit.

J. Moore [6] translated the ecosystem metaphor into the management field. He 
drew a parallel between a biological system and business, stating that like organisms 
in nature, companies interact with each other and exist in a given business environ-
ment. Since then, the ecosystem literature has obtained increased popularity in 
academia, business, management and policy. In the last decades, different research 
streams have been developed: business ecosystem [6], followed by the innovation eco-
system, the entrepreneurial ecosystem, the knowledge ecosystem and others. These 
ecosystems mainly differ depending on the types of actors involved and the nature of 
the value proposition.

In business and management, the concept of an ‘ecosystem’ describes “collectives 
of heterogeneous, yet complementary organisations” who jointly generate an ecosys-
tem-level output, thus extending beyond the outputs and activities of any individual 
participant of the ecosystem [7].

There are four commonalities that distinguish ecosystems from other organisa-
tional collectives: the system-level outcome, participant heterogeneity, nature of 
interdependence among ecosystem participants and coordination mechanisms [8]. 
The presence of one of them does not distinguish an ecosystem, but the combina-
tion of all four characteristics is unique to ecosystems. The system approach does not 
explain the relationship between stakeholders. Comparing to the concept of system, 
which is perceived as static, the ecosystem concept should not be perceived from a 
linear point of view, it has a dynamic perspective. Entrepreneurship is a complex 
process and every ecosystem comprises a unique set of actors and interactions, which 
determine its evolution and shape the present and future state of the ecosystem.

3. Entrepreneurial ecosystem

The entrepreneurial ecosystem concept consists of two aspects: ecosystem 
described earlier, and entrepreneurial. Entrepreneurial refers to the process of 
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entrepreneurship. The latter is defined as “the process of creating value by bringing 
together a unique combination of resources to exploit an opportunity” [9].

Entrepreneurial ecosystems have evolved as a result of the changing debates about 
entrepreneurship. In exploring entrepreneurship, the studies shifted the focus from 
the personality approach to the broader social and economic environment, where 
enterprises are located. Entrepreneurial ecosystems offer a more realistic representa-
tion of entrepreneurial activity.

E.J. Malecki states that entrepreneurial ecosystem emerged in the early 1990s, 
identifying contributions from Moore’s ‘business ecosystem’, Van de Ven’s ‘infra-
structure for entrepreneurship’ and Spilling’s concept of a local ‘entrepreneurial 
system’ [10].

Some of the most influential studies, which have driven the popularity of the 
concept of the entrepreneurial ecosystem are publications of D. Isenberg [11],  
B. Feld [12], C. Mason and R. Brown [13], E. Stam [14], B. Spigel [15] and others, 
highlighting that the community and culture in a specific place can have a signifi-
cant impact on entrepreneurship process. The components of the ecosystem and 
local context can influence the choices, entrepreneurs make and decisions they 
take.

The ecological aspect of the entrepreneurial ecosystem has links to ‘economic 
gardening’, an entrepreneurial approach to local economic development [13]. 
Entrepreneurial ecosystems should create supportive environments that foster both 
new business start-ups and high-growth firms. Thus, there should be created a envi-
ronment that promotes the creation of new ventures, including innovative start-ups, 
as well as the development of enterprises. Some practitioners view predominantly 
start-ups within entrepreneurial ecosystems, but ecosystems are not just about start-
ups, the role of larger enterprises should not be diminished.

The entrepreneurial ecosystem is a recent notion with various definitions sug-
gested, but there is not a widely shared definition yet. B. Spigel [15] sees the concept 
as a conceptual umbrella that comprises different perspectives on the geography of 
entrepreneurship rather than a coherent theory.

A list of main definitions of entrepreneurial ecosystem provided in the literature is 
presented in Table 1. Some definitions consider the role of the components (e.g. [13, 14]), 
while others emphasise the interaction among the elements (e.g. [4]).

The analysis of the main definitions allowed identifying main characteristics of 
entrepreneurial ecosystem:

• there are various actors and factors involved;

• interactions, interdependent relationships between different actors are essential 
in an ecosystem;

• the focus is on growth-oriented entrepreneurship;

• dynamic and systemic nature of the concept;

• there should be an element of spatiality/locality.

The entrepreneurial ecosystem implies a shift from traditional economic thinking 
focused mainly on companies and markets towards new thinking about people and 
networks. In all presented and other definitions, entrepreneurship does not occur in 
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isolation, at the centre of the entrepreneurial ecosystem are the actors with all their 
interactions and relationships. These relationships among actors support entrepre-
neurial activities.

Authors Definition Features

Isenberg, 
2010

entrepreneurship ecosystem “consists of a set of 
individual elements—such as leadership, culture, capital 
markets, and open-minded customers—that combine in 
complex ways” [11].

The focus is on components of 
the ecosystem.

Acs et al., 
2014

“dynamic, institutionally embedded interaction between 
entrepreneurial attitudes, ability, and aspirations, by 
individuals, which drives the allocation of resources 
through the creation and operation of new ventures” [4].

Emphasis the allocation of 
resources as an outcome, 
and dynamic nature of the 
ecosystem.

Mason & 
Brown, 2014

entrepreneurial ecosystem is “a set of interconnected 
entrepreneurial actors (…), entrepreneurial 
organisations (…), institutions (…) and entrepreneurial 
processes (….) which formally and informally coalesce to 
connect, mediate and govern the performance within the 
local entrepreneurial environment” [13].

The definition is quite 
comprehensive, nevertheless 
without specifying ecosystem 
outcomes.

Stam, 2015 entrepreneurial ecosystem is “a set of interdependent 
actors and factors coordinated in such a way that they 
enable productive entrepreneurship” [14].

Highlights productive 
entrepreneurship as the 
output of the ecosystem.

Mack & 
Mayer, 2016

entrepreneurial ecosystems “consist of interacting 
components, which foster new firm formation and 
associated regional entrepreneurial activities” [16].

Focus mainly on new ventures 
and regional aspect.

Audretsch & 
Belitski, 2017

entrepreneurial ecosystems defined as “institutional 
and organisational as well as other systemic factors 
that interact and influence identification and 
commercialisation of entrepreneurial opportunities” 
[17].

Emphasis the system-level 
context.

Bruns et al., 
2017

entrepreneurial ecosystem represents a 
“multidimensional set of interacting factors that 
moderate the effect of entrepreneurial activity on 
economic growth” [18].

Highlights the role of 
interacting factors in 
entrepreneurial activity.

Spigel, 2017 entrepreneurial ecosystems are “combinations of social, 
political, economic, and cultural elements within a 
region that support the development and growth of 
innovative startups and encourage nascent entrepreneurs 
and other actors to take the risks of starting, funding, 
and otherwise assisting high-risk ventures” [15].

Emphasis the governance and 
the spatial constraint of the 
ecosystem, focusing on start-
ups and high-risk ventures.

Spigel et al., 
2020

entrepreneurial ecosystems defined as the “regional 
collection of actors (such as entrepreneurs, advisors, 
mentors, and workers) and factors (cultural outlooks, 
policies, R&D systems, and networks) that all contribute 
to the creation and survival of high-growth ventures” 
[19].

The definition involves a 
regional aspect and focuses on 
high-growth ventures.

Van 
Rijnsoever, 
2020

entrepreneurial ecosystem is seen as “a set of actors that 
interact and exchange resources in a network under an 
institutional regime and an infrastructure” [20].

Implies a specific institutional 
regime and infrastructure.

Source: own elaboration.

Table 1. 
Some of the main definitions of the entrepreneurial ecosystem.
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Within the concept of the entrepreneurial ecosystem, many authors mainly 
consider the creation and activity of high-growth start-ups and scale-ups. E. Stam 
[14] introduced the concept of productive entrepreneurship, which is interpreted as 
an entrepreneurial activity that “creates aggregate welfare increases”, it is seen as an 
“outcome of successful ambitious entrepreneurship”. Ambitious entrepreneurs are 
those entrepreneurs who seek to get a higher performance of their ventures and to 
quickly scale-up [21]. Generally, the modern literature emphasis growth-oriented 
entrepreneurship. The ecosystem supports venture development and contributes to 
the determination of opportunities for collaboration and competition. A rich entre-
preneurial ecosystem fosters entrepreneurship and therefore value creation, contrib-
uting to social and economic development.

A sustainable ecosystem cannot be instantly implemented, it takes decades of 
effort to achieve this. It should be noted that many studies have been focused on a 
static picture of entrepreneurial ecosystems. The dynamic perspective started to be 
considered recently in the literature. Entrepreneurial ecosystems are evolving through 
the interactions between actors. Also, the dynamics depend on factors of national 
and international order, as well as cultural specificities in a given locality. Thus, the 
entrepreneurial ecosystem represents a complex system, which evolves over time.

Entrepreneurial ecosystems have a spatial dimension. Generally, they are geo-
graphically bounded, but there is no limitation regarding their geographic scale. The 
ecosystem emerges through successful interaction between the actors at different 
levels: university campuses, cities, regional and national levels [22]. Also, there might 
be links between different ecosystems [23].

Generally, we can conclude that an entrepreneurial ecosystem represents a collection 
of actors that interact within a geographically bound entrepreneurial environment 
and factors, which contribute to the development of productive entrepreneurship.

The entrepreneurial ecosystem is a complex system that focuses on entrepreneur-
ship and facilitates venture development, leading to value creation in the community.

There is no universal model of an entrepreneurial ecosystem. The structure of 
entrepreneurial ecosystems is unique, it may vary in different geographic com-
munities, but what is important is their ability to ensure systems-based support for 
entrepreneurial activity, enabling access to markets, finance, human and intellectual 
capital.

The dynamic and systemic nature of the entrepreneurial ecosystem involves vari-
ous actors, institutions and processes.

There are specific components of the entrepreneurial ecosystem, which are neces-
sary to sustain entrepreneurship in a given territory. Several models of the entrepre-
neurial ecosystem were suggested, for example, the model by D. Isenberg [11]; G. 
Foster et al. [24], P. Vogel [25]; E. Stam [26], T. Mazzarol [27], B. Spigel [15].

D. Isenberg identified six domains within the entrepreneurial system: a conducive 
culture, enabling policies and leadership, availability of appropriate finance, quality 
human capital, venture-friendly markets for products, and a range of institutional 
supports [28]. This model contains a totally 12 core components.

In comparison, the model suggested by J. Leendertsea, M. Schrijvers and E. Stam 
[29] emphasises causal relations and includes institutional arrangements (formal 
institutions, culture and networks of entrepreneurs), resource endowment elements 
(psychical infrastructure, demand, support services/ intermediaries, talent, knowl-
edge, leadership and finance), outputs (productive entrepreneurship – an “entrepre-
neurial activity that creates aggregate welfare” [14]) and outcomes (value creation 
and economic growth). Besides the fact that the model reflects the importance of 
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different actors and their interactions within the entrepreneurial ecosystem, it also 
reveals how these conditions support the entrepreneurial activities and value cre-
ation, which over time feedback into the system conditions.

Presented models reflect the components of a successful entrepreneurial ecosys-
tem. At the same time, it is important to understand how these ecosystems evolve 
over time. An example of evolutionary dynamics of entrepreneurial ecosystems was 
developed by E. Mack and H. Mayer [16], which contain phases of birth, growth, 
sustainment and decline (self-renewal).

Therefore, there are different approaches to identify components of the entrepre-
neurial ecosystem, main approaches are presented in Table 2.

We can conclude that there are essential components that overlap or are similar, 
specifically: culture, markets, infrastructure, government, etc. The entrepreneurial 
ecosystem components are mutually interdependent and co-evolved.

Further, we will consider the main components that are crucial for a successful 
entrepreneurial ecosystem. We elaborate on the model suggested by E. Stam [14] and 
complement it with two more relevant components: education and training, innova-
tion (Figure 1).

Even though there are more components to consider, we will focus on the main 
ones:

Infrastructure. Entrepreneurs are dependent on physical infrastructure, transpor-
tation, energy, telecommunications and others.

Markets/demand. Accessible markets (local, global) are essential to any enterprise. 
Customers with their needs create opportunities for entrepreneurship.

Human capital. It is an important component in the entrepreneurial ecosystem. 
Accessible skilled labour is a driver of success in the modern knowledge economy. 
Workers should have skills, abilities and expertise that meet the specific demand of 
enterprises.

Education and training. It is mainly provided by higher educational institutions. 
Universities disseminate and commercialise the knowledge; they represent the main 
resource for talent and are significant in an ecosystem.

Finance. Along with human capital, of great importance is the access to finance. 
Both are necessary and traditional and alternative sources of finance: microloans, 
bank loans, business angels, seed investors, venture capital, fintech, etc.

Networks. The networks of entrepreneurs provide an information flow, enabling an 
effective distribution of knowledge, labour and capital [30].

Policy and governance. Entrepreneurship depends on a context that is shaped by 
governments. The policies may encourage or hinder entrepreneurs. Efficient policies 
facilitate the development of the ecosystem. Additionally, there should be paid atten-
tion to the political context.

Support services. It includes a range of different organisations, intermediaries that 
provide support to businesses, for example, professional services (legal, accounting, 
insurance, consulting, technical experts), associations, mentors, clusters, business 
incubators, etc.

Culture: It represents the attitudes towards entrepreneurship. The culture 
and the presence of success stories can motivate or discourage entrepreneurial 
activities.

Knowledge. It refers to theoretical foundations, tacit, specialised, formal/informal 
knowledge that are used and generated.

Innovation. This is one of the main forces in entrepreneurial activity and allows 
exploiting opportunities.
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Main actors in an entrepreneurial ecosystem are entrepreneurs, public sector, 
service providers (marketing, legal, etc.), financial institutions, academia, investors, 
non-government organisations, media, etc.

At the same time, it should be kept in mind, that there is no one key factor of 
success. There are multiple components, which vary in the different entrepreneurial 
ecosystem, each ecosystem will have its unique structure.

4. Innovation ecosystem

Literature on the innovation ecosystem, similar to the other concepts of the ecosys-
tem in management, experienced significant growth in recent years. Predecessors of the 
innovation ecosystem are considered the innovation system and the business ecosystem.

Before defining the innovation ecosystem, we will take a look at the innovation aspect of 
the concept. According to Tidd et al., innovation is “a process of turning opportunity into 
new ideas and of putting these into widely used practice” [31]. Another definition states 
that innovation represents “the implementation of a new or significantly improved product 
(good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new organisational method in 
business practices, workplace organisation or external relations” [32]. At the same time, the 
concept ‘new’ could mean new to the world, new to a nation, new to a firm, etc.

The concept of innovation ecosystem became more widely used after the publica-
tion of a Harvard Business Review article by R. Adner. He defined an innovation 
ecosystem as “the collaborative arrangements through which firms combine their 
individual offerings into a coherent, customer-facing solution” [33]. Some definitions 
of the innovation ecosystem are presented in Table 3.

A more recent and quite comprehensive definition was provided by O. 
Granstrand, and M. Holgersson: an innovation ecosystem is “the evolving set of 
actors, activities, and artifacts, and the institutions and relations, including comple-
mentary and substitute relations, that are important for the innovative performance 
of an actor or a population of actors” [37].

This definition highlights five components: actors, activities, relations (collabora-
tive, competitive), artefacts (products and services, tangible and intangible resources, 
technological and non-technological resources, and other types of system inputs and 
outputs, including innovations) and evolution.

Figure 1. 
Key elements, outputs and outcomes of the entrepreneurial ecosystem. Source: adapted from ref. [29].
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Innovation has evolved beyond the boundaries of single companies towards a more 
network-based approach [38]. This is because innovations are implemented through a 
system with complex networks, where organisations interact with each other to foster 
innovation.

While innovation systems can be governed by public policies, being static con-
cepts, innovation ecosystems are perceived as self-organised, dynamic structures, 
which evolve along with changing market conditions. Similar to an entrepreneurial 
ecosystem, a successful innovation ecosystem is the result of a long process of evolu-
tion and may have different stages of maturity.

Due to the involvement in the network, each ecosystem participant is symbiotic to 
and co-evolves with other participants [39]. Fast changes in the business environment 
and increasing uncertainty determine organisations both to compete and to cooperate 
in order to achieve success. All actors in an innovation ecosystem contribute to the co-
creation of the value of a whole ecosystem, which would be hardly possible to produce 
by a single firm.

Differing from innovation systems, innovation ecosystems involve col-
laborative activities in the innovation process. In an ecosystem, information, 
knowledge and tangible resources move around the network. Technology is the 
main resource of innovation, at the same time, not every technology leads to 
innovation. In order an idea to become an innovation, it should be implemented. 
In a successful innovation ecosystem, innovation outputs are commercialised. 
Therefore, the innovation ecosystem encompasses both R&D and commercial 
areas.

Ecosystems represent networks of organisations that combine efforts to produce 
and implement innovations. Ecosystems “‘do’ something to create value for someone” 
[36]. In contrast to business ecosystems, which focus on value capture, innovation 
ecosystems focus on value creation [40].

Some important features of innovation ecosystem are:

Authors Definition

R. Adner, 2006 innovation ecosystems are “the collaborative arrangements through which firms 
combine their individual offerings into a coherent, customer-facing solution” [33].

D. Jackson, 2011 defines an innovation ecosystem as the “complex relationships that are formed between 
actors or entities whose functional goal is to enable technology development and 
innovation” [34].

S.Nambisan & R. 
Baron, 2013

innovation ecosystems refer to “a loosely interconnected network of companies 
and other entities that coevolve capabilities around a shared set of technologies, 
knowledge, or skills, and work cooperatively and competitively to develop new 
products and services” [35].

E. Autio, 2021 an innovation ecosystem is “a community of hierarchically independent, yet 
interdependent heterogeneous participants who collectively generate a coherent, 
ecosystem-level output and related value offering targeted at a defined user  
audience” [36].

O. Granstrand, & 
M. Holgersson, 
2020

an innovation ecosystem is “the evolving set of actors, activities, and artefacts, and 
the institutions and relations, including complementary and substitute relations, that 
are important for the innovative performance of an actor or a population of  
actors” [37].

Source: own elaboration.

Table 3. 
Some of the main definitions of innovation ecosystem.
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• an innovation ecosystem is dynamic and flexible;

• is characterised by complex relationships between actors;

• interdependence between actors;

• openness;

• network effect;

• co-evolution;

• co-creation of value in the ecosystem.

The innovation ecosystem model is related to various spatial levels, ranging from 
company, city, regional, to national and even global levels. Ecosystems have also 
been considered at non-spatial levels of analysis, meaning that the focal firm and its 
complementors and suppliers are not necessarily located in the same region, as long as 
they belong to the same sector [7].

Innovation ecosystem consists of interacting actors, relationships, resources and 
conditions that either enable or impede innovation (Figure 2).

Main actors in the innovation ecosystem are: entrepreneurs, government, 
academia (both educational and R&D institutions), industry (various associa-
tions), supporting institutions (institutions that provide specialised, professional 
assistance), financial system (e.g. financial institutions, investors, business angels, 
venture capitalists) and civil society (non-government organisations, media, etc.) 
[41]. Innovation ecosystem includes the following main elements: human capital, 

Figure 2. 
Innovation ecosystem. Source: own elaboration.
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knowledge, infrastructure, regulations, ideas, finance, research and development, the 
interface between actors, culture.

Therefore, innovation ecosystems represent communities of interacting actors 
that support innovation processes and create technologies and innovations. By using 
the infrastructure and resources, better ways of doing things are developed and 
implemented.

5.  Similarities and differences between innovation ecosystem  
and entrepreneurial ecosystem

The concept of ecosystem became widely used in the field of innovation and 
entrepreneurship by academics, policymakers and practitioners. The entrepreneurial 
and innovation ecosystems evolved to understand why some places grow, while others 
stagnate and therefore to explain successful socio-economic development in a par-
ticular geographical area. They share closely related issues and have many similarities, 
being at the same time different in various aspects.

Ensuring growth depends on the social and economic environment for innova-
tion and entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurial and innovation ecosystems represent 
complex systems with the following common features: self-organisation, complex 
components, interdependent relationships between different actors, non-linearity, 
i.e. dynamic nature, adaptability. Both concepts have their roots in the ecosystemic 
foundation, thus are characterised by non-linearity and include a multitude of actors 
and factors, interacting at many levels. In an ecosystem, a key feature is that firms do 
not just compete with each other using their own resources, but cooperate, interact 
and use shared resources, knowledge, networks, infrastructure and support to co-
create value. Both ecosystems encompass collaboration between new, small ventures 
and large organisations. Also, innovation is considered to be central to innovation 
ecosystems as well as entrepreneurial ecosystems. Innovation represents one of the 
main motive forces of entrepreneurial ecosystems [42].

However, there are a number of differences between the analysed concept, par-
ticularly in the units of analysis used, context mechanisms, roles of individual agents 
in regional economic development [43].

Although there is some relation between the concepts of entrepreneurship and 
innovation, it should be mentioned that not all entrepreneurs innovate, as well as not 
all innovations are about entrepreneurial opportunities [44].

In general, both analysed ecosystems involve similar actors, the difference is in the 
role they play in the respective ecosystem. In terms of the components, there are some 
components that are essential for both ecosystems, for example, human resources, 
finance, infrastructure, governance, etc. At the same time each ecosystem includes 
a number of components that are mainly characteristic to them, for example, ideas, 
research and development to the innovation ecosystem, and visibility, innovation, 
markets to entrepreneurial ecosystems (Figure 3).

Innovation ecosystem represents a network of legally independent economic 
agents of different line-ups who can be direct competitors, but collaborate to create a 
comprehensive value proposition for customers. On the other hand, in an entrepre-
neurial ecosystem, there is no value offering targeted at a defined audience. Instead, it 
implies a network of interrelated economic agents from a specific area and results in 
the creation of new ventures and stimulation of regional development [45]. The prox-
imity of all actors is essential in an entrepreneurial ecosystem, which is place-based, 
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but it is more flexible in an innovation ecosystem, which is non-location specific with 
a possible virtual presence.

Another difference between innovation ecosystem and entrepreneurial ecosystem 
refers to various emphases: it is on innovation and entrepreneurs correspondingly. 
Innovation ecosystems focus on value creation through innovation creation, while 
entrepreneurial ecosystems focus on entrepreneurship development. Entrepreneurial 
activity, as an output of the entrepreneurial ecosystem, creates opportunities for 
innovation. While innovation, in turn, contributes to new value creation, which is 
the outcome of an entrepreneurial ecosystem [21]. The output of collaboration in the 
innovation ecosystem may be in form of various innovations, innovative technologies, 
products, services, it supports processes of innovation. The output of the entrepre-
neurial ecosystem is the entrepreneurial activity and entrepreneurship development, 
where the interactions between actors and the infrastructure create conditions for 
new ventures creation.

6. Conclusions

The chapter expanded the understanding of the concepts of the entrepreneurial 
ecosystem and innovation ecosystem. Different approaches to defining entrepre-
neurial and innovation ecosystems, as well as determining their structures were 
considered.

Innovation and entrepreneurial ecosystems are a recent phenomenon that evolved 
in an attempt to determine what leads to the success of socio-economic development.

An entrepreneurial ecosystem represents a collection of actors that interact within 
a geographically bound entrepreneurial environment and factors, which contribute to 
the development of productive entrepreneurship.

On the other hand, innovation ecosystems represent communities of interacting 
actors that support innovation processes and create technologies and innovations.

It was identified that entrepreneurial and innovation ecosystems are complex 
systems with the following common features: self-organisation; encompass complex 
components; interdependent relationships between different actors; non-linearity, 

Figure 3. 
Entrepreneurial ecosystem vs. innovation ecosystem. Source: own elaboration.
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i.e. dynamic nature; adaptability. Innovation is considered to be central to both 
innovation and entrepreneurial ecosystems, innovation ecosystems representing an 
important context for entrepreneurship. However, there are a number of differences 
between the entrepreneurial and innovation ecosystems, particularly in location, the 
main focus, context mechanisms, roles of individual actors, the output of the ecosys-
tem. Both analysed ecosystems involve mainly similar actors, the difference is in the 
role they play in the respective ecosystem. It was stated that innovation ecosystems 
focus on value creation through the development of innovations, while entrepreneur-
ial ecosystems on entrepreneurship development.

Nevertheless, further research is needed to identify the direction of strengthen-
ing entrepreneurial and innovation ecosystems, which will contribute to economic 
growth and social development.

© 2022 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided 
the original work is properly cited. 
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Chapter 5

Valuation and Capital Return as
Inverse Problems
Petri P. Kärenlampi

Abstract

The capital return rate is the relative time change rate of value. Correspondingly,
the current value can be produced in terms of value change rate divided by capital
return rate. There is a variety of ways to approximate the expected capital return rate.
These are briefly discussed. The approximation of the value change rate is still more
variant, depending on the type of businesses discussed. A variety of businesses may
appear within a firm, in which case the value change rates must be integrated. An
example is provided of a real estate firm benefiting from the growth of multiannual
plants of varying age. It is found that the application of a duration-dependent refer-
ence capital return rate increases the value increment rate of juvenile stands and
decreases that of mature stands, however increasing the valuation result of both.

Keywords: capitalization, capital return rate, value increment rate, expected value

1. Introduction

The capital return rate is the relative time change rate of value. We choose to write

r tð Þ ¼ dκ
K tð Þdt (1)

where κ in the numerator considers value growth, operative expenses, interests
and amortizations, but neglects investments and withdrawals. In other words, it is the
change of capitalization on an economic profit/loss basis. K in the denominator gives
capitalization on a balance sheet basis, being directly affected by any investment or
withdrawal.

A significant finding in Eq. (1) is that the capital return rate r depends not only on
the value change rate dκ

dt, but also on the current valuation K tð Þ. Apparently, there is an
intimate relationship between the capital return rate and the valuation. A fundamental
question then is whether the valuation can be approached by inverting Eq. (1) as

K tð Þ ¼ dκ
r tð Þdt (2)

Obviously, Eq. (2) is mathematically correct. However, in comparison with
Eq. (1), it may appear less intuitive. While Eq. (1) provides the definition of capital
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return rate as a function of observable valuation, does Eq. (2) provide the definition of
valuation as a function of observable capital return rate? Or does it possibly provide
the definition of valuation as a function of the required capital return rate? Any of
these interpretations is possible.

The quantities appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) are observable in a
variety of ways, including profit-loss—statement, balance sheet, and market valua-
tion. As the right-hand side has been determined, the left-hand side is naturally
known. However, this results in a circular definition in Eq. (2). Alternatively, the
capital return rate appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) can be determined from
comparable reference investments.

The momentary definitions appearing in Eqs. (1) and (2) provide a highly simpli-
fied description of valuation and capital return rate. In reality, there is variability due
to a number of factors. Enterprises often contain businesses distributed to a variety of
production lines, geographic areas, and markets. In addition, quantities appearing in
Eqs. (1) and (2) are not necessarily completely known but may contain probabilistic
scatter. Correspondingly, the expected values of capital return rate and valuation can
be written as

r tð Þh i ¼
Ð
pdκ

dt

dκ
dt d

dκ
dtÐ

pKK tð ÞdK ¼
Ð
pdκ

dt
r tð ÞK tð Þd dκ

dtÐ
pKK tð ÞdK (3)

and

K tð Þh i ¼
ð
pKK tð ÞdK ¼

ð
pK

dκ=dt

r tð Þ dK (4)

where pi corresponds to the probability density of quantity i. It is found that while
the capital return rate and the capitalization are simply invertible in the absence of
any variation (Eqs. (1) and (2)), the same is not the case in the presence of variation,
either deterministic or probabilistic (Eqs. (3) and (4)). Here, it is worth noting that
the capital return rate in the denominator of Eq. (4) obviously tends to a “reference”
capital return rate, rather than a directly observed one.

In the remaining part of this chapter, we will first discuss the practical implemen-
tation of the determination of capital return rate and firm value using Eqs. (3) and (4)
in the case of a real estate firm benefiting from the growth of multiannual plant stands
of varying age. Then, we will discuss the determination of the values of the quantities
appearing in Eqs. (3) and (4), as well as factors contributing to them. Finally, a few
applications are discussed, as well as interpolation techniques.

2. Application to stands of multiannual plants

In this section, the determination of capital return rate and enterprise value is
discussed in the case of a real estate firm benefiting from the growth of multiannual
plant stands of varying ages. Conducting a change of variables in Eqs. (3) and (4)
results as

r tð Þh i ¼
Ð
pa tð Þ dκdt a, tð ÞdaÐ
pa tð ÞK a, tð Þda ¼

Ð
pa tð Þr a, tð ÞK a, tð ÞdaÐ

pa tð ÞK a, tð Þda (5)
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and

K tð Þh i ¼
ð
pa tð ÞK a, tð Þda ¼

ð
pa tð Þ

dκ
dt a, tð Þ
r a, tð Þ da (6)

where a refers to stand age. Again, the capital return rate in the denominator of
Eq. (6) rather refers to a reference rate than a directly observed one.

It is found from Eqs. (5) and (6) that the probability density of stand age is a
function of time, and correspondingly, the capital return rate, as well as the estate value,
evolves in time. A significant simplification would appear if the probability densities
appearing on the right-hand side of Eqs. (5) and (6) would not change along with time.
Within forestry, such a situation would be denoted “normal forest principle.”
corresponding to evenly distributed stand age determining relevant stand properties [1].

r tð Þh i ¼
Ð
dκ
dt að ÞdaÐ
K að Þda ¼

Ð
r að ÞK að ÞdaÐ
K að Þda (7)

and

K tð Þh i ¼ pa

ð
K a, tð Þda ¼ pa

ð dκ
dt a, tð Þ
r a, tð Þ da (8)

The “normal forest principle” is rather useful when considering silvicultural prac-
tices, but seldom applies to the valuation of real-life real estate firms, with generally
non-uniform stand age distribution. However, it has recently been shown [2] that the
principle is not necessary for the simplification of Eqs. (5) and (6) into (7) and (8).
This happens by focusing on a single stand, instead of an entire estate or enterprise,
and considering that time proceeds linearly. Then, the probability density function p
(a) is constant within an interval [0, τ]. Correspondingly, it has vanished from Eq. (7)
and appeared outside of the integral in Eq. (8).

The topic of this chapter, however, is firm valuation. As the relatively simple
Eqs. (7) and (8) are useful in the design of silvicultural practices, firm valuation
typically happens at a specific instant of time, and the probability density p(a) gener-
ally is non-uniform. Correspondingly, Eqs. (5) and (6) must be applied. Fortunately, p
(a) usually is known for any property where recent inventory results are available. It
is further fortunate that Eqs. (4), (6), and (8) contain simple summations, unlike
Eqs. (3), (5), and (7).

3. Determination of stand capitalization

There is a variety of methods to determine the value K appearing in Eqs. (3)–(6).
In the case of an incorporated company or a firm with equivalent reporting, the value
can be found from the balance sheet. Such an outcome does depend on applied
accounting practices. On the other hand, the value can be determined as a market
value. The latter is straightforward in the case of publicly listed companies, or other
companies with the established share trading records. A third alternative for firm
value determination is the computation of an “intrinsic value,” considering the
prognosticated future development of the firm [3–5].
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In the case of a real estate firm benefiting from the growth of multiannual plants of
varying age, the value K within any stand may be approached as the sum of the value
of the plants on the stand, the value of bare land, and the value of non-amortized
investments. Such computation is problematic if non-mature plants do not have any
immediate sale value. In such a case, it is not uncommon to determine stand value by
discounting expected future revenues [6–9]. The discount rate is sometimes taken
arbitrarily, but often it can be determined as an internal rate of return [10].

We here provide a few examples of the determination of the value of forest stands
by interpolation. It is not uncommon that planted seedlings may require several years
to mature to young trees of commercial value. However, during those years, expected
revenues become closer in time. Correspondingly, it would be unrealistic to assume
the growth of saplings would not add value. The capitalization, including such an
additional expected value, could be approximated by some kind of a smoothing
function. One possibility could be

k að Þ ¼ 1
τ � a

ðτ

a

K tð Þ exp r tð Þ ∗ a� tð Þ½ �dt (9)

where r(t) is the capital return rate at stand age t. A simpler version would be

k að Þ ¼ 1
τ � a

ðτ

a

K tð Þ exp rh i ∗ a� tð Þ½ �dt (10)

Both of the above equations converge to terminal capitalization k τð Þ ¼ K τð Þ,
regardless of the capital return rate r(t) or rh i. However, there is no guarantee of any
definite convergence in a newly established stand. Such convergence k initialð Þ ¼
K initialð Þ could be approached by fitting an internal rate of return i, which provides
convergence. That would correspond to assuming that the bare land value includes
any additional expectation value for a newly established stand, resulting as

k að Þ ¼ 1
τ � a

ðτ

a

K tð Þ exp i ∗ a� tð Þ½ �dt (11)

It might be possible to determine capitalization indirectly by discounting revenue.
This would result as

k að Þ ¼ BLþ
ðτ

a

R tð Þ exp j ∗ a� tð Þ½ �dt (12)

where BL denotes bare land value, and R(t) net revenue at time t. Again, the
discount rate j shall be fitted for convergence k initialð Þ ¼ K initialð Þ.

The functionality of Eqs. (11) and (12) are investigated in Figure 1, in the case of a
spruce stand established with 1800 saplings/ha, and a wooded stand observed at the
age of 35 years. The former initial condition is based on the early application of a
growth model on saplings stands [11, 12], the latter on the observations of the wooded
stand [12, 13]. The former shows a positive additional expectation value of trees for
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young stands and after thinnings. If such additional values would be considered,
microeconomically optimal rotation ages would be affected. However, Eq. (11) results
as the additional value being negative before the first thinning. It is not known how
the negative additional expectation value should be considered in management.
Within the wooded stand observed at 35 years of age, the additional expectation value
of trees of young stands according to Eq. (11) would be negative, being slightly

Figure 1.
Capitalization, as appearing in Eq. (1), as well as smoothed capitalization according to Eqs. (11) and (12), in
the case of the two example stands. (a) (above) shows a spruce stand established with 1800 saplings/hectare.
(b) (below) shows a spruce stand first observed at the age of 35 years.
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positive only after thinning. Eq. (12) would indicate zero additional value before
thinning and somewhat negative after thinning. An explanation for the latter is that
regeneration expenses are carried in the balance sheet until the end of the rotation.
This results in the capitalization at mature age being greater than the sum of
discounted terminal revenue and bare land value.

Figure 1a indicates that in the case of the early application of the growth model,
internal rate of return-based interpolation could be useful in the determination of
young stand capitalization. In the absence of such adjustment, there would be a
negligible value increment for a period of two decades. Eq. (12) can be straightfor-
wardly applied by substituting k(a) from in place of K(a) in Eqs. (5), (6), (7), or (8).
However, interpolation is possible only after an initial treatment schedule has been
designed using Eqs. (5) or (7). Correspondingly, Eq. (12) must be used iteratively with
the other equations.

On the other hand, in the case of Figure 1b, interpolation of capitalization appears
irrelevant. A natural reason is that the stand has been first observed at the age of
35 years. The capitalization from the stand establishment to the time of observation
already has been approximated by exponential interpolation. Correspondingly, results
based on the observations of wooded stands do not appear to be in the need of any
further interpolation.

4. Determination of a reference capital return rate

In money market theory, increased duration of commitments tends to increase the
risk experienced by the borrower [14–16]. However, in Figure 1, the discount rates do
not depend on the delay time of revenues. This could be corrected by introducing a
delay-dependent discount rate. One possibility is a spot discount rate

j ¼ ln uþ d
s

� �
(13)

where d is time to maturity, and u and s are constants. Now, the constants u and s
can be adjusted to gain the correspondence k initialð Þ ¼ K initialð Þ in Eq. (12). On the
other hand, it is only the constant u that determines the discount rate at maturity and
that can be determined through matching terminal discount rate to terminal capital
return rate, determined as the ratio of terminal value increment rate to terminal
capitalization. The outcome, in terms of stand capitalization, is shown in Figure 2. At
intermediate stand ages, the capitalization becomes higher when Eq. (13) is applied.
This is because the revenue is less severely discounted close to maturity. Greater
discount rate close to the stand establishment then ensures the correspondence
k initialð Þ ¼ K initialð Þ.

5. Determination of stand value increment rate

There is a variety of methods to determine the value increment rate dκ=dt appearing
in Eqs. (1)–(8). In the case of an incorporated company, or a firm with equivalent
reporting, the value increment rate can be found from a(n annual, quarterly, or
prognosticated) profit/loss—statement. The outcome does depend on applied
accounting practices.
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In the case of a real estate firm benefiting from the growth of multiannual plants of
varying age, the value increment rate within any stand may be approached by the
value increment rate of the plants on the stand, possibly complemented with the
increment rate of bare land value. The value increment rate generally is constituted on
volumetric increment on the one hand and increment of volumetrically specific value
on the other hand [17]. Again, such computation is problematic if non-mature plants
do not have any immediate sales value.

Figure 2.
Capitalization, as appearing in Eq. (1), as well as smoothed capitalization according to Eq. (12) with constant
discount rate and (12) together with (13), in the case of the two example stands. (a) (above) shows a spruce stand
established with 1800 saplings/hectare. (b) (below) shows a spruce stand first observed at the age of 35 years.
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Figure 3 shows the annual value increment rate per hectare, determined using
three different methods. Firstly, the annual value increment is determined directly
using the growth model, as often applied in Eq. (1). With the initial condition based
on the early application of a growth model on saplings stands (Figure 3a), the initial
value increment rate is small, increasing rapidly later. Value increment rate based on
discounting of revenue with the constant discount rate (Eq. (12)) is smoother, even if
not monotonic. Incorporating the delay-dependent discount rate (Eq. (13)) increases

Figure 3.
Annual monetary value increment rate, as appearing in Eq. (1), as well as Eq. (12) with constant discount rate
and (12) together with (13), in the case of the two example stands. Fig. 3a (above) shows a spruce stand
established with 1800 saplings/hectare. Fig. 3b (below) shows a spruce stand first observed at the age of 35 years.
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the value increment rate at a young age and reduces it at a mature age (Figure 3).
Similar trends are observable in the case of the example stand first observed at the age
of 35 years, except for early stand development according to Eq. (1) is similar to the
discounting result with the constant discount rate (Eq. (12) (Figure 3b).

The relative annual value increment rate can be readily found by normalizing the
monetary increment rate of Figure 3 with the capitalization appearing in Figure 2.
The outcome is in Figure 4. With the initial condition based on the early application

Figure 4.
Annual relative value increment rate, as appearing in Eq. (1), as well as Eq. (12) with constant discount rate and
(12) together with (13), in the case of the two example stands. (a) (above) shows a spruce stand established with
1800 saplings/hectare. (b) (below) shows a spruce stand first observed at the age of 35 years.
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of a growth model on saplings stands (Figure 4a), direct application of the growth
model induces a volatile relative value increment rate. On the contrary, capitalization
determined by discounting revenue yields stationary value increment rates, except for
increases after thinnings. Again, delay-dependent discount rate (Eq. (13)) induces
larger value increments at a young age and lower at a mature age. The latter effect is
more pronounced in the case of the example stand observed at the wooded state
(Figure 4b).

6. Further valuation attempts

It is of interest whether Eqs. (4) and (13) can be combined for the valuation of an
individual stand. A possibility is

K að Þ ¼

Ðτ
a
dκ=dt exp j t� að Þ ∗ a� tð Þ½ �dt

τ � að Þ ∗ r að Þ (14)

where reference capital return rate r(a) comprises a numerical solution of Eqs. (12)
and (13), appearing in Figure 4. The result is shown in Figure 5. The reference capital
return rate according to Eq. (13) increasing with increasing time to maturity, it is
found that mature stands show greater value than the reference curves, whereas
juvenile stands show lower value. Eq. (14), however, has an obvious deficiency: The
value estimate does match the known terminal value but not the initial value.

The obvious deficiency in Eq. (14) can be simply corrected. The reference capital
return rate r(a) can be modified, however possibly retaining the simple form of
Eq. (13). Eq. (14) can possibly be further simplified by using the same reference rate
in the discounting of the value increments. The outcome would be

K að Þ ¼

Ðτ
a
dκ=dt exp l t� að Þ ∗ a� tð Þ½ �dt

τ � að Þ ∗ l að Þ (15)

However, there is another deficiency in Eq. (14) and in Figure 5. The approxi-
mated stand value before the first thinning appears lower than the immediate sales
value of the trees. This deficiency does not become corrected by Eq. (15). Corre-
spondingly, Eqs. (14) and (15) cannot be considered appropriate.

7. Discussion

The capital return rate and firm valuation have been discussed as inverse prob-
lems. The invertibility is obvious in the absence of probabilistic or deterministic
scatter. In the presence of scatter, the invertibility is less straightforward. However,
the firm valuation corresponds to a simple sum of units or compartments according to
Eqs. (4), (6), and (8).

A real estate firm benefiting from the growth of multiannual plant stands of
varying age was discussed as a practical example. Again, the total value is a simple
sum of the values of compartments, which transfers the focus to the valuation of
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individual stands. Young stands with small immediate sales value, or other stands
expected to increase in value rapidly in the future, appear to be a problem in stand
valuation. Attempts in discounting future capitalization appear to be unsuccessful but
attempts in discounting revenue successful. Such discounting appears necessary if the
value of the plants is determined through high-resolution observation or computation.
Observation of more mature stands, along with interpolation to more juvenile stands,
takes care of such interpolation in value (Figures 1, 2, and 5).

Figure 5.
Capitalization, as appearing in Eq. (1), as well as Eq. (12) with constant discount rate and (12) together with
(13), in the case of the two example stands.
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Discounting of revenue with constant discount rate, however, appears to be
unsatisfactory since it produces stand values slightly lower than the immediate sales
value (Figures 1, 2, and 5). This can be corrected by introducing a discount rate that
considers the duration effect (or time-to-maturity), according to Eq. (13). Such
discount rate slightly increases stand value estimates (Figure 2). It increases value
increment rate at a young age and reduces it at a mature age (Figures 3 and 4).

This chapter, after introducing generic expressions for valuation and capital return
as inverse problems, has discussed the valuation of two example cases in a restricted
manner. In other words, the initial value and the terminal value are taken as known
quantities, and value evolution between these extremes has been interpolated. Such a
restricted treatment has some definite benefits: Internal consistency of the results can
be relatively easily verified. An important tool in the verification is the non-
interpolated sum of value components generally used in Eq. (1). In the case of a
forestry firm, that might become

K að Þ ¼ bare land valueþ value of treesþ value of non‐amortized investments (16)

The last term in Eq. (16) depends on investment intensity, as well as the amorti-
zation schedule. For the purposes of an internal consistency criterion, we define a
reduced current capitalization as

K’ að Þ ¼ bare land valueþ value of trees (17)

Approximations of capitalization established in Eqs. (9) to (12) are designed to
include expectations of forthcoming value increment. Consequently, one can take for
granted

k að Þ≥K0 að Þ (18)

The brief examination above revealed that Eqs. (9), (10), (11), and (14) generally
do not satisfy this internal consistency criterion and must thus be rejected. Eq. (12),
applied with or without Eq. (13), often does satisfy the consistency criterion. How-
ever, this does not happen in all circumstances. Particularly, Eq. (12) with a constant
discount rate fails to comply with Eq. (18) with large rotation ages, where the value
increment rate becomes essentially non-exponential.

Other kinds of problems relate to Eq. (13). First, there are circumstances where the
parameter s turns negative. In particular, this happens in the case of young, productive
stands with growth only slightly differing from exponential. Consequently, increased
duration of commitments tends to decrease the discount rate or, in other words, invert
the yield curve.

Another issue related to Eq. (13) is that it is sensitive to short-range disturbances
close to maturity. In particular, recent thinning typically increases the relative value
increment rate. Consequently, parameter u in Eq. (13) increases. The estimated capi-
talization then decreases, and the expected value of capital return rate according to
Eqs. (3), (5), or (7) increases. This suggests terminal clear-cutting soon after thinning
—a result which obviously is a computational artifact. Instead, Eq. (12) with a
constant discount rate appears to remain a valid estimate, provided the internal
consistency criterion of Eq. (18) is satisfied.

As mentioned, this chapter has discussed the valuation of two example cases in a
restricted manner. A less restricted treatment might open further avenues. A
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particular possibility might be the introduction of a variety of reference capital return
rates in the denominator of Eqs. (2), (4), (6), and (8). Linking the reference rate to
alternative investments like interest instruments or shares of listed companies would
significantly change valuations—not only intermediate valuations but also the initial
and terminal values. The initial value would likely be more affected since the propor-
tion of the bare land value is greater than in the terminal value, the latter including the
terminal sales value of mature timber.
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Chapter 6

The “Lateral Transshipment” is a
Cooperative Tool for Optimizing
the Profitability of a Distribution
System
Elleuch Fadoi

Abstract

In this chapter, we discuss a network consisting of a distribution center (or central
depot) and two retailers who serve customers. D1 and D2 represent, respectively, the
demands of retailer 1 and 2. We assume that the demand Di (i = 1, 2) at retailer i
follows a normal distribution with mean μi and standard deviation σi (known). This
analysis makes it possible to assess the effect of emergency transshipment both at the
level of the Average Global Profit and of the Average Global Desservice Rate. In this
chapter, we consider a centralized one-echelon supply chain with two-retailers selling
products and facing stochastic demand.

Keywords: transshipment policies, complete-pooling, partial-pooling, simulation,
vendor-managed inventory, supply chain management, partial-pooling threshold

1. Introduction

Effective supply chain management is now recognized as a key element of com-
petitiveness and success in most industrial enterprises. However, since the network
that makes up the supply chain is usually too complex to analyze and optimize on a
large scale, it is often preferable to focus on smaller parts of the system so as to gain a
full understanding of its characteristics and performance. Each component of the
same level manages its stock in a independent to each other. Such attention is paid to
this network because of its complexity (uncertainty of demand, lead time, etc.) which
increases significantly. The overall performance of the storage network, whether
evaluated in economic terms or in terms of customer service, can be significantly
improved if sites (retailers, outlets, stores) work together in this random environ-
ment. Collaboration between sites is defined as cooperation where collaborating sites
share their stocks when needed. Generally, the collaboration is made laterally (in the
same echelon) from a site which has a surplus of stock to another which faces a
shortage of stock: what is called lateral transshipment. Collaboration could be an
effective way to improve the logistics performance of the company without any need
for additional cost. As the cost of lateral transfer of items between sites is generally
much lower than the cost of shortage and the cost of emergency delivery from central
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warehouse, and the lateral transfer time is shorter than the regular replenishment lead
time, so the collaboration could reduce the total system cost and improve the level of
service for customers. There are two types of collaboration: emergency collaboration
and preventive collaboration. The goal of the emergency collaboration, which takes
place after receipt of the demand, is to address current disruptions in inventory.
While preventive collaboration, which is done before receiving customer demand,
aims to reduce the risk of having stock-out in the future. Collaboration can also be
classified according to the quantity to be transferred: there is full collaboration where
the site offers all its available stock when another site faces a stock-out and partial
collaboration where the site keeps part of the stock to cover future demand.

Several quantitative decision supportmodels are proposed in the literature to study the
impact of lateral transfer between sites. Thesemodels canbe classified according to several
characteristics: (1) the structure of the network (2) the type of optimizationmodel.

In the articles reviewed [Shahab Derhami et al. [1], Wong et al. [2]], there are at
least six important criteria which are taken into consideration in a comprehensive
study of the subject: (1) the number of collaborators in the group, (2) the time of
replenishment from the central warehouse, (3) the profile of the request, (4) the time
(before or after receipt of the request) and the purpose of the collaboration (emer-
gency or preventive), (5) repairability of stored items and (6) performance measures
(cost or level of service).

A large number of works focus in their research on the type of lateral transship-
ment, ie. Emergency transhipment or preventive transhipment.

Herer et al. [3] analyzed the emergency lateral transshipment strategy between
two-retailers and found this last can simultaneously improve lightness and agility.
Paterson et al. [4] and Noham and Tzur [5] respectively developed a quasi-myopic
approach and a simple heuristic algorithm. Van et al. [6] have presented models where
preventive collaboration takes place before receipt of the request in order to have a
better distribution of stock available between the different collaborators.

Archibald et al. [7] studied an inventory system considering that basic stock is
ordered, while the decision to place an emergency order from the warehouse or to use
lateral transfer depends on the costs, the time remaining in the warehouse. The period
and inventory available in the alternative site. Relaxing the hypothesis of the instant
central warehouse replenishment time considerably complicates the mathematical
analysis of the network because of the interrelationships between demand, quantities
to be transferred and stock in transit. In particular, if the optimal transfer strategy
should take into account both on-hand and on-order inventory, implying that state
space should be increased. In addition, full collaboration assuming that the lead time is
negligible and where the costs across the sites are the same, is not necessarily optimal
when the lead time is positive. Therefore, the decision space is more complex and the
exact model becomes intractable even in the simple case (two-retailers). Li et al. [8]
aim to study the effect of preventive lateral transhipment on the quantities ordered in
a two-echelons inventory system. Liao et al. [9] studied a comparison between side
transfer and emergency order options. The sharing is done in a bidirectional way to
coordinate the transhipment quantities. Olsson [10] studied a lateral transshipment
policy for a two-retailers inventory system with a positive transshipment delay. A
more sophisticated transhipment policy has been developed, the results of which show
that it is worthwhile to reduce transhipment times. Torabi et al. [11] analyzed a
problem of an inventory system in an e-commerce environment with complete-
pooling. A mixed integer programming model has been formulated and solved to
minimize logistics costs. Lee and Park [12] studied an inventory model with two
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retailers and a single supplier with uncertain capacity. By applying lateral transship-
ment, they found that a transshipment price may be able to coordinate the supply
chain. Feng et al. [13] discussed a dynamic problem of preventive lateral transshipment
in a centralized inventory system based on Markov decision making. They used simu-
lation to study the inventory system with significant reorder time and different costs.
The authors conclude that full collaboration is less expensive than partial collaboration.
They also provided approximations for on-hand inventory, shortage inventory, and
transfer inventory as well as heuristics to determine a near-optimal reorder point
solution under full collaboration. Silbermayr et al. [14] investigated the problem of
emergency lateral transshipment with environmental sustainability. The research of
Nakandala et al. [15] focuses on the study of an emergency lateral transshipment model
for perishable products in a fresh produce supply chain. This research is concerned
with applying a more comprehensive transshipment decision method to help the
practitioner make profitable decisions. Timajchi et al. [16] discussed an inventory
flow problem with a transshipment of pharmaceutical items. Feng et al. [17]
analyzed such advanced research to study emergency lateral transshipment and
preventive transshipment in a comparable partially delayed setting. Dehghani and
Abbasi [18] propose a policy of emergency transshipment of perishable foodstuffs
in supply chains. They developed a heuristic solution to calculate performance
metrics. Timajchi et al. [19] analyzed deterioration in pharmaceuticals and proposed
a side-shift option to meet demand while simultaneously minimizing costs and
accidental losses. Yi et al. [20] found the optimal emergency transshipment and
replenishment decisions within a decentralized inventory system framework. They
build a multistep stochastic model that captures the uncertainty of demand and
changing customer behavior.

2. Modeling mathematical

We have studied the periodic storage policy (R, Si) for each retailer 1 and 2. The
stock control period, noted R, is made up of T time intervals separated by two
successive customer requests for each retailer i, With i = 1, 2.

According to this policy, at the end of each review period R (assumed equal to
28 days, according to, Emel and Lena [21], if the stock position of retailer i (noted,
PSiT ¼ Stock available� Demand) goes down in below a given value, called the
replenishment level and noted Si, a replenishment order is launched from the central
warehouse so as to bring this stock position back to Si, The order is received at the
‘end of the supply period L.

We are targeting to improve the global profitability of stock system composed of
two retailers by minimizing the Desservice rate of each site by decreasing the quantity
out of stock. This result in the improvement of the Average Global Profit in the whole
inventory system this can be done by applying the cooperation between these retailers
which is called by the transshipment, either by the application of the policy of
transhipment: “Complete-Pooling” or “Partial-Pooling”. Each time we modified the
threshold of the “Partial-Pooling” transshipment policy, the periodicity T and the unit
cost of transshipment. We consider a distribution system consisting of two retailers
no-identical (i = 1, 2) owned or operated by the same entity and one manufacturer
that sells to these retailers in a single period. Following the newsvendor scenario, the
central depot owner needs to decide, for retailer n, a no negative order quantity Qi,
before observing demand Di, with i = 1,2.
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To solve this type of problem, we can apply the “Without-Transshipment” policy,
that is to say, when the retailer falls into an out-of-stock position, he demands the
quantity of central deposit missing to satisfy customer demand, or, by applying the
“With-Transshipment” policy, by adopting a relationship between the retailers who
are in the same line to minimize the stock shortage and meet a random demand. In
this chapter we will try to find the most appealing controversy that aims to maximize
the expected Average Global Profit and minimize as much as possible the Average
Global Desservice Rate.

The quantity of supply within time intervals T is then expressed by the Eq. (1).

Qi ¼
Si � PSiT ifPSiT ≤ Si

0 Else

(
(1)

The demand Di at the retailer i during a period R is a random variable that follows
the normal distribution with mean μn and standard deviation σn. We make the
assumption that the demands at the retailers are independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d).

When this demand causes a stock out during the period of the check at the retailer 1,
then a transshipment will be made from the retailer 2 to 1, the amount of transship-
ment will be noted by X21. We suppose, too, that the transshipment time is zero and
that the unit cost of the transshipment noted C is a linear cost according to the
amount transferred between the retailers. Finally, we assume that partial satisfaction
of customer demand by the retailer is not allowed and that claims that cannot be
satisfied by the available stock and the transshipment are lost and are subject to a
cost of break noted Cp per unit lost. In all cases, the available stock becomes zero and
will remain zero until the next supply. The mathematical modeling that we study in
the following paragraph, concerns a transshipment system composed of two non-
identical retailers. The approach we have adopted is inspired from the work of
Emel and Lena [21]. Recall that these researchers solved a problem of a stock system
(R, Si) by considering a single central repository and two retailers. Our goal is to
begin by identifying the difficulties to be met by the resolution of an inventory
system by introducing transshipment in order to identify procedures of resolution
for a large number of retailers.

2.1 Constraints

There remain two main constraints in this part of this research work, for the two
sites 1 and 2. They are defined as follows:

The stock balance constraint:

I1 ¼ PS1T � D1T � X12 þ X21, ∀R ¼ kT and k ¼ 2, 3, 4, … , 10:

I2 ¼ PS2T � D2T � X21 þ X12, ∀R ¼ kT and k ¼ 2, 3, 4, … , 10:

The constraints of the product transshipment strategy between these two sites:

1.If D1T <PS1T So X21 ¼ X12 ¼ 0; ∀R ¼ kT and k ¼ 2, 3, 4, … , 10.

2. If D2T <PS2T So X21 ¼ X12 ¼ 0;
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3.If D1T ≥PS1T So X21 ¼ X12 ¼ 0;

4.If D2T ≥PS2T So X21 ¼ X12 ¼ 0;

5.If D1T <PS1T and D2T >PS2T So X21 ¼ min PS1T �D1T,D2T � PS2Tf g;

6. If D2T <PS2T and D1T >PS1T So X12 ¼ min PS2T � D2T,D1T � PS1Tf g.

From these constraints, we can see that, if the two retailers have excess stocks,
then no product transshipment will take place between these depots (X12 ¼ X21 ¼ 0).

Likewise if the two warehouses face a shortage of stock then there will be no
collaboration between them (X12 ¼ X21 ¼ 0) and they are forced to place an emer-
gency order from the central warehouse.

But, when depot 1 has a surplus (I1 >0), while site 2 faces an effective out of stock
(I2<0), a lateral transfer of product will take place from warehouse 1 to 2 (X12 >0) to
minimize the Service rate in site 2.

Likewise, when site 2 has excess stock (I2 >0), while site 1 is facing a failure, a
lateral transfer of product from depot 2 to 1 will take place (X21 >0) to minimize
unfulfilled order quantity for retailer 1.

2.2 Parameters

The notations used in this chapter are as follows:
n: Number of retailers;
i: Retailer index (counter) with i = 1, 2;
DiT : Demand during the periodicity T at the retailer i (random variable) follows the

normal law (μi, σi).These demands are independent and identically distributed (i. i. d);
Qi : The quantity of supply for the retailer i;
R: Inventory position revision period, which is divided into k intervals of time of

periodicity T;
Si: Maximum level of stock at retailer i at the start of the supply cycle;
PSiT: Stock position at retailer i at each time period T;
TDGi: Average Global Desservice Rate for i retailers;
ΠG

i XGSi,Dið Þ: Average Global Profit for the two retailers i, with i = 1, 2.
Vi: Unit selling price for each site i, with i = 1.2.
C ¼ C12 ¼ C21: Unit cost of transshipment whatever the direction of lateral transfer,
Cpi: Unit cost of shortage for such a site i.

3. Modeling and experimentation

The resolution of our problem is fundamentally based on the probabilistic behavior
of customer demands. It is a continuous distribution which follows the normal law.

For this, among the sampling techniques that allow an exploration of customer
demand, we selected the simulation. Its principle is then to select, for each demand,
random values determined according to an average and a standard deviation. In
addition, the demand is generated independently time and between retailers.

We will then, model in this chapter, Two-Retail Stock Distribution System,
successively appointed “Without-Transshipment” and “With-Transshipment”.
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The latter, may be in the form of a transshipment policy called “Complete-Pooling “, if
the retailer agrees to transfer all of its available stock if necessary, or by “Partial-
Pooling”, if the transshipment is carried out by preserving a targeted stock level, by
modifying the threshold beyond which the retailer agrees to apply transshipment
for each experience. First, the latter will be set at a value which is equal to two times
the demand (this is that is to say, to protect the next two demand), then it will be
equal, to the next demand and finally it is worth to a safety stock which equals 30% of
stock position.

3.1 Case “without-transshipment”

3.1.1 Conceptual model

In this case, if the retailer is confronted with a random demand and to satisfy it and
does not fall out of stock, he must demand the missing quantity from the central
deposit.

This can be represented by Figure 1.
For the Without-Transshipment (No-Pooling) case, the modeling by the ARENA

16.0 software can be presented by the Figure 2.

3.1.2 Assumptions

To properly model this stock system using the Arena software, it is necessary to list
the assumptions and the mode of operation retained in this work:

Figure 1.
Two-retailer stock distribution system “without-transshipment”.
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Figure 2.
The simulation model supply chain: no-pooling.
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• The storage capacity of the central warehouse is infinite;

• Retailer i applies the storage policy (R, Si);

• Partial satisfaction of an order is not allowed,

• Any unsatisfied order will be lost;

• Only one order (emergency according to the central depot) is allowed per supply
cycle (at the end of period R); with R = kT

• There is no definite order of priority. All customer orders are managed according
to the same FCFS (First Coming First Served) priority rule;

• The distribution center has sufficient storage capacity, so as not to introduce
availability constraints (Unlimited storage policy);

• At the start of each supply cycle, a size order Qi, (with Qi = Si -PSiT) is placed to
reach the stock level noted Si.

3.1.3 Mathematical function of average global profit

The Average Global Profit function of our centralized inventory system for two
“Without-Transshipment” retailers contains the selling price of the customer product
and the cost of the shortage.

It takes the general form of the Eq. 2.

Π XGð Þ ¼ E
X2
i¼1

Vi Xið Þ � Cpi

X2
i¼1

I�i
� � !

: (2)

3.2 Case “with-transshipment”

3.2.1 Conceptual model

If one of the two retailers is in the out-of-stock position, then cooperation can be
established between them to meet their random demand. This collaboration usually
takes the form of “Transshipment-Lateral”, also quite simply known as “Transship-
ment” (Figure 3), which allows stocks to be pooled to alleviate the uncertainties
relating to demands arriving at sites of the same level.

Figure 3.
Two-retail stock distribution system “with-transshipment”.
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In this section, we will study two transshipment policies successively named
“Complete-Pooling” and “Partial-Pooling”.

3.2.2 Transshipment policies

3.2.2.1 “Complete-pooling”

For the first transshipment policy called “Complete-Pooling” the modeling by the
ARENA 16.0 software can be presented in Figure 4.

3.2.2.2 Assumptions

We consider the following assumptions:

• Retailer 1 confronts a random demand independent of demands from retailer 2;

• The transshipment time is zero;

• In the case where a retailer 1 faces a stock shortage, whereas, the retailer 2 has a
surplus of inventory, a transshipment of the necessary quantity X21ð Þ will take
place from 2 to 1 to avoid or minimize the shortage: this is the correct
transshipment (also called reactive transshipment). Otherwise depot 1 may
require an emergency order of size Q1 at the distribution center;

• In the event of “Complete-Pooling”, the retailer who is in the overstock position
agrees to transfer all of his available stock if necessary.

3.2.2.3 Mathematical function of average global profit

The function of Average Global Profit for our centralized system composed of two
levels and two retailers, by integrating transshipment and applying the “Complete-
Pooling” policy, can be formulated by the Eq. 3.
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Figure 4.
The simulation model supply chain: complete-pooling.
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Π XGð Þ ¼ E V1 X1 þ X21ð Þ þ V2 X2 þ X12ð Þ � C X12 þ X21ð Þ � Cpi

X2
i¼1

I�i

 ! !
(3)

With XG ¼ X1 þ X2 þ X12 þ X21

3.2.2.4 Quantity of transhipment

We assume that retailer 1 is the one facing a stock shortage, so according to this
transshipment policy, retailer 2 agrees to transfer all of its available stock if necessary,
even if this stock is not enough to fill any the demand of the client who is at the origin
of the demand for the transshipment. The quantity of the transshipment, according to
this policy, will be formulated in the form of the Eq. (4).

X21 ¼
D1T � PS1T ifD1T � PS1T ≤PS2T
0 Else

�
(4)

3.2.2.5 Objective function

The objective is to identify the most economically profitable transshipment policy
for a centralized system over a finite time horizon R, by seeking the lowest possible
Average Global Desservice Rate.

For this, the objective function of the “Complete-Pooling” transshipment policy
will be defined in the form of the Eq. (5).

Max ðE V1 X1 þ X21ð Þ þ V2 X2 þ X12ð Þ � C X12 þ X21ð Þ–Cpi

X2
i¼1

I�i

 ! !
:

S/C

X12

X
i 6¼j

Xij ≤PS1T,With T ¼ R=k et k ¼ 2, 3, 4, … , 10: (5)

X21

X
i 6¼j

Xij ≤PS2T With T ¼ R=k et k ¼ 2, 3, 4, … , 10:

Si ≥ 1 Strictly positive integer;∀i  ¼  1, 2

With

Si ¼ μi ∗ kþ σi
ffiffiffi
k

p� �
,∀i ¼ 1, 2 and k:being the number of periodicities, with

k ¼ 2, 3, 4, … , 10.
And Xi � N μi, σið Þ.

3.2.2.6 “Partial-pooling”

For the second transshipment policy called “Partial-Pooling” the modeling by the
ARENA 16.0 software can be presented in Figure 5.
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3.2.2.7 Assumptions

Furthermore, the hypotheses already indicated for the “Complete-Pooling” trans-
shipment policy, we can add another specific assumption for the “Partial-Pooling”
policy, that is, the lateral transfer is carried out while preserving a level of targeted
stock. We find in research work the following variants:

• The retailer accepts the transshipment up to the amount of surplus stock to its
safety stock,

• the retailer accepts the transshipment up to the amount of surplus stock at his
order point,

• the retailer accepts the transshipment up to the amount of surplus stock at the
estimated demand for the following period (See, Archibald et al. [7]).

• the decision to make a transshipment at the level of a retailer depends on the
current stock level and the time remaining before the next supply.

In our chapter, we are interested in the third variant where the retailer accepts the
transshipment up to the amount of surplus demand for a first proposal of the thresh-
old value. Then we add two other personal contributions, first estimating that it will
be equal to “Two multiply by demand”. Secondly, it will be equal to “30% of stock
position”, to improve the Average Global Profit of the entire system made up of two
retailers while minimizing as far as possible the average stock-out (Average Global
Desservice Rate).

In the following sections of this chapter, we first describe the mathematical
modeling of a “Without-Transshipment” stock system for a warehouse number set to
two. Then we modify it, by integrating, the two policies of transshipment, named,
successively, “Complete-Pooling” and “Partial-Pooling”.

3.2.2.8 Mathematical function of average global profit

The function of the average global profit apply the transshipment policy “Partial-
Pooling”, requires the integration of the quantity lost for each retailer after the
accumulation of stock.

The average global profit function will be formulated by the Eq. (6).
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Figure 5.
The simulation model supply chain: partial-pooling.
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Π XGð Þ ¼ ðE ðV1 X1 þ X21ð Þ þ V2 X2 þ X12ð Þ � C X12 þ X21ð Þ–Cpi

X2
i¼1

I�i þ XP1 þ XP2

 !

(6)

With XG ¼ X1 þ X2 þ X12 þ X21
And XP1 : The quantity lost for retailer 1 after the accumulation of stock with

partial transshipment.
XP2 : The quantity lost for retailer 2 after the accumulation of stock with partial

transshipment.

3.2.2.9 Quantity of transhipment

To significantly improve a purely reactive transshipment policy, it would be pos-
sible to combine it with another proactive policy; this will be named by “Hybrid
transshipment policy”.

In this area of research, the policy of transshipment “Partial-Pooling”, to put
the action on the importance of the estimate of the future to minimize as soon as possible
the quantity not satisfied which governs positively on the economic profitability.

We estimate that retailer 1 is facing an actual stock shortage, therefore, the amount
of lateral transfer from retailer 2 to 1 to minimize or avoid this lost quantity, according
to this transshipment policy will be carried out while preserving a targeted stock level.
Named the transshipment threshold and it will be formulated by three equations
according to the fixing of the latter.

First of all, we estimate that it will be worth to Twice multiply by the Demand, for
this, the quantity of transshipment from 2 to 1 will be formulated by the Eq. (7).

If PS2T � 2 ∗D2Tð Þ>0
If D1T � PS1Tð Þ≤ PS2T � 2 ∗D2Tð Þ So X21 ¼ D1T � PS1T

Else XP1 ¼ PS2T � 2 ∗D2Tð Þ Lost order

8<
:

Else order lost

8>><
>>:

(7)

Then we assume that this threshold is equal to the Next Demand, and then the
amount of lateral transfer from 2 to 1 will be formulated by the Eq. (8).

If PS2T �D2Tð Þ>0
If D1T � PS1Tð Þ≤ PS2T �D2Tð Þ So X21 ¼ D1T � PS1T

Else XP1 ¼ PS2T �D2Tð Þ Lost order

(

Else order lost

8><
>:

(8)

Finally, we propose that it be equal to a safety stock which is worth 30% of PSiT,
therefore, the amount of transshipment will be formulated by the Eq. (9).

If PS2T � 30% ∗PS2Tð Þ>0
If D1T � PS1Tð Þ≤ PS2T � 30% ∗PS2Tð Þ So X21 ¼ D1T � PS1T

Else XP1 ¼ PS2T � 30% ∗PS2Tð Þ Lost order

(

Else order lost

8><
>:

(9)
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3.2.2.10 Objective function

For the second transshipment policy (“Partial-Pooling”), the objective function
will be defined in the form of the Eq. (10).

Max E V1 X1 þ X21ð Þ þ V2 X2 þ X12ð Þ � C X12 þ X21ð Þ–Cpi

X2
i¼1

I�i þ XP1 þ XP2

 ! ! 

(10)

PS2T � Threshold2Tð Þ>0
PS1T � Threshold1Tð Þ>0

With ThresholdiT= Twice the Demand, Next Demand and 30% of PSiT
And XP1 : The quantity lost for retailer 1 after the accumulation of stock with

partial transshipment.
And XP2 : The quantity lost for retailer 2 after the accumulation of stock with

partial transshipment.
With T ¼ R=k et k ¼ 2, 3, 4, … , 10.
Si ≥ 1 Strictly positive integer, ∀i = 1, 2
With

Si ¼ μi ∗ kþ σi
ffiffiffi
k

p� �
, ∀i ¼ 1, 2 and k:being the number of periodicities, With k = 2,

3, 4,… ,10.
And Xi � N μi, σið Þ.

4. Simulation results

We recall that, according to Meissner and Rusyaeva [22], the initial level of replen-
ishment for a demand that follows the normal law of mean and standard deviation, will
take the form of the equation and will be calculated by applying the Eq. 11.

S0n ¼ μn ∗Tþ σn
ffiffiffiffi
T

p� �
(11)

With:
T: number of periods
μi :average demand during the period T of retailer i, with i = 1, 2.
σi :standard deviation of demand of retailer i, with i = 1, 2.
Table 1 shows the different measures of initial stock level of replication and for

n = 2, with N: number of retailers.
Recall that the network structure considered in this chapter is made up of a

distribution center and two retailers, who face random and non-identical demands on
average and standard deviation. We assume that the simulation length is 10 years.

We have assumed that the demandD1 of the first retailer follows the law N (100,
20) and that of the second retailer, D2 follows the law N (200, 50). These demands are
Independent and identically distributed (i.i.d).

Also, we have considered in all the examples of our research that:

• The revision period R = 28 days, (Based on Emel and Lena, [21]);
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• The unit sale price for retailer 1 equal to 95 $ and that of retailer 2 is worth 125 $,

• The unit cost of rupture whatever the site is equal to 30 $,

• The unit cost of transshipment =3 $, 0.5 $, k = 2, 3, 4,… , 10.

We led to the resolution of our problem via simulation by successively testing the
“Without transshipment” and “With-transshipment” policies. We then give the fol-
lowing performance measures, for the evaluation of the contribution to perform the
Pooling between the retailers:

• The number of supply orders (without transshipment),

• The number of orders received with the transshipment application,

• The amount of lateral transfer from a warehouse which is in overstock position to
that of the same level which is in rupture position,

• The quantity of order not fulfilled at a retailer (quantity lost),

• Average Global Profit at a retailer,

• The Average Desservice Rate (the rate of customer dissatisfaction after the
transshipment).

In Table 1 we present the different measures of the initial stock level of the
replenishment.

4.1 Impact of input parameters on average global profit

We examine the effect of three input parameters on the benefits of transshipment,
namely:

k S01 S02

2 229 470

3 335 687

4 440 900

5 545 1112

6 648 1322

7 753 1532

8 857 1741

9 960 1950

10 1063 2158

Table 1.
Determination of different measures of the initial level of replenishment.
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• The periodicity “T”,

• The unit cost of transshipment,

• And, the threshold of the “Partial-Pooling” transshipment policy.

4.1.1 Impact of the periodicity “T”

4.1.1.1 “Without-transshipment” system vs. “With-transshipment” system

The numbers calculated in Table 1 reveal the considerable effect of collaboration
between the sites in terms of Average Global Profit.

Likewise, they present the results of the performance evaluation of the “Complete-
Pooling” and “Partial-Pooling” transshipment policies compared to the “Without-
Transshipment” policy. We note, first, that these results verify those already obtained by
the mathematical model for a stock system with two non-identical retailers, namely that:

• the comparative values obtained by simulation in Table 1, using the “ARENA”
software, confirm the evidence of the advantage of the application of
“transshipment” between the sites in terms of improving the Average Global
Profit. For example, for k = 2, “Complete-Pooling” improved the performance of
the centralized inventory system by increasing the average value of Average
Profit Global of the two retailers, from 39,125 to 44,087, that is to say, a relative
change worth 13%,

• These values show the effect of the change in periodicity on economic
profitability, by improving the Average Global Profit from k = 2 to k = 4.
Whereas, the evolution of the value of the latter undergoes an imperfection
beyond k = 4, and this will be explicit for k = 5 up to k = 10,

because, in these periodicities, this profit becomes under the shape of a decreasing
curve because of the increase in the number of customer orders by the period R = 28 days.

4.1.1.2 “Complete-pooling” vs. “partial-pooling”

Comparative Average Global Profit Improvement Percentage Values Obtained by
Simulation Using ARENA Software for the Two Transshipment Policies “Complete-
Pooling” and “Partial-Pooling” are reported in Table 2.

K Without-
transshipment/

complete-pooling

Complete-
pooling/partial-

pooling: Twice the
Demand

Complete-
pooling/partial-

pooling: next demand

Complete-pooling/partial-
pooling: security

stock = 30% of PSiT

2 13% 3% 17% 26%

3 15% 2% 14% 18%

4 16% 1% 8% 11%

Table 2.
Determination of the values of the relative improvement percentage of the average global profit for a unit cost of
transshipment = 3 $.
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To calculate the different percentages of relative improvement in Average Global
Profit indicated in Table 2, we apply the mathematical formula (12).

%of Relative improvement ¼ ΠG
i complete� poolingð Þ � ΠG

i without� transshipmentð Þ
h

=ΠG
i without� transshipmentð ÞÞ ∗ 100

i

(12)

(This for the first column of the table while for the two transshipment policies
(“Complete-Pooling” and “Partial-Pooling”) we apply this formula while looking for
the percentage improvement value between them).

From Table 2, we see that, the percentage improvement in Average Global Profit,
depends on the periodicity T, as well as, on the transshipment policy applied,
(“Complete-Pooling” or “Partial-Pooling”).

We note that the first lateral transfer policy (“Complete-Pooling”) improves the
economic profitability of the “No-transshipment” policy but with a percentage of
improvement less than that of the transshipment policy (“Partial- Pooling”). Because
of this, the latter is more advantageous, because the Average Global Profit of the
former will be improved regardless of the threshold applied. We will conclude, too,
that the modification of the latter acts on this improvement, take as an example, for
k = 2, the “Partial-Pooling” with a threshold of the “Twice the Demand” target to
reach a percentage of improvement Relative Average Global Profit of “Complete-
Pooling” equal to 3% but with the change of the threshold to “Next Demand” this
value is worth 17% and finally for a threshold equal to “SS = 30% of PSiT” and becomes
equal to 26%. By analyzing the variation of the threshold of the “Partial-Pooling”
transshipment policy, we note that if the latter is higher than this leads to reducing the
chances of supply which results in an increase in the demand no satisfaction rate.

This allows us to conclude that the most economically profitable transshipment
policy is that of “Partial-Pooling” and especially with a lateral transfer threshold equal
to “SS = 30% of PSiT”. This observation leads to a first conclusion in our research,
namely that the change of the threshold influences the percentage improvement
relative to the Average Global Profit.

4.1.2 Impact of the unit cost of transshipment and the threshold for transshipment

The study of the impact of the variation in the unit cost of transshipment on the
Average Global Profit is carried out in cases where C = 0.5 $. The simulation results are
presented in Table 3.

4.1.2.1 “Without-transshipment” system vs. “with-transshipment” system

We examine, for a stock system composed of two levels and two non-identical
retailers, the impact of the variation in the unit cost of transshipment and the thresh-
old of the “Partial-Pooling” policy.

The results of the simulation presented inTable 3 show that a variation in this unit cost
of transshipment, by reducing it from 3$ to 0.5$, acts mainly on improving the profitabil-
ity of the entire centralized system between the “Without -Transshipment “and that of
“With-Transshipment”, for that,wewill conclude that, the coordination between the sites
of the same level allows to improve the profitability of thewhole system, but it reaches the
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most effective values by the application of the “Partial-Pooling” transshipment policy and
above all with the fixing of the threshold at “security stock = 30% of PSiT”.

For this, we will first of all look for the relative improvement percentage of the
Average Global Profit of the centralized system for the first “Complete-Pooling”
transshipment policy by reducing this cost (see Table 4), then by calculating it with
the integration of the second “Partial-Pooling” policy (see Table 5).

4.1.2.2 “Complete-pooling” vs. “partial-pooling”

The determination of the various relative improvement percentage values of the
Average Global Profit for the “Complete-Pooling” transshipment policy or (simply
noted CP) between C = 3 $ and C = 0.5 $, is done by applying the Eq. 13.

K Without-
transshipment

Complete-
pooling

Partial-pooling

Twice the
demand

Next
demandS

Security stock = 30% of
PSiT

2 39,125 45,054 46,938 52,502 56,400

3 65,044 75,754 77,740 85,952 88,976

4 88,000 102,306 103,510 110,200 113,800

5 86,240 101,200 102,520 105,035 107,097

6 83,600 97,657 99,125 101,257 103,356

7 80,960 94,230 95,127 96,102 98,235

8 78,320 91,560 93,276 94,605 97,203

9 70,400 82,359 83,900 88,007 90,102

10 66,000 77,135 79,230 84,009 87,990

Table 3.
Determination of the average global profit for a unit cost of transshipment = 0.5 $.

K Percentage improvement in average global profit

2 2%

3 2%

4 1%

Table 4.
Determination of the percentage improvement in average global profit for “complete pooling” between C = 3 $ and
C = 0.5$.

k Pourcentage du Profit Global Moyen

Twice the demand Next demands Security stock = 30% of PSiT

2 3% 2% 2%

3 1% 1% 1%

4 1% 3% 2%

Table 5.
Determination of the percentage improvement in average global profit for partial pooling between C = 3$ and
C = 0.5$.
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(�
ΠG

i CP for C¼0:5$ð Þ
h i

� (�
ΠG

i CP for C¼3$ð Þ
h i

=
(�
ΠG

i CP for C¼3$ð Þ
h i

∗ 100
� �

(13)

According to the Table 4, we quote for example that, for k = 3 and with a unit cost
of transshipment equal to 3$, the “Complete-Pooling” transshipment policy improved
the value of average overall profit “Without-Transshipment” from 65,044 to 74,538,
therefore with an improvement value equal to 15%.

But, with a slight reduction in the unit cost of transshipment, this percentage
becomes equal to 17%. For this, we will conclude that the unit cost of transshipment
has an influence on the improvement of the Average Global Profit of the whole
centralized stock system.

From Table 5, we will conclude that the application of the unit cost of transship-
ment equal to 1 $ is more profitable in terms of gain compared to that which is worth 2
$, and this is remarkable from the results presented in this table, but with a small
percentage of improvement.

For example,

• For a threshold = Twice the Demand: the “Partial-Pooling” transshipment policy
with a unit cost equal to 0.5 $ makes it possible to improve the Average Global
Profit of the one that equals 3 $ with a minimum value equal to 1% up to a
maximum value equal to 3%.

• For a threshold = Next Demand: With a unit cost of transshipment worth $ 0.5,
the “Partial-Pooling” transshipment policy has improved the Average Global
Profit by that which equals 3 $ with a minimum value equal to 1% up to a
maximum value equal to 3%.

• For a threshold = 30% of PSiT:With a unit cost of transshipment equal to 0.5$, the
economic profitability of the centralized system for the policy of transshipment
“Partial-Pooling” undergoes an evolution compared to that which equals 3 $ of a
minimum value equal to 1% up to a maximum value equal to 2%.

In fact, according to the study of the impact of the change in the unit cost of
transshipment and the threshold of the “Partial-Pooling” policy on the improvement
of Average Global Profit, the analysis of the sensitivity of performance to this
variation can be summarized as follows:

• The decrease in the unit cost of transshipment influences the increase in the
percentage of relative improvement in economic profitability.

• The evolution of Average Global Profit has a strong relationship with the
modification of the threshold beyond which the retailer accepts the
transshipment to design of available stock.

4.2 Impact of the input parameters on the average global deservice rate (the “T”
periodicity and the transshipment threshold)

We focus here on determining, the policy of transshipment in a centralized stock
system which seeks to improve the Average Global Profit at the two retailers by
minimizing the Average Global Desservice Rate as much as possible.
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In this section of chapter, we formulate the Average Global Desservice Rate for the
two retailers by Eq. (14).

TDGi ¼ E
X2
i¼1

I�i =Di
� � !

, (14)

(this is the Average Global Desservice Rate).
From the analysis in Table 6, we note that the Average Global Desservice Rate has

a strong relationship with the change in periodicity and it increases beyond k = 4, and
becomes in the form of a increasing curve.

But, we analyze the effect of transshipment policies on the minimization of the
Average Global Desservice Rate. We notice then that, the first transshipment policy
“Complete-Pooling” aims to decrease the rate of the quantity of customer orders not
satisfied whatever the periodicity and for example for k = 2 this reduction is worth
from 0.500 to 0.360 and that the second “Partial-Pooling” policy aims to reduce it as
soon as possible and this will be explicit for the last transshipment threshold which
equals Security Stock = 30% of PSiT.

We then note that the collaboration between two sites 1 and 2 increases the
probability of cycles without shortages in each warehouse by the quantity of
transshipment transferred planned from 2 to 1 and likewise from 1 to 2 for an
increase in the quantity to order for the site 1 and for site 2. Which results in the
probability of customer satisfaction improves after the application of the
transshipment.

We will then conclude that, the level of service in a collaborative network is higher
compared to the network of independent sites and this plays a very important role in
decreasing the amount of lost order. This implies that the economic performance of
the group of employees does not only depend on the characteristics of each isolated
site, it also depends on the characteristics of each retailer and its relationship with the
other depots that make up the inventory system and especially when the cost of
transfer lateral is weak. This conclusion should be taken into account in the training of
employee groups.

k Without-
transshipment

Complete-
pooling

Partial-pooling

Twice the
demand

Next
demandS

Security Stock = 30% of
PSiT

2 0.500 0.360 0.340 0.120 0.060

3 0.600 0.460 0.432 0.097 0.050

4 0.450 0.159 0.148 0.053 0.032

5 0.670 0.357 0.351 0.157 0.067

6 0.750 0.465 0.457 0.195 0.090

7 0.865 0.525 0.512 0.293 0.120

8 0.925 0.620 0.602 0.387 0.202

9 1.005 0.770 0.720 0.492 0.297

10 1.121 0.800 0.795 0.537 0.325

Table 6.
Determination of average global desservice rate.
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5. Conclusions and perspectives

This chapter targets to study the effect of collaboration in emergencies and apply-
ing two policy of transshipment named, “Complete-Pooling” and “Partial-Pooling”
between two storage sites on the overall average profit of the system centralized and
customer Desservice level.

The most important conclusions can be summarized in the following:

• The sharing of stocks between sites of the same level greatly optimizes the
Average Global Profit of the entire system;

• Collaboration between sites always improves customer Average Global
Desservice Rate, i.e. the probability of no-shortage cycles and the probability of
customer satisfaction;

• In general, the positive effect of collaboration is greater when we apply the
“partial pooling” policy with a change in the transshipment threshold.

Several extensions of this model that are of particular interest can be considered in
future research. For example, the variation in the average and the standard deviation
of the random customer demand and the use of the larger network where the number
of sites exceeds the two, integrating the distance between the different storage sites
located at the same level.
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Chapter 7

New Product Development 
Strategies and Methods: 
Implications for the Indian 
Readymade Apparel Sector
Mitali Gupta

Abstract

Today, the intense global competition in the textile and apparel industry made the 
firms worldwide to be more innovative and competitive by heavily investing into the 
New Product Development Strategies and Methods. In this context, the present study 
attempts to (i) understand New Product Development Approaches and Strategies 
adopted by key global and domestic brands operating in the Indian market and (ii) 
derive lessons for the development of future models of New Product Development in 
the Indian Textile and Apparel Industry. The brands have been selected on the basis of 
their popularity and positioning in the Indian Textile markets.

Keywords: product innovation, design, textile industry, India,  
new product development

1. Introduction

Today, the global competition in the textile and apparel industry has become more 
intense due to the changes in the global lifestyle trends and patterns and increased 
per capita consumption over the last few decades. To compete in the future, the 
firms worldwide are immensely resorting to be innovative while reducing cycle times 
and cutting costs which can be achieved by heavily investing in the New Product 
Development Strategies and Methods, which has been termed as one of the ‘riskiest’ 
and ‘most important’ endeavours of the modern corporation [1]. In fact, today, the 
role and importance of innovation is seen to be more significant towards achieving 
sustainable development and social welfare than economic growth alone of a firm/
country pair [2–9].

The Global Apparel market is close to 2.3% of world GDP with Europe, USA 
and China being the largest markets. However, the year 2020–2021 witnessed a lot 
of changes in the Global Apparel Industry owing to the Covid-19 pandemic which 
has largely impacted the domestic and overseas apparel markets of India as well. As, 
the pandemic forced people to stay at home, the online apparel sales surged during 
the last 2 years, prompting many brands to offer their unique product lines through 
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fast-track digitization and e-commerce platforms leading largely to the occurrence of 
supply side innovations. Since the apparel business is considered to be one of the most 
challenging businesses as factors such as short product life cycle, volatile fashions, 
unpredictable market trends and impulse purchase nature of the customer are the 
ones which drive the sector’s demand at large, keeping up pace with such factors in 
these times of uncertainties would be an additional challenge to be addressed by both 
the national and multi-national apparel brands operating in India along with the 
strategic management of their core organisation policies.

The Indian Textile Industry, one of the oldest manufacturing sectors in the country, 
has been known for its overwhelming presence in the economic life of the country 
while playing a pivotal role through its contribution to the total industrial output 
(14% to industrial production and 4% to the GDP), employment generation (direct 
employment to about 35 million people which includes a substantial number of SC/
ST and women population) and the total export earnings (17% share). Endowed 
with the largest loom age in the world, the second highest spindle age (accounting 
for 24% of the world’s spindle capacity next only to China), a strong multi-fibre raw 
material base, a vast pool of skilled workers, flexible production systems, a dynamic 
entrepreneurship together with vibrant design creativity, the Indian Textile Industry 
has been growing at a CAGR of 10.23% and is as diverse and complex as the country 
itself. India is the second largest producer of textiles and garments and sixth largest 
exporter of textiles spanning apparel, home and technical products in the world. 
According to the data from McKinsey’s Fashion Scope, India’s clothing and garment 
market is forecast to be worth over $59.3 billion in 2022.

However, it is to be noted that despite its substantial contribution, the share of 
investment in R&D per capita is very low in the Indian Textile industry as compared 
to the other developed countries. The industry is largely decentralised in nature 
wherein only 4%–5% of the total cloth production comes from the organised sector. 
The absence of innovation in Product Design in the Indian Textile Industry is a major 
policy concern where, in the globalised competitive market, product innovation has 
become essential for catering to consumer’s ever-changing preferences. Design think-
ing is now considered essential to product development and the policy implementa-
tion depends substantially on the design of products and services. In this context, it is 
understood that it would be difficult to sustain this sector’s growth and exports unless 
enterprises are enabled with a pro-active approach towards product innovation and 
development. Also, there are a very few focussed studies on various approaches and 
strategies adopted by the Indian companies and the multi-national apparel brands 
operating in India and their performance owing to adoption of such strategies thus 
providing an apt rationale for undertaking the present study in an extensive manner.

2. Concept of product innovation

A Product Innovation is the introduction of a good or service that is altogether 
‘New’ or has significantly improved characteristics or intended uses. According to 
the Green Paper released by the European Commission (1995:6), Innovation can be 
defined as, “The competitiveness of a country, region or firm now depends predomi-
nantly on its capacity to invest in research, know-how, technology and the skills which 
allow maximum benefit to be derived from these in terms of new products or services” 
[10] (European Commission, 1995: 6). On a similar note, [3, 11, 12] define innovation 
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as “the generation and implementation of new or improved processes, products/ser-
vices, production methods or single actions aimed at increasing the competitiveness of 
an enterprise”. Extending this definition, [3, 12] have defined innovation as “the suc-
cessful exploitation of a new product, service, process, organization or a new business 
model which is new to a company, new to a market or new to the world”.

Schumpeter [13] originally classified innovations into five types: new products; 
new processes (technological process innovation and organisational innovation); new 
sources of supply/raw materials; new markets and new ways organisation. Gradually, 
OECD Innovation Manual and other such studies identified four main types of inno-
vation based on the object of change and these are product, process, marketing and 
organisational innovations [3]. Further according to [14], any new product develop-
ment undergoes eight stages before it is finally launched in the market. These are: (i) 
generation of new product ideas, (ii) screening and evaluation of ideas, (iii) concept 
development and testing, (iv) marketing strategy, (v) business analysis, (vi) product 
development, (vii) test marketing and (viii) commercialisation.

3. Methodology

3.1 Objectives and hypothesis of the study

Based on the above discussion, the present study has the following objectives:

i. To examine various approaches and strategies of product innovation under-
taken by various national and multi-national brands operating in India to 
remain competitive in the domestic and overseas markets. It is hypothesised 
that the major proportion of development of New Product categories is being 
undertaken in the category of ‘New Product Lines’ followed by the ‘Addition to 
the Product Lines’ involved in the process of developing a new product in the 
Indian Textile Industry.

ii. To provide future policy perspectives on the models of product development 
strategies to enhance global competitiveness of the Indian Readymade Apparel 
Companies.

3.2 Methodology of the study

To understand the nature and various dimensions of product innovation in the 
Textile industry the present study follows the classification made by [1, 15, 16] in their 
respective papers wherein they have identified the following types of new product 
categories:

i. New-to-the world products

According to [15], these are the products which revolutionise existing product 
categories or define wholly the ‘new’ ones based on the ever-changing and innovative 
technologies. Cooper [1] identifies such products as the first of their kind and create 
altogether a new market and customer base. This category represents a very small 
share of the overall products present in the market.
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ii. New product lines

These are those products which are not new to the world but place a firm into a 
new product line and thus diversify the product portfolio of the company. Studies 
have shown that they constitute a substantial share of the overall new product 
launches in the market.

iii. Additions to the product lines/product improvements

These products constitute line extensions which fit within an existing product line 
that the firm already produces with an aim to improve/modify the quality or stan-
dards of an existing product range. They may also provide enhanced performance or 
greater perceived value over the existing range of products. According to [1, 16], this 
category constitutes one of the largest share of overall categories of the New Product 
Development in the market. This process is basically about differentiating products to 
gain edge over the competitor’s products and usually practiced by small business firms 
which are constrained by their resources to create an altogether a new product.

iv. Repositioning products for a newer application or customer base

Repositioning has been identified as a new application for the existing products, 
solving a new problem and or serving the new customer base.

v. Cost reductions strategies

These are those products which are designed to replace existing products at a lower 
cost while offering similar benefits and performance. These are also considered to be 
the dominant strategies for capturing a given market or customer base.

The present study attempts to include and capture various dimensions of the 
above product categories in detail by presenting the case of 12 national and multi-
national apparel brands operating in India. The study has been conducted by 
undertaking rigorous desk research and in-depth interviews of the professionals 
constituting the core team responsible for undertaking R&D activities in a given 
company. The selection of the brands is based largely on the share of market penetra-
tion and popularity of a brand in a particular category of clothing.

4. New product development in the textile and apparel industry in India

The Readymade Garment Sector of India is largely comprised of three main types 
of clothing: (i) formal wear, (ii) casual wear (which largely includes sports-wear and 
active wear also and to an extent innerwear/sleepwear as well) and (iii) traditional or 
ethnic wear. We discuss product development strategies separately under each of the 
above mentioned categories.

4.1 Formal clothing

Some of the major players in this segment in the Indian market are Raymond, 
Siyaram’s and Van Heusen and their product development strategies are shown in 
Table 1 below.
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4.1.1 The Raymond group

The Raymond Group, established in 1925, constitutes one of the most respected 
and largest apparel manufacturers in the country reckoned for delivering world class 
fabrics to its customers from the past nine decades. The company has 60% market 
share in the overall Indian Suiting business which amounts to a total of Rs. 18,000 
crores and today has become the largest exporter of men’s suits in the world. It operates 
through a vast network of 700 stores and 200+ cities in India and worldwide and is one 
of the largest horizontally and vertically integrated worsted suiting manufacturer in 
the world. It has its headquarters in Mumbai, Maharashtra and owns many production 
facilities in the overseas markets as well. The well-known brands under this company 
are Park Avenue, Raymond Premium Apparel, Parx, Colour Plus and Ethnix. The state 
of the art and wholly owned subsidiaries of the Raymond Group such as Silver Spark 
Apparel Ltd., Celebrations Apparel Ltd. and Ever Blue Apparel Ltd. produce crafts 
suits, trousers, shirts and Jeans for the leading fashion labels across the world.

4.1.1.1 Major innovation strategies

a. New-to-the-world products: The Company has recently launched a first-of-its-
kind, anti-viral technology-based fabric–VIRASAFE, which has been proven 
effective to fight against bacteria and viruses and also is an anti-odour fabric. It 
also pioneered the innovative concept of ‘Customised Clothing’ via launching of 
‘Raymond Made to Measure’.

b. New product lines: Since inception, Raymond has been heralded for creating 
numerous pioneering innovations in turn creating a leadership position for itself 
in the market and specifically catering to the mass and premium class of custom-
ers. The company has strong fibre-to-fabric manufacturing capabilities and is a 
textile powerhouse with state-of-the-art modern infrastructure and led by the 
strong product development team with collaborations with Italian designers. 
Raymond has on offer a wide range of quality shirting and suiting fabrics across 
a plethora of options such as Worsted Fabrics, Cotton, Wool blends, Linen, 
and Denim. It has also emerged as the largest over-the-counter (OTC) branded 
shirting player in the domestic organised market since its launch in 2015. The 
company recently launched ‘All Black Collection’ which has been the most com-
prehensive collection ever launched with over 1000 styles of black suiting fabric 
and it was like a poetic ode to the black fabric.

Strategy of product innovation Raymond Siyarams’ Van Heusen

New-to-the-world products ✓ ✓

New product lines ✓ ✓ ✓

Additions to the product Lines/product improvement

Repositioning ✓ ✓

Cost reductions

Source: Author’s own assessment of the Product Portfolio of the Apparel brands.

Table 1. 
Strategies of new product development in the Indian formal clothing segment.
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c. Repositioning: The company, in the last 5 years has set its target to attract young 
consumers especially millennials and the corporate travellers whose preference 
has shifted towards smart, casual and ‘wrinkle-free’ fabrics.

4.1.2 Siyaram’s silks

Siyaram Silk Mills Ltd. (SSM) is part of the Siyaram Poddar Group, which is a small 
cap company with a market cap of Rs. 936.75 Cr. In 2013 the company was voted as 
the most trusted brand by Economic times and Nielsen Media Research. It is head-
quartered in the Kamala Mills compound, Lower Parel, Mumbai and has an integrated 
distribution network of over 0.1 million retail footprints and 170 branded showrooms 
spread across the country. It is India’s largest producer of blended high fashion suiting/
shirting fabrics in India and enjoys the unparalleled legacy of being the most preferred 
brand of both urban and rural India for four decades now as it has carved a niche in the 
wardrobe and hearts of its elite loyalists for creating a melange of cultural intricacies 
and avant-garde which has been synonymous with high quality, continuous innovation 
and iconic futuristic designs that are local at heart and international in appeal.

4.1.2.1 Major innovation strategies

a. New product lines: With a firm belief in business ethics and corporate sustain-
ability and its cutting-edge in-house research and development team, Siyaram’s 
ably houses an annual production of over 80 million meters of fabrics annually 
which provides a diverse range of fabrics such as polyester, viscose, polyester 
cotton, 100% cotton, 100% wool, 100% linen, TR, etc. Being an ISO 9001:2008 
certified company, Siyaram’s has garnered an expertise in every facet of produc-
tion including weaving, dyeing, finishing, and garmenting. In 1991, the company 
ventured into the readymade garment segment by introducing Oxemberg, in 
1995 launched J. Hampstead in the market with 100% pure worsted suiting 
fabrics in India and in 2001 it launched Mistair, a premium suiting brand meant 
particularly for high end class. In 2004, the brand launched its new product lines 
in the form of uniform, children’s clothing, and a women’s brand named ‘Siya’ 
and further plans to develop an exclusive range of fabrics in long staple cotton, 
Giza cotton, linen, wool cashmere, wool-silk-linen, silk, wool blends, and jacket-
ing fabrics in linen. Later in 2015, the Company announced its global venture 
with a prominent Italian brand, Cadini.

4.1.3 Van Huesen

Van Heusen is India’s premium fashion brand for men and women from Aditya 
Birla Fashion and Retail Limited and is all about modernity, sharpness, energy and 
heritage with its stylish, exclusive and trendy designs.

4.1.3.1 Major innovation strategies

a. New-to-the-world products: The brand is credited with the launching of several 
innovations in the market such as ‘best white shirt in 2015’. Recently, the brand 
has launched another innovative solution that has revolutionised every consum-
er’s wardrobe which is labelled as ‘MYFIT’ Collection whose USP lies in creating 
the perfect fitting garment across every body type, a brilliant feat achieved by 
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any readymade apparel brand for the first time in the country. The brand is 
getting 100 orders every day under MYFIT Collection within 3 months of its 
launch. Yet another innovative range of formal wear Collection was launched 
by the Company in the form of 7-in-1 Suit Collection, which happened to be a 
unique concept. The collection allows flexibility for the wearer to get seven dif-
ferent looks from a distinct suit combination which comprises blazer, a reversible 
waistcoat and not one but two knitted trousers. With the launch of this bold 
and impactful range of occasion wear the brand has challenged the stereotype 
dressing (that a single classic suit can be donned not only once but multiple times 
during separate occasions, taking the fashion quotient to a new high). Featuring 
a repertoire of colours in warm earthy tones to colder shades of blue and stone, 
the collection highlights the dynamic transformation, efficiency and power.

The brand has always been developing new apparel technology to enhance the 
quality, comfort and style of its existing ranges. Some of its popular product lines 
are: (i) Van Heusen Commuter: power to move with built in Flex technology rep-
resenting versatility, comfort and style whether running between boardrooms 
or jet-setting the globe; (ii) Van Heusen Performa: suits crafted with cutting 
edge Nano-Technologies and high-twist yarn to help one handle the tough times 
of life; (iii) Van Heusen Move: this collection was introduced with Future Fit 
Stretch Technology for unrivalled flexibility and freedom of movement in busi-
ness wear by blending 98% wool with 2% elastane for enhanced flexibility and 
(iv) Van Heusen Evercool: this collection combines two revolutionary technolo-
gies to bring to the customers one of the ‘coolest suit’ in the market which was 
developed in Switzerland through Scholler technologies and cold-black technol-
ogy that enables dark fabrics to reflect UV and Infrared heat and light.

b. New product lines: Seizing the opportunity of ‘Work from Home’ due to Covid-19, 
Van Heusen has recently launched its ‘sub-brand Denim Labs’ with a new cam-
paign featuring actor Jacqueline Fernandes in the ‘new blue’. Van Heusen’s product 
design and R&D team is constantly churning new ideas for expansion which has 
launched its range of Innerwear, Athleisure, Active wear, lab-licenced masks (with 
germicidal technology that claims to disable the Sars-Cov2 virus on contact).

c. Repositioning: With these new lines of production, the company attempts to 
target consumers in the age group of 20–35 who majorly happen to be youngsters 
entering the job market as mid-level and senior-level professionals.

4.2 Casual/sportswear/active-wear

Some of the well-known brands under the category of Casual/Active/Sportswear 
in the Indian market are Mufti, Indian Terrain, Flying Machine, Provogue and Allen 
Solly (Table 2). Their NPD strategies are discussed below.

4.2.1 Mufti

4.2.1.1 Opportunity identification

The 90s was a period where India was going through a transition in fashion and the 
creators of this brand, Mr. Kamal Kushlani saw an opportunity to create a casualwear 
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brand which became the first global fashion brand with Indian roots. Mufti was 
launched in 1998 with one driving ambition, to provide an alternative dressing solu-
tion, that did not conform to the ‘uniform’ codes of mainstream fashion. It currently 
retails through more than 1500 points of sale across India and has its own website to 
offer products via online shopping all over India. It has also implemented below-the-
line approach in terms of niche marketing and distributed flyers at high-traffic routes, 
motels and malls. The company has been continuously putting out new designs 
without any substantial repetition which has gained it a huge recognition among the 
casual-wear oriented youth consumers and it soon became the most edgy casualwear 
brand even picked up by the celebrity stylists. The designs have been inspired through 
a rich interaction of culture, travel, people and places which are quite imaginative and 
convey Indian spirit with International codes of fashion.

4.2.1.2 Major innovation strategies

a. New-to-the-world products: It introduced club wear, street wear joggers from 
denim and turn-up sleeves which were hitherto unknown in the Indian market 
and was the first to make an entire range of jeans in stretch (for men), that was 
later adopted by the world. The brand revolutionised the basic category of shirts, 
which were of free-size and silhouette in the late 90s by shortening their length 
and making them tapered at the waist. After a couple of years they started selling 
jeans with Lycra and went against the conventional rough and tough denim fabric 
to suit the needs of the travelling and active consumer.

b. New product lines: When athleisure fashion spread in the market like wildfire 
with sudden influx of joggers, Mufti started creating denim joggers to provide 
durability to this popular product category.

4.2.2 Flying machine

Flying Machine is India’s first home-grown denim brand owned by Arvind Mills’ 
garments division and one of the coolest youth apparel brands in the country. The 
company was launched in the year 1980 when only smuggled jeans was available in the 
market. By 1994 it had become a leader in branded jeans in India and is still seen as a 
trendy and premium casualwear brand. The brand chooses to be a trendsetter rather 
than a fad-follower and this attitude is reflected in each and every of its products. Flying 
Machine is primarily a B and C town brand and has been synonymous with authentic 
details, original graphics, first in class urban innovation and true Italian styling.

Strategy of product innovation Mufti Flying machine Allen Solly

New-to-the-world products ✓ ✓

New product lines ✓ ✓ ✓

Additions to the product Lines/product improvement ✓

Repositioning

Cost reductions ✓

Source: Author’s own assessment of the Product Portfolio of the Apparel brands.

Table 2. 
Strategies of new product development in the casual/active-wear clothing segment.
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4.2.2.1 Major innovative strategies

a. New-to-the-world products: Flying machine has attained 23 times rise in its 
Gross Merchandise Value (GMV) by deploying Rubicon technology which has 
not only increased its online visibility, but also strengthened its marketplace 
business and sales quite significantly.

b. New product lines: The Company follows the fashion cycle and plans only 60–70% 
of their collection in advance and do the rest 30% on the run. It recently launched 
the ‘Young and Bold’ Collection targeting the college students and early first job-
bers between the age group 15–21. They have recently launched women’s wear and 
party wear and related accessories which is also receiving a good response from 
the customers. In 2007, as a part of its re-launch phase, the brand roped in Italian 
designer Chicco (pronounced Khee-co) to help reinvent its design philosophy 
to be able to cater to an all-new Indian consumer. While Chicco was brought on 
board to take design to the next level, JHP-London was signed on to partner the 
brand’s transformation at the retail level. As a result, the brand achieved a remark-
able makeover through a new and urban store-format across the country.

c. Additions to the product lines: Flying Machine’s five-pocket jeans with elabo-
rate washes, for graphics, cut and sew details are the most popular under this 
category.

4.2.3 Allen Solly

The Aditya Birla apparel brand ‘Allen Solly’ is one of the exclusive brands that 
entered in the Indian market in 1993. Founded by William Hollin in 1744, Allen Solly 
is an extensive brand focussing on western style dressing and has set the trend in the 
changing workplace culture by introducing casual work apparels for working men 
and women. This product concept became very successful in the Indian market as 
work culture in India became much more relaxed than before, with the advent of 
the multinational companies into the Indian market which started relaxing their 
formal dressing norms worldwide. The company works extensively work over new 
designs with changes in fashion trends and with the extensive dynamic market in the 
textile industry, the brand has maintained its brand image with maintained quality 
and customer services. The brand can be best seen as ‘comfort wear’ for the young 
working professionals (in the age-group of 24–28 years) primarily based in Metro 
and Tier-I cities.

4.2.3.1 Major innovation strategies

a. New product lines: Recently the brand has launched the ‘Go’ trousers – a combi-
nation of stretch and wrinkle-free work trousers. The brand has also added new 
categories to its product line – tee shirts, winter-wear, suits, blazers and basic 
accessories such as ties, belts and socks. Recently the brand has introduced the 
concept of ‘Friday Dressing’ for women also which represents more of a relaxed 
work wear rather than strictly being formal. Ideas of ‘Friday dressing’ was specially 
introduced to target working people and their need of looking cool on Fridays in 
the office. Infact this is the only brand so far in the Indian market which is specifi-
cally focussed on women’s professional as well as comfort dressing.
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b. Cost reduction strategies: The strong supply chain network of the Aditya Birla 
Group has largely helped the brand to minimise its costs and deliver its products at 
an affordable price range as the brand targets young customers majorly.

4.3 Traditional/ethnic wear

Among the traditional clothing segments the most popular brands in the Indian 
market are Biba, Manyavar and Fabindia (Table 3).

4.3.1 Biba

Biba was first launched by Meena Bindra in 1988 with a small boutique in Mumbai. 
Today, it is a market leader in affordable occasion wear and with a legacy of over two 
decades, has been the emissary of evolving fashion for the modern Indian women of 
substance and strength by presenting them with beautiful and elegant ethnic wear which 
are much more than just traditional silhouettes. Biba became the first national brand to 
be recognised for its ethnic wear and ethnic-western mix and is currently available in 
230 physical stores across 105 Indian cities and is also planning to take it to the overseas 
market as well. The label has been growing at a CAGR of more than 30% for the last 
5 years and has also partnered with major retail chains such as Lifestyle and Central.

The brand has recently launched a new logo which has been inspired from a 
‘peacock feather’, representing elegance and pride. The font has also been changed 
while the red colour has been retained from the old logo as it sits very well with the 
fashion codes and has a very rich association with Indian beauty and glamour. Anjan 
Roy, Director, Elephant Delhi, the branding firm that has worked closely with the key 
stakeholders at Biba to develop the new identity informed that, ‘the typography of 
the new logo has been made more classic, so that it endures the test of time and still 
stands out as a young, vibrant and fashionable identity’.

4.3.1.1 Major innovation strategies

a. New product lines: The brand has recently introduced a children’s wear range and 
also sells textiles. It also launched its first-ever brand campaign conceptualised 
by Lowe Lintas Bangalore. BIBA believes that there is a lot more to a woman 
than just her beauty, and that’s what inspired the brand’s Spring Summer 2017 
Collection – “Who’s that Girl”. In the due course of time it has also launched 
Sleepwear and Loungewear Collection which are targeted for the mid-level 

Strategy of product innovation Biba Manyavar Fabindia

New-to-the-world products

New product lines ✓ ✓ ✓

Additions to the product lines/product improvement

Repositioning ✓

Cost reductions ✓

Source: Author’s own assessment of the Product Portfolio of the Apparel brands.

Table 3. 
Strategies of new product development in the traditional/ethnic wear clothing segment.
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segment of women who look for style, comfort and quality. The sleepwear 
category is emerging as a trending fashion, with bridal sleepwear and sleepwear 
for themed parties gaining increased traction, which acts as a key driver of the 
market. It recently forged a joint venture with designer Manish Arora, picking up 
a 51% stake and the new contemporary Indian wear collection would be known as 
‘Indian by Manish Arora’. The company also plans to expand its premium collec-
tion ‘BIBA by Rohit Bal’.

b. Repositioning: After completing nearly 20 years, the brand is now segmenting the 
market by entering the luxury and bridal segments. It plans to further segment the 
estimated Rs 90,000-crore ethnic market by entering the mass market with either 
a new brand or through an acquisition. Gradually it launched a value-fashion 
brand Rangriti, which offers daily/casual wear in the range of Rs. 500–Rs. 2000, to 
appeal to the masses, which has generated Rs. 60 crore of the sales already.

4.3.2 Manyavar

Known for offering exclusive ethnic-inspired clothing at affordable prices, the 
brand caters to confident, charming and stylish men who proudly flaunt their ‘desi 
avatar’ on weddings, parties and other special occasions. There was a huge void in 
the men’s ethnic wear segment in India and it was over-looked by all the big existing 
players in the market. No brand considered ethnic wear as ‘fashion’ or even a category 
to start with. It is in this period that Manyavar was launched by Ravi Modi in 1999 by 
bringing in some of the country’s finest fashion designers and artisans under one roof. 
The philosophy of the brand is to transcend cultural and ethnic sensibilities to estab-
lish Indian wear as a widely accepted and preferred clothing not only in India but at 
the global level. The brand has also won several awards and accolades for its pioneering 
efforts in revitalising ethnic fashion and achieving several milestones in retail business. 
Today, Manyavar sells its gorgeous sherwanis and kurtas through more than 400 outlets 
located across 200 cities worldwide. The brand garnered INR 820 crore in revenue 
during FY19 and has been growing at CAGR of 20 percent in the last 5 years.

Each of its products is a signature product; it is a manifestation of in-depth research, 
creativity and design, workmanship, technology and benchmarking. Off-beat colours 
like pastels, which were never seen in a groom’s palette, have acquired a large space in 
men’s ethnic wear range. The brand also incorporated in its design asymmetrical cuts and 
hemlines which have been recently trending and making the whole range of men’s wear 
all the more exciting and innovative. It should be noted that Manyavar is one of those 
rare brands that started advertising through theatres, first in the year 2014. Its early video 
campaigns were made exclusively for theatre consumption – pre-movie campaigns and 
interval spots.

4.3.2.1 Major innovation strategies

a. New product lines: Manyavar started with wedding wear and has over time forayed 
into celebration, festive and casual wear and later on developed fusion wear. The 
modern-day brand not only targeted the man of the house but expanded its focus 
on the whole family, introducing newer collections and also sought to popularise 
Indian wear for everyday use through lines of cotton kurtas and pyjamas. In the 
same year, in a breakthrough development, Manyavar launched its women’s ethnic 
wear collection – ‘Mohey’ which was created to sell particularly traditional wear 
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like lehengas and saris for women. Not leaving behind juniors, the brand also 
started with Kid’s Ethnic and Fusion Wear line and launched premium men’s wear 
brand – Twamev last year. Apart from this, the timeless celebration collection of 
the brand includes exquisite Sherwanis, Indo-Westerns, Royal Bandhgalas, Classic 
Kurta-Jackets, and fashion kurtas.

4.3.3 Fabindia

4.3.3.1 Opportunity identification

During the British rule, the handloom industry of India was badly affected due 
to the advent of power-looms and heavy taxes. Post-independence, the Khadi move-
ment launched by the Father of the Nation, M. K. Gandhi did revive the handloom 
and textile industry to a certain extent however, with the deepening industrialisation 
and power looms, cheap and convenient cloth became the norm of the working class. 
This even caused the weaver population to diminish significantly while forcing them 
to change their professions as agricultural labourers, daily wage earners making them 
more and more desperate and vulnerable.

This was the time when Fab India was founded by John Bissell in 1960 who saw a 
tremendous potential in the handloom textiles of India. The Company started as an 
Export business at John’s home in New Delhi, exporting furnished goods and sub-
sequently hand-woven fabric to the overseas customers. In 1998, John Bissell passed 
away, letting his son William Bissell take over the reins. Today Fabindia has become 
the largest retailer for handloom and handcrafted products in India with more than 
300 stores worldwide, an interwoven network of more than 50,000 weavers and 
90,000 artisans scattered all over India.

The brand has a unique marketing strategy of connecting with customers through 
meaningful stories rather than spending big budget on advertising. It organises crafts 
mornings where artisans speak about their art and experts are invited to speak on 
importance of using organic products and environmental production. Fabindia has 
been a brand which is a blend of urban contemporary designs with traditional crafts-
man techniques, which attracted the urban populace and gave popularity to Fabindia 
over government owned emporiums. The company has been involved in various CSR 
activities and is one of the most known brand in India for its work towards the society 
and has won many awards and accolades for it.

4.3.3.2 Major innovation strategies

a. New product lines: Its portfolio is broadly categorised into traditional women’s, 
men’s and kids’ clothing and accessories. The brand also offers western dresses 
under Fabel brand.

b. Cost reduction strategies: The target customer of company is middle class consumers 
in cities of India and abroad and that is why it has adopted competitive pricing for 
most of its products. However, Fab India applies product line pricing for each of its 
product wherein a base price is set for the high price sensitive consumer segment and 
higher quality products are marketed to less price sensitive consumer segment at a 
premium over the base price. It also does promotional pricing by offering its product 
at discount prices for a window of time.
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4.4 All categories apparel brands

The major brands under this category are Westside, Pantaloons and Zara (Table 4).

4.4.1 Westside

In the late 1990s, the popular Indian female attire the salwar kameez completely 
changed its look. The dupatta was set aside, ‘the bottom’ evolved to what is now 
known as the leggings, palazzos and pants, while the top metamorphosed into the 
era-defining garment, the ‘kurti’ which completely changed the Indian female 
ready-made garment sector. Leading this fashion revolution – from a store in south 
Mumbai’s Hughes Road precinct – was Tata group’s flagship retail store Westside. 
Westside was established by Mrs. Simone Tata when she acquired the Littlewoods 
in 1998. Twenty years on, the retail store is now a chain of large-format department 
stores with 28 in-house brands and 132 stores across the country and constitutes about 
96% of Trent revenue, the retail arm of the Tata group.

While an exclusive range of own branded fashion apparel continues to be the 
mainstay of the chain, the Westside model involves active control all across the value 
chain including branding, sourcing, logistics, distribution, pricing, display and 
promotion of almost 90% of the product range retailed. Priced moderately, Westside, 
over the years, has garnered its own set of loyalists, who prefer the blend of cutting-
edge fashion with a touch of Indian-ness. The styles that make it into the shopping 
basket go through a rigorous process of approvals, starting with the blue seal, silver 
seal and the final gold seal – each seal, a level of approval for pattern, design, colour 
palette, etc. The ‘value for money’ tag still sticks, but the styles have gotten bolder, 
cuts edgier and colours funkier.

4.4.1.1 Major innovation strategies

a. New product lines: Recently Westside has launched trending-across-the-globe 
‘mini-me’ range for children: chino trousers and polo necks for kids who want to 
imitate their dad’s Friday-dressing or Utsa dresses for little girls.

Some of the key brands in women’s wear segment are (i) Bombay Paisley: chic, 
western and contemporary ethnic wear for the experimental and vibrant youth, 
(ii) Gia: a fashionable casual collection for the curvy women, (iii) L.O.V: is a 

Strategy of product innovation Westside Pantaloons Zara

New-to-the-world products

New product lines ✓ ✓ ✓

Additions to the product lines/product improvement ✓ ✓

Repositioning

Cost reductions

Source: Author’s own assessment of the Product Portfolio of the Apparel brands.

Table 4. 
Strategies of new product development in all categories apparel brands.
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smart, casual, feminine offering for the 25-plus women and (iv) Zuba: silk 
and handloom blends with handcrafted embroidery. Other noteworthy brands 
include Wardrobe, a trendy 9-to-9 fashion for women and Nuon, a young casual 
fashion brand. In the men’s category, Westside has Ascot, a modern classic life-
style brand for the discerning man, E.T.A, understated casual wear for contem-
porary men, and West Sport offers functional and stylish casual mens apparel. 
In FY’15, the chain launched four new brands, exclusively available at Westside 
stores. It brought in Wunder Love, the chain’s in-house lingerie brand and Sassy 
Soda, Westside’s collection of trendy clothing designed for the curvier youth. 
Apart from tying up with renowned designers such as Narendra Kumar, Priya-
darshini Rao, Krishna Mehta, Westside has also tied up exclusively with interna-
tional brands such as Italian kids wear brand Chicco, Woolworths Bath and Body.

b. Additions to the product lines/product improvement: Westside took fast fashion 
a step further by being the first Indian company to launch the Fast N Fab concept. 
A capsule collection of three to four looks in each brand hits select stores on the 
third Friday of each month. Sophisticated fashion forecasting models; designers 
travelling to fashion capitals across the globe to imbibe ideas and styles; teams 
sourcing raw material from the remotest parts of India; buyers meeting artisans 
and vendors across the country has made it possible for Westside to remain fast 
and fashionable.

4.4.2 Pantaloons

Pantaloons, a division of Aditya Birla Fashion and Retail Limited (ABFRL) 
Group, has been one of the strongest and most preferred brand in the Indian fashion 
retail industry among the large retail format stores over the past two decades. Over 
the period of time, it has evolved into a progressive style partner for the fashion 
seeking shopper by positioning itself as a spontaneous, playful, vibrant brand 
which is at the forefront of all fashion trends across all categories. It has built one 
of India’s widest retail network with more than 340 large format stores. This year, 
Pantaloons focused on growing Pantaloons.com, its online store which recorded 2.3 
times of sales over the last year. Pantaloons reported an annual revenue of Rs. 1859 
crore, down by 47% from last year, while the EBITDA1 margin stands at Rs. 276 crore 
compared to Rs. 563 crore last year and was positive (14.8%) for FY21.

With good design capabilities, innovative product development, agile supply chain 
and customer-centric processes, Pantaloons delivers an enhanced Omni-channel 
shopping experience to its customers. Today, the Company is at the cusp of a strategic 
shift of its missions from process-centric to product-centric approach2 from 2020 to 
2025, where products will be at the fulcrum of the Company’s sustainability strategy. 
The Company has also built on its Digital Trade Show platform, replacing seasonal 
tradeshows, which have been the mainstay of the industry. This has helped completely 
transform the product development lifecycle, right from the design stage. While the 
Company celebrates a leadership position in the fashion segment and continues to 

1 EBTDA stands for earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation. The EBITDA margin is a 
measure of a company’s operating profit as a percentage of its revenue.
2 The product-centric approach for any company attempts to identify key focus areas for improvement 
and develop interventions for each life cycle stage of the product, including upstream and downstream 
operations.
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grow brand equity and consumer base, the Company is always working towards giving 
back to the environment through ‘ReEarth’ sustainability philosophy and has won 
several accolades for it at the international level.

4.4.2.1 Major innovation strategies

a. New product lines: In line with its strategy to increase its private label share, 
Pantaloons launched new categories including Home, Sarees, Bags and other 
Accessories and has also unveiled exclusive brands in women’s ethnic wear. 
The year 2020 was the turning point in its ethnic strategy when the company 
acquired Jaypore brand while in 2021, with two fresh partnerships with Tarun 
Tahiliani and Sabyasachi, the company now boasts of the most comprehensive 
portfolio of iconic ethnic wear brands across price points in the domestic mar-
kets. Furthermore, the Company announced new strategic investments in luxury 
couture Sabyasachi, and men’s ethnic and ceremonial wear by Tarun Tahiliani. 
Some of its brands include: Ajile, Bare Denim, Indus Route, People, Richard 
Parker, Rig, SF Jeans and Urban Ranger.

4.4.3 Zara

Zara is the well-known face of one the world’s most innovative retail groups 
Inditex (world’s largest fashion and clothing companies). Zara is a Spanish cloth-
ing and accessories retailer based in Arteixo, Galicia, Spain and founded in 1975 by 
Armancio Ortega. The philosophy of the company is to get new fashions fastest to the 
market as it just takes less than 4 weeks for the company to take its designs to the store 
shelves. During the 1980s, Zara started changing the design, manufacturing, and dis-
tribution process to reduce lead times. This allowed them to react to new trends in a 
quicker way, in what they called “instant fashions.” Zara has been famously described 
by Louis Vutton designer, Daniel Piette as “Possibly the most innovative and devastat-
ing retailer in the world”.

The company has already gone global while selling on all the five continents and 
generating great economies of scale. There are over 2000 Zara stores located across 88 
countries. The process of innovation at Zara does not apply only to products but also 
towards streamlining and optimising manufacturing, supply chain management, data 
tracking, inventory management, store layout and staff operations. From its humble 
origins in 1975 in Galicia, Spain, Zara developed a successful strategy that has led it to 
rapidly design, produce and distribute fashionable clothing to the customers world-
wide. Gradually it also developed in-house capabilities in design, low-cost production, 
supply chain optimisation and effective feedback loops to ensure that it continually 
delivers great products to its customers.

The Zara design team consists of 350 people who are completely anonymous and 
are charged with generating and delivering 18,000 new product designs in a year. At 
Zara’s headquarters in Arteixo La Coruna, Spain, there are 25 full-size shop windows 
with differing displays and lighting which enables the designers to look through the 
format of the retail stores and design accordingly. Zara also has a flat hierarchal man-
agement structure with designers empowered to make fast decisions. Only 15%–25% 
of clothes are produced before the season and 50%–60% at the start of the season. All 
of these competitive advantages have led Zara to an enviable position where it does 
not need to advertise. Its core values are found in four simple terms: beauty, clarity, 
functionality and sustainability.
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5. Conclusions

5.1 Key policy perspectives for the future

The present study attempted to examine various strategies and methods towards 
New Product Development adopted by some of the prominent global players 
operating in the Indian Textile market. Some of the important observations are 
summarised below.

Firstly, if we analyse the segmentation of the Indian clothing market, we find that 
it is majorly flooded with men’s apparel segment while almost completely neglecting 
the women side which may seem to be a huge gap to be addressed and infact prob-
ably somewhat been seen as an opportunity by the multinational brands who have 
exploited it in the later part of the 20th century. Infact the formal clothing segment as 
represented by two major Indian players: The Raymond Group and Siyaram’s par-
ticularly cater to the men’s clothing range only. With the advent of the multinational 
brands like Allen Solly into the Indian markets, we could find women’s formal as 
well as comfort casual clothing range has been given due attention over the period of 
time. It may also seem that women’s apparel garments only came into being after the 
substantial rise in their numbers in the workplace otherwise their might be a connota-
tion in the minds of the companies that formal wear is only about men’s clothing and 
perhaps the monopoly of it.

Secondly, the casual/comfort wear clothing is the largest category in terms of mar-
ket size and a lot of small and large players have come up which though not mentioned 
in the current paper but constitute a substantial market size in the Indian Readymade 
Garments Industry. Thus there is a lot of scope in New Product Development in this 
category of clothing segment which so far has not been done by the Indian brands 
which have largely followed the trends and patterns of international brands.

Thirdly, the discussions in the above sections have confirmed the hypothesis that 
the most sought after strategies of New Product Development has been launching 
of the New Product Lines followed by the Additions to the Product Lines/Product 
Improvement. New-to-the-World Products has been particularly pursued by the 
multinational brands like Van Heusen. Apart from this, it is also to be realised by the 
apparel brands that apart from the elite section, India has a large middle income seg-
ment which can be cashed on to the fullest potential. But so far the brands only have 
capitalised on the premium and elite class.

Thus there is a need for the Indian brands to catch up with the multinational 
brands so as to become more competitive in the domestic and overseas markets which 
would only be possible by developing an extensive innovation culture and capabilities 
of the small innovative firms on the part of the policy making institutions in India.
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